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Abstract
Rockfalls threaten communities and infrastructure in mountainous regions worldwide and have
been a particularly problematic hazard along the transportation corridors in western Canada. These types
of failures are traditionally managed using rockfall hazard management frameworks that are based on a
historical analysis of rockfall activity. These frameworks do not fully consider the complexity of the
natural rock slopes, nor indicate where and when a potential failure may occur. Terrestrial Laser Scanning
(TLS) has been beneficial for monitoring and assessing rock slope hazards and has the potential to
identify incipient signs of rock slope failure.
The aim of this thesis is to use TLS to better manage rockfall hazard along transportation
corridors by including quantitative measures of precursor activity into hazard analysis strategies and
through the development of near-real time automated TLS systems for early warning purposes.
In the first part of the thesis, monitoring at 2-3-month intervals was conducted with TLS at a
variety of rock slopes located along the CN Rail line in the Thompson River valley over the four-year
duration of this research. Over one hundred rockfalls in the range of 0.1 to 4200 m3, exhibiting precursor
activity in the form of pre-failure deformation, smaller precursor rockfalls and tension crack openings
were studied and compiled into a database. The approach included: (i) identifying potential rockfall
source zones based on incipient signs of failure; (ii) tracking kinematics in three dimensions to better
understand the mechanisms of failure; (iii) estimating potential failure volumes based on bounding joint
structure; and (iv) transmitting this information to the railway operator for an assessment of risk.
The second part of the thesis focused on monitoring at near continuous levels, which is required
to identify the accelerating phase prior to rockfall failure which is necessary to forecast failure time in
early warning systems. A complete series of analysis tools was developed to process and analyze TLS
data autonomously in near real-time. This included tools to filter outliers, register point clouds, conduct
change detection using spatial and temporal neighbourhood averaging and to display time series of
deformation. The system was tested for a 6-week period at a rockslide in the French alps.
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The contributions in this thesis (i) enhance current rockfall hazard analysis methods by including
quantitative measurements of precursor activity, (ii) improve our understanding of the pre-failure stage of
rock slope failures and (iii) opened the door for future studies of rock slope failure at a high temporal
density using TLS.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 General Introduction
Linear infrastructure corridors and communities in mountainous environments are
exposed to various types of geological hazards, including rockfalls. Rockfalls, a sub type of
landslides (Cruden and Varnes 1996), can have disastrous consequences. For example, in 1903
the Frank slide in Alberta released 80 million tonnes of rock burying the Canadian Pacific
Railway, the TransCanada highway and the southeast end of the town of Frank (Cruden and
Martin 2007). This resulted in 83 documented deaths and 23 injuries, making it one of Canada’s
deadliest landslides (Anderson 1986). Large rockfalls such as the Frank slide are rare, and larger
magnitude events account for a small proportion of rockfall occurrences (Hungr et al. 1999).
Rockfalls failures in this volume range generally occur with no apparent warning, and continually
threaten the safe and efficient operation of Canada’s transportation infrastructure system.
In Southwestern British Columbia, for example, the TransCanada highway, CP and CN
railways were built through steep river valleys adjacent to natural and cut rock slopes, commonly
reaching 100s of meters above grade. This region is the most active in terms of rock slope failures
in the entire Canadian rail system (Keegan 2007); between Vancouver and Jasper alone, 33% of
the CN corridor is subject to rock slope hazards (Peckover and Kerr 1977). Notable rock slope
failures in the last five years affecting railway operations in this region include: in 2007 a rock
avalanche causing a derailment and destruction of a retaining wall within the 3 km-long exposed
rock slope named the White Canyon; in 2012 a 50000 m3 rockslide at Jackass mountain in the
Fraser River Valley resulting in the destruction of a rockfall protection structure (Sturzenegger et
al. 2014); in 2013 a 2600 m3 failure damaging the railway tracks (Kromer et al. 2015); in 2014
several failures ranging from 200 m3 to 4200 m3 in volume at Jackass mountain (Kromer et al.
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2017); and in February 2015, along the CN Rail line passing Seton Lake between Lillooet and
Pemberton, BC, a wedge failure occurred resulting in several weeks of interrupted rail service
(Appendix A; Figure 1-1). Meanwhile, in Eastern Canada, in the fall of 2014, a rockslide in Sept
Iles Quebec on the main rail line resulted in a derailment and the death of a locomotive engineer.
Moreover, consequences of rock slope failures are not limited to loss of life; a shutdown in
Canada’s railway corridors causes economic losses not just to the railway, but to the Canadian
economy as a whole (Coleman 2013).

Figure 1-1: A wedge failure that occurred along the CN rail line passing Seton Lake
between Lillooet and Pemberton, BC, in February 2015.

Because Canada is a large country with a varied geography and climate, railways are and
will continue to be exposed to a variety of geological hazards. For the safe and efficient
operation of Canada’s transportation networks and safety of communities in mountainous terrain,
it is important to have a good understanding of the mechanisms and controlling factors of rock
slope failures. An important objective of geological hazard research work is the optimal
allocation of maintenance and preventative resources based on decisions supported by an
effective risk management system.
2

Remote sensing technologies, such as the use of Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS), have
improved our ability to identify, assess, characterize, and monitor rock slope hazards and mitigate
risk, and can be an effective tool for geohazard management (e.g. Lato et al. 2009). This is due to
the rich, detailed three-dimensional (3D) point cloud representations of rock slope surfaces, the
speed of data collection, the ability to collect data at a safe distance away from the hazard, and the
ability to characterize hazard activity and mechanics through change detection analysis
(Jaboyedoff et al. 2012, Abellán et al. 2014).
This aim of this thesis is to improve two important parts of the management of rock slope
failure risk using TLS: (i) the assessment of rock slope hazard; and (ii) near-real-time TLS
monitoring of rock slope failures. The first part involves the study of progressive rock slope
failure and an investigation of methods and logic for the assessment of rock slope stability using
quantitative measurements of precursor activity, using regular TLS monitoring. The second part
involves developing an Automated Terrestrial Laser Scanning (ATLS) system, processing tools
and predictive models for near-real-time early warning of rock slope failures. The area of study
includes rock slope sites located along the Thompson-Fraser rail corridor in South Western
British Columbia (Figure 1-2) and addition test sites in Switzerland and France.

3

Figure 1-2: Site location map and chapter numbers for the study area along the ThompsonFraser rail corridor in Western Canada.
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1.2 Thesis Motivation and Objectives
The motivation for this thesis came from the discovery of the ability to detect precursor
signs of rock slope failures from TLS monitoring and the potential to use this information to
improve the management of rock slope failure risk along transportation networks and other
affected infrastructure and communities. Studies by Rosser et al. (2007), Abellán et al. (2010),
and Royán et al. (2013) have shown that it is possible to identify precursor signs prior to rock
slope failure using TLS monitoring. However, many questions remained unanswered, thereby
motivating this research: Whether precursor signs could be identified for different rock types and
failure mechanisms?; What logic is required to differentiate a precursor rockfall from unrelated
rockfall events?; Could precursors be used to quantify other elements such as potential failure
volume and mechanism of failure prior to failure?; What are the reliabilities of predictions
resulting from the identification of precursors?; Could high frequency scanning improve our
ability to detect precursor signs and lead to temporal predictions of rockfalls?; Could quantitative
measurement of precursors be included in a hazard management framework to better measure
hazard and be used to warn of potential failure?; Could an improvement in analysis methods lead
to better precursor identification?; Could TLS monitoring be a suitable alternative to GB-InSAR
monitoring and what advantages could TLS have over using GB-InSAR?; And finally, given
sufficient temporal sampling what are our capabilities and limitations in our ability to predict rock
slope failure time?.
Prediction of rock slope failures has traditionally been seen as an impossible task along
the Thompson-Fraser Corridor, as illustrated by Peckover (1972):

“[..] Serious rock falls on our line have not necessarily occurred at locations which were suspect.
In fact, it should be clearly understood that no one, no matter how experienced, can predict rock
falls of the type most commonly endangering our line. The failure of entire slopes can be
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predicted in some cases by continuous measurement of movements, but to apply this procedure to
each rock in a broken slope is obviously out of the question” (Peckover 1972, Page 10).

TLS monitoring has the potential to be used as a predictive tool at problematic rockfall
areas along transportation corridors. The main objective of this thesis is to improve current rock
slope hazard management strategies through the development of monitoring tools and analysis
methods using TLS supporting remote sensing techniques to attempt to forecast the occurrence of
rock slope failures, especially the variety that pose the highest risk to Canadian railways.

Specific Objectives include:
•

Through case studies, the development of a monitoring approach, analysis methods and
logic to identify precursors to rock slope failures.

•

Applications of the developed methods to estimate location, failure mechanism and
potential failure volumes prior to failure and to incorporate this strategy into a hazard
management framework.

•

Development of a database of precursor activity over the study period to assess
environmental and geological controls on precursor activity and to assess reliability of
precursor detection. Database to be used for rock slope failure hazard analysis.

•

Development of analysis tools for complex rock slopes that take advantage of both the
high spatial and temporal resolution of TLS datasets to aid in the identification and
monitoring of precursor deformation.

•

Development of an autonomous TLS system with near/real-time data processing
software.
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1.3 Rock Slope Hazard and Risk Management
Considering the nature of rockfalls, (i.e., a short detachment phase followed by high
mobility or runout), hazard assessment must take a unique approach as compared to other
landslide types. Typically, an assessment of rockfall hazards includes an analysis of rockfall onset
susceptibility, magnitude, and runout. The rockfall onset susceptibility, in other words stability,
can be estimated using deterministic, probabilistic or statistical methods. For example, rockfall
susceptibility indicators such as rockmass rating, factor of safety (e.g. limit equilibrium analysis;
Hoek and Bray 1981), kinematic analysis and measurement of fracture density are often used.
The simplest management approaches, and those usually applied along linear transportation
corridors, are based on an empirical rating system (e.g. Pierson et al. 1990). These allow
engineers to rank slopes in order to prioritize mitigation measures. Rockfall databases of
historical events can also be compiled to define the frequency distribution of different rock slope
failure events and the temporal probability of occurrence (e.g. Hungr et al. 1999).
1.3.1 Rock Slope Hazard Management on the Canadian Railways
The management of geohazards, including rockfall hazard along transportation corridors,
is a difficult task in North America due to the sheer length of the systems, the varied geography,
and the fact that the rail line often traverses remote, sparsely populated areas. The management
of these hazards has been based on treatment approaches consisting of:

1. Mitigative stabilization
2. Protection measures
3. Post-trigger (event) warning systems
Mitigative stabilization measures include activities such as scaling, blasting, rock bolting,
pinned wire mesh, and buttressing, and can be seen at select locations along the corridor.
Protection measures include draped mesh, rockfall protection structures and ditches. Post-trigger
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or event warning systems such as slide detector fencing, signal the occurrence of an event or warn
of a dangerous future condition (Figure 1-3, bottom left). These systems are employed when the
extent or expected frequency of the hazard prevents the application of mitigative and protective
measures. Mitigative stabilization and protection measures are beneficial where hazardous events
are active, but are generally limited in their effect for complex rock slopes, such as found in the
Thompson-Fraser Rail corridor, for example the White Canyon, along the Thompson River
(Figure 1-3, Top). Slide detector fence event warning systems are mostly a North American
approach and are costly to maintain, are prone to false positives and cause costly delays to rail
traffic. For example, when a slide detection fence is triggered along the CN Rail line in British
Columbia, each train must proceed at a speed that enables them to stop short of the hazard, until
the hazard has been cleared or the system reset (CN System Special Instructions 2012).
Furthermore, warning systems are of no use when maintenance crews are exposed to a hazardous
rock slope or when trains are stopped or travelling within hazardous zones.
In 1996, CN adopted a systematic risk-based method for the management of geohazards
named the Rockfall Hazard Risk Assessment System (RHRA; Abbott et al. 1998a, 1998b). The
system is based on a rating of the severity of hazard likelihood, vulnerability and consequence.
Similar methods include hazard rating systems; such as the Oregon rockfall hazard rating system
(RHRS; Pierson et al. 1990; Pierson and Vickle 1993). These systems are primarily used to
categorize rock slopes for each hazard to prioritize engineering efforts, mitigative solutions and
available resources. Traditional use of these systems is associated with several weaknesses,
including:

•

worker exposure to hazards while assessing the slopes,

•

subjectivity of rating parameters,
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•

limited view of the hazard source zones, as the ratings are often conducted during travel
along the infrastructure and therefore can omit occluded areas such as upper mountain
areas,

•

assessment of rockfall occurrence potential based on geological characteristics and
history alone,

•

difficulty with assessing large, complex rock slopes.

Furthermore, these hazard-rating systems cannot pinpoint the locations where individual
rockfalls may occur or assess the failure probability of each individual unstable block (Frayssines
and Hantz 2006); rather the failure probability is calculated for a specific area based on the study
of historical magnitude and frequency of rockfalls alone (Hantz et al. 2003).

9

Figure 1-3 Top - Complex geomorphology and geology of the White Canyon, British
Columbia. Bottom Left - Rockfall warning system and the White Canyon. Bottom Right Rockfall occurrence during monitoring at the White Canyon.

1.3.2 Remote Sensing in Risk Management
Remote sensing tools have become beneficial tools supporting landslide and rock slope
risk management. Various technologies such as Radar, Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR)
and Structure from Motion (SfM) photogrammetry have helped in hazard identification, mapping,
classification and in the assessment of susceptibility and hazard. These technologies have also
been used for consequence analyses, hazard event rapid response scenarios (e.g. Chapter 5 and
Appendix A) and for early warning via monitoring. Sensors deployed from satellite, aerial and
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mobile platforms all support various aspects of risk management. Application of LiDAR from a
terrestrial platform is known as Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS), from a mobile terrestrial
platform as Mobile Laser Scanning (MLS) and from an aircraft as Airborne Laser Scanning
(ALS). ALS, MLS and TLS are used for: (i) landslide detection and characterization; landslide
susceptibility and hazard assessment; landslide modelling; and for landslide
monitoring(Jaboyedoff et al. 2012). Radar techniques allow the detection of displacement over a
wide area when deployed from satellite platforms and allow the monitoring of site specific
landslide or rock slope displacements when deployed from terrestrial platforms, such as GroundBased Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (GB-InSAR).
The optimal use and design of remote monitoring strategies are ideally based on a
thorough hazard and risk assessment. Higher spatial-temporal observation can then be reserved
for areas with higher evaluated risk. For example, in the context of managing geohazards along
transportation corridors, less frequent observations could be done of a wider area using ALS or
satellite-based sensing) and higher spatial and temporal density observations could be
implemented from TLS or Structure from Motion (SfM) photogrammetry at select high activity
areas.. The combined use of various technologies is complementary in terms of managing risk, as
detailed in Lato et al. (2014, 2015) and in a description of combined use of technologies for
geohazard management in Appendix A. Although the focus of this thesis is on the application of
TLS for improving rockfall hazard management, various complementary remote technologies
were used throughout this research. A brief description of the uses and state of the art for the
various technologies follows.
ALS is best used for studies of wide areas, (e.g. entire railway corridors), because it
permits the collection of a large number of topographic points over a large area. Accuracies and
resolution of ALS surveys can reach the decimetric level. With such resolution and accuracy of
data, landslide features, such as scarps, and mobilized material can be delineated (Jaboyedoff et
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al. 2008; Corsini et al. 2009) and regional structure can be mapped (Jaboyedoff et al. 2009). ALS
derived Digital Elevation Models (DEM) are used for landslide susceptibility (stability) modeling
(e.g. Dietrich et al. 2001) and for landslide and rockfall runout modelling (Agliardi and Crosta
2003, Lan et al. 2007). Furthermore, multiple ALS acquisitions allow for change detection, the
identification of active areas and the assessment of hazard (Lato et al. 2014).
For the assessment of rock slope hazards, TLS, MLS and SfM photogrammetry have
been particularly beneficial. These technologies can collect higher resolution and higher accuracy
terrain models than ALS surveys, typically reaching centimeter level accuracies and resolutions.
These technologies allow the evaluation of rock slope susceptibility and hazard in an indirect
fashion, compared to traditional field-based methods of measuring and mapping which involve
direct exposure of the field workers to the hazard being evaluated (Abellán et al. 2009; Lato et al.
2009; Sturzenegger and Stead 2009). Digital models of the slope surface can be used to map
structural features such as joints or faults (e.g. Slob and Hack 2004; Jaboyedoff et al. 2007;
Oppikofer et al. 2009; Sturzenegger and Stead 2009; Armesto et al. 2009; Lato et al. 2010; Lato
and Vöge 2012), to evaluate slope angle and geometry, to assess history of rockfall occurrence, to
assess potential rockfall magnitudes, to analyze block size and shape distributions (Lato et al.
2009) and as a base on which to model runout (Ondercin 2016). SfM is also versatile and can be
deployed from helicopter platforms to assess areas that are inaccessible using TLS and can be
used for rapid event response (e.g. Lato et al. 2014; Appendix A).
Repeat acquisition of TLS has been beneficial for the assessment of rock slope hazard as
it allows a detailed assessment of volume change and slope deformation (Jaboyedoff et al. 2012;
Abellán 2014). Compared to more traditional methods of slope monitoring using measurement
devices such as extensometers, dilatometers, crack meters, and survey prisms. (Zvelebill and
Moser 2001), the TLS-acquired point clouds provide a more spatially distributed measurement of
deformation and change. For rock slope hazard assessments, the use of TLS monitoring permits
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quantification of rockfall volumes (Lim et al. 2005; Rosser et al. 2005) and the ability to compile
detailed rockfall frequency-magnitude databases (Rosser et al. 2005; Guerin et al. 2014; van Veen
et al. 2017). Applications of TLS monitoring to studies of landslide hazards have included:
monitoring of coastal cliffs (Rosser et al. 2007; Rosser and Petley 2008; Dewez et al. 2013);
monitoring rock slopes along road cuts (Lato et al. 2009; Hernández et al. 2012); the study of
progressive failure of sheeted granitic cliffs (Stock et al. 2012); monitoring rockfall prone cliffs
(Abellán et al. 2011; Royán et al. 2013); and monitoring of large volume rockslides (Eberhardt et
al. 2004; Oppikofer et al. 2008, 2009; Jaboyedoff et al. 2009; Kasperski et al. 2010).
Rock slope monitoring using TLS has revealed insights into the pre-failure behaviour of
rockfalls, which have the potential to improve rock slope hazard management through failure
prediction. TLS can be used to monitor 3D deformation of large landslide blocks (Oppikofer et
al. 2009). However, a more promising element is the ability to detect the pre-failure behaviour of
smaller magnitude rockfalls(<1000 m3 range) (e.g. Rosser at al. 2005,2007; Abellán et al. 2010;
Royán et al. 2013; Kromer et al. 2015). Pre-failure signals observed by these authors have
included pre-failure deformation, smaller magnitude precursor rockfalls and the opening of
tension cracks. Observations of precursors have also been observed using acoustic measurements
of the failure processes on rock slopes (Arosio et al. 2009).
Precursors are interpreted as a reflection of internal failure processes or damage
accumulation of rock slopes leading up to failure, known as progressive failure. Progressive
failure in rock slopes involves the consecutive breaking of individual rock bridges as their sheer
strength is exceeded until a persistent shear plane develops and kinematic release is possible
(Eberhardt et al. 2004). Internal failure processes, including progressive failure, can result in
precursor signs developing progressively over time. That is a gradual development of prefailure
deformation and precursor rockfalls prior to failure.
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Precursor signs have been observed to accelerate prior to failure in some cases, like
accelerating creep in large magnitude landslides. For example, Rosser et al. (2007) observed an
acceleration of smaller precursor rockfalls prior to the collapse of larger rock failures, and Royán
et al. (2015) and Kromer et al. (2015) observed acceleration of deformation for rockfalls in the
1000 m3 range. The frequency and magnitude of precursor events has also been shown to be
proportional to the ultimate failure magnitude (Rosser et al. 2007; Abellán et al. 2010).
The detection of precursor signs using TLS is promising for rock slope failure prediction,
however, several areas require more research and development. The magnitude of pre-failure
deformation for rock slopes has been found to be in the same order of magnitude as TLS
measurement uncertainty (mm to cm) (Abellán et al. 2014). Detecting pre-failure deformation for
complex natural rock slopes, such as the White Canyon, and other slopes along the ThompsonFraser rail line can be especially problematic due to long scan distances, rough surfaces, restricted
scan positions, presence of vegetation, varying atmospheric conditions and the complex
morphology resulting in variable deformation vectors. Optimal survey design and post-processing
become important in detecting pre-failure deformation. Lack of detection of precursor events can
also be an issue for prediction. This can be due to insufficient frequency of data acquisition or
that the prefailure activity is below the survey’s minimum level of detection for change. The
nature of pre-failure events in relation to structural and environmental controls is also poorly
understood for small magnitude rockfalls as there are limited studies at a small number of case
slopes investigating this phenomenon. Lastly, most studies using TLS monitoring are at a
temporal sampling interval of one month or greater. As a result, sequential rockfall events over
the same area that occur during the interscan interval appear to be superimposed (e.g. Lim et al.
2005). In these cases, rockfall patterns and short duration pre-failure deformation or accelerating
events may be missed entirely.
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Because of a lack of appropriate analysis tools and high cost of data acquisition, TLS has
yet to be considered for near-real-time monitoring of rock slopes or for time of failure prediction.
Time of failure prediction requires near-continuous measurements of movements, and the
identification and analysis of an accelerating trend prior to failure. For linear transportation
corridors, the location of potential failure is often unknown a priori, making it difficult to place
early warning systems. Furthermore, providing warning of failure is currently still a challenge
due to the large amount of inter-related variables affecting the time of slope failure, such as
geological complexity, seasonal and environmental effects (Crosta and Agliardi 2003) and has
mostly been implemented for Mm3 landslides and large failures in open pit mines (Zvelebill and
Moser 2001; Crosta and Agliardi 2003; Petley et al. 2002; Petley 2004; Rose and Hungr 2007).
In the last decade, GB-InSAR has been increasingly used for deformation monitoring in
landslide studies. It is an effective tool because of its high measurement precision, in the order of
mm and can survey up to 3-4 km ranges (Tarchi et al. 2003; Gischig et al. 2009; Bozzano et al.
2011). Near-real-time TLS monitoring can however, prove to be a suitable alternative to this
technology. GB-InSAR instruments are bulky and difficult to transport in rugged terrain and only
measure deformation along the line of sight. TLS can be a cost effective, light and portable
alternative. This would especially be beneficial in emergency scenarios where rapid setup and
analysis is required.

1.4 Project History
The thesis research was conducted within the scope of the Railway Ground Hazard
Research program (RGHRP), a collaborative effort between CN Rail, Canadian Pacific, Transport
Canada, Queen’s University, and the University of Alberta. A portion of the work completed
during the RGHRP project consisted of a rock slope monitoring project along the ThompsonFraser rail corridor. Rock slopes deemed the most active and problematic by the railway with
good access for TLS were chosen for repeated surveys which have been conducted since 2012.
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Additional, repeated ALS campaigns were collected throughout the rail corridor as well as ground
based and helicopter photogrammetry. Three theses have been completed to date as a direct result
of this monitoring work by Ondercin (2016), and van Veen (2016).

1.5 Organization of Thesis
The thesis is organized into two main parts, as shown in Figure 1-4. The first part,
including Chapters 2, 3 and 4, deals with the study of precursors and how detection and
quantitative measurement of precursors can be used for improved hazard assessments along
transportation corridors. The data discussed in these chapters was collected at weekly to monthly
intervals. The second part, including Chapters 5 and 6, concerns using TLS as a near real time
monitoring system for early warning monitoring of landslides, including rock slopes. The data
included in these cases was collected on 30 minute scan intervals over a period of six weeks.
Chapter 7 includes a discussion, conclusions and suggestions for future work.

Figure 1-4: This thesis consists of two main parts divided by monitoring frequency. Chapters 2 to
4 deal with weekly to monthly intervals, and Chapters 5 to 6 deal with near-real-time monitoring
(30 min intervals).
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Chapter 2
Identifying Rock Slope Failure Precursors Using LiDAR for
Transportation Corridor Hazard Management
Abstract
In the Thompson and Fraser River valleys, rockfall and rockslides are a hazard for
railway traffic in the region. In June 2013, a 2600 m3 rockslide occurred in the White Canyon,
causing damage to infrastructure and interruption to service. In the year preceding this failure, the
slope was monitored using Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) as part of the Railway Ground
Hazards Research Program initiative. The purpose of this study is to evaluate a hazard
management strategy for transportation corridors exposed to steep slopes involving the
identification of rockfall precursors prior to significant slope failures. For this failure,
deformation was observed in the seven months preceding collapse with an accelerating period
occurring in the final 28 days. A distinct pattern of smaller rockfalls was observed around the
perimeter of the deforming rock block as well as loss of surficial material over the slides tension
crack. This study shows that with TLS monitoring, precursors to rock slope failures can be
identified allowing for better rock slope hazard management by focusing attention on areas with
the highest probability of failure.
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2.1 Introduction
In Canada's western Cordillera region, rockfalls and rockslides are significant hazards
impacting linear transportation corridors. These types of landslides pose a risk to rail traffic in the
region and are often the cause of service interruptions and environmental and infrastructure
damage (Keegan 2007). Because of the rugged mountainous terrain, railways are forced to
traverse valley bottoms adjacent to both steep natural and cut rock slopes, terraces of colluvium
and glacial outwash deposits. In the Thompson River Valley rail corridor, in southern British
Columbia, large temperature and precipitation variations make it the most active rockfall region
within Canada's rail network (Pritchard et al. 2005). Total risk results from exposure to both
frequent low magnitude rockfalls and rare high magnitude rockslide events (Hungr et al. 1999).
These events are conditioned by freeze thaw cycles, rain events, chemical and physical
weathering, seismicity, thermal fluctuations and vegetation growth (Lim et al. 2005). Past studies
of this hazard in the region include an engineering assessment of rockfall hazards (Hungr and
Evans 1988), a review of landslide occurrence (Evans and Savigny 1995), a magnitude frequency
analysis from maintenance databases (Hungr et al. 1999) and most recently the use of remote
sensing technologies such as Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR) for hazard assessment and
spatial rockfall modeling (Lan et al. 2010).
Hazard rating systems for linear infrastructure in North America often apply a modified
version of the Oregon rockfall hazard rating system (RHRS), which is primarily used to
categorize rock slopes according to hazard and to prioritize engineering efforts (Pierson et al.
1990; Pierson and Vickle 1993). Canadian National’s (CN) railway uses the rockfall hazard risk
assessment system (RHRA) described in Abbott et al. (1998a, 1998b) for the same purpose.
Weaknesses of these types of hazard rating systems include: workers are exposed to the hazard
during field work, inconsistencies are introduced due to the subjective nature of assessment of
many of the rating parameters, observations are often conducted from track or road level with the
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result that the hazard of the upper mountain area is not assessed, and the rockfall occurrence is
assessed based on geological characteristics and history alone. Furthermore, these hazard rating
systems cannot provide the locations where individual rockfalls may occur or the failure
probability of each individual unstable block (Frayssines and Hantz 2006); rather the failure
probability is calculated for a specific area based on the study of historical magnitude and
frequency of rockfalls alone (Hantz et al. 2003).
Hazard assessments have benefited from the use of remote sensing technologies such as
photogrammetry and LiDAR as they can provide high resolution and high accuracy 3D point
cloud representations of a slope, while eliminating worker exposure to hazard (Van Westen et al.
2008, Lato et al. 2014). Kinematic and structural analysis using LiDAR data is accomplished by
extracting prominent fracture features (Lato et al. 2009; Oppikofer et al. 2009; Sturzenegger and
Stead 2009; Stock et al. 2012). Furthermore, comparisons of LiDAR data collected over
successive time periods allows for the quantification of failed rockfalls, identification of source
areas, quantification of rockfall history and the calculation of failure probability (Lim et al. 2005;
Rosser et al. 2005; Abellán et al. 2011; Santana et al. 2012; Dewez et al. 2013). Additionally,
monitoring pre-failure deformation of landslides has been conducted with ground-based remote
sensing technologies such as TLS (Abellán et al. 2009,2010;Oppikofer et al. 2008, 2009), with
combined stereo photogrammetry and aerial LiDAR approaches (Dewitte et al. 2008), with
satellite interferometric synthetic aperture radar (SAR) (Vallone et al. 2008; Perski et al. 2009),
and with ground-based interferometric synthetic aperture radar (GB InSAR) (Tarchi et al. 2003;
Gischig et al. 2009; Bozzano et al. 2011). Rock slope failures are often preceded by a period of
creep or progressive deformation, and brittle fracture damage (Stead et al. 2006) and this can be
observed as surface and subsurface displacements (Angeli et al. 2000) and precursory rockfalls
along fractures defining the eventual failure scar (Rosser et al. 2007). These processes tend to
accelerate prior to failure (Nishii and Matsuoka, 2010) and this is the basis for failure time
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prediction (Fukuzono 1990; Crosta and Agliardi 2002; Petley et al. 2002; Petley 2004).
Monitoring deformation has also been conducted to better understand deep seated landslides
(Agliardi et al. 2001), to forecast slope failure in open pit mines (Rose and Hungr 2007), to better
understand the mechanisms of landslide failure and its stability state, to design appropriate
mitigation measures, and to understand landslide sensitivity to environmental triggers (Crosta and
Agliardi 2002; Eberhardt et al. 2010). Recent efforts using LiDAR monitoring have studied the
potential to predict future failure locations and failure time by studying spatial and temporal
patterns of precursory activity (Royán et al. 2013).
With the aim of better understanding rock slope failure mechanisms, triggering factors
and evaluating rockfall hazard, a remote sensing monitoring campaign commenced in early 2012
in the Thompson-Fraser railway corridor as part of the Railway Ground Hazard Research
Program (RGHRP). Many rockfall events were identified from TLS monitoring using 3D change
detection approaches ranging in volume from 0.001 to 2 600 m3. In this paper, an analysis of the
spatial–temporal precursory patterns is presented for the largest failure, which occurred at the
White Canyon, (CN, Ashcroft subdivision mile 94.3) on June 5th, 2013. This analysis was
conducted after the failure occurred with the purpose of evaluating the potential to use TLS
monitoring to identify rockslide precursors as part of a railway corridor hazard management
strategy. This will ultimately improve our ability to assess rockslide and rockfall hazard by
providing the locations where discrete rock slope failures are likely to occur.

2.2 Material and Methods
2.2.1 Site and Event Description
The White Canyon is located in Southwestern British Columbia in the Fraser-Thompson
Railway corridor (Figure 2-1). The site is located within the Thompson River valley, 5 km from
its confluence with the Fraser River. The north side of the canyon is characterized by a
geologically and geomorphologically complex rock slope, traversed by CN railway mile 93–95 in
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the Ashcroft subdivision, where a single track on a 10–20 m wide bench is cut into the toe of the
slope (Figure 2-2). Rockfall protection at the site consists of mesh netting, rock bolts, shotcrete
and several rock sheds. Slide detector fencing has been installed along the entire length of the
canyon. In the event that a rockfall is detected by the breach of the slide detector fencing, a signal
located ahead of the canyon is activated. Trains must then approach traveling slow enough to be
able to stop short of any hazard and not exceeding a maximum speed of 10 mph (16 kph) (CN
System Special Instructions 2012). A short tunnel section traverses a prominent ridge, which
separates the 2500 m length of track into two segments, east, and west.

Figure 2-1: Site location and regional geology of White Canyon, in British Columbia,
Canada (50°15′54.54″N 121°32′18.45″W).
The White Canyon is located within the Cordilleran Intermontane belt bounded to the
west by the Coast Cascade belt. The canyon is within the Quesnellia terrane and within the Mt.
Lytton plutonic complex (Greig 1989), Figure 2-1. Locally, the canyon is primarily composed of
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a weathered and moderately to heavily jointed layered amphibolite to kyanite grade quartzofeldspathic gneiss with amphibolite and mylonite layers and intrusive phases of gabbro, tonalite
and diorite to granodiorite belonging to the Mt. Lytton complex (Brown 1981; Greig 1989).
These intrusive phases cross cut the gneissic layering in several locations throughout the canyon
(Figure 2-2, inset B). Five mean joint sets are identified (Figure 2-2), four near vertical joint sets
(strike/dip: 115°/81°, 179°/81°, 053°/87°, 134°/86°) and one shallow dipping set (097°/37°),
which forms the base of distinct gullies throughout the canyon. These gullies are filled with talus
deposits and often form conduits for talus creep. Weathering of the rockmass has occurred
differentially exposing more competent quartz layers and mafic intrusions, which tend to form
vertical spires. The western 250 m wide section of the canyon is composed of Cretaceous-aged
red conglomerate unit (Figure 2-2, inset A). The south side of the Thompson River across from
the study site is characterized by glacio-fluvial and colluvial deposits.
The 2600 m3 rockslide, that is the focus of this paper, occurred at approximately 20:00 on
June 5th, 2013 in the west section of the canyon composed of gneissic rock. On the day of the
event, local residents noted an increased amount of rockfall activity occurring in the vicinity of
the failed rock block. A 28 mm rainfall event occurred 13–15 days prior to failure and may have
been a triggering/conditioning factor for the failure; a delay is often observed between rainfall
and failure (Adler et al., 2006; Lim et al., 2005). The event occurred in a 42 m wide section
located on a near vertical bedrock outcrop directly above track level (Figure 2-2). The rock fell
from 4.5 m to 48 m above track level, impacting the railway track below and triggering the slide
detector fence. The debris covered the railway tracks and reached as far as the Thompson River
below. Post failure, a dark weathering surface was exposed, indicating that seepage had been
occurring through the fractures that define the failure block (Figure 2-3).
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Figure 2-2: Photograph of White Canyon taken from the south side of Thompson River
Valley showing complex morphology and geology. Inset: Geological profile showing
structure and main geological relationships. Inset A: Red conglomerate unit on the west
side of the canyon; Inset B: Photograph showing mafic dyke cross cutting the gneiss unit.
Table: Main structural features of the canyon.
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Figure 2-3: A. Photograph taken June 1st, 2013 prior to failure, B. Photograph taken June
6th, 2013 post failure.

2.2.2 Data Collection
LiDAR data were collected using an Optech Ilris 3D laser scanner at a point spacing of
0.2 m at 325 m distance on April 4th and June 6th, 2012 and at 0.1 m spacing on November 15th,
2012. An Optech Ilris 3D-ER was used for 2013 data collections occurring on April 15th, May 8th,
May 15th, May 19th, May 24th, May 28th and June 1st prior to failure and June 6th post failure with
a mean point spacing of 0.1 m at a scanner to slope distance of 325 m.
The distance from the scan locations to the rock slope ranges between 250 m at the toe of
the slope and 700–800 m at the top of the rock slope. Because the Optech scanner sets an angular
spacing between point collections, the point spacing increases with range and hence elevation up
the slope; point spacing at the top of the slope was more than twice that at the bottom. The failure
area was scanned from three scan stations on the opposite side of the river valley providing 100%
overlap of the failure area. The overlap reduced shadow areas created by line of sight obstruction
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at individual scan locations and provided redundant points allowing for an increase in precision
through the creation of an average surface mesh.
2.2.3 Data Processing
LiDAR data processing was performed using InnovMetrics PolyWorks V12
(InnovMetrics Software Inc. 2013). The data processing procedure consisted of:(1) manually
removing vegetation and unwanted points; (2) aligning data collected from the various scan
stations and from successive scan dates into a single reference frame; and (3) the creation of an
average 3D polygonal mesh.
2.2.3.1 Alignment
The IMAlign module was used to align point clouds obtained from the three separate
scan stations into an equivalent reference frame, and was used to align point clouds from
successive collection dates for the purpose of change detection analysis. This method of
alignment was preferable in our study because it did not require access to the slope to place
targets, which at this site would not be allowed due to safety concerns.
To reduce errors in the alignment stage, points in excess of 450 m were omitted from the
alignment routine. This had the result of reducing error in the lower part of the slope where the
failure occurred.
The point cloud alignment procedure consisted of first manually picking homologous
point pairs in each scan (i.e. corners of rocksheds, rock spires, corner of structures) bringing the
scans into a rough alignment, followed by the application of an Iterative Closest Point (ICP) best
fit algorithm (Besl and Mckay 1992; Chen and Medioni 1992). Following the initial alignment, a
second best fit alignment was applied in IMAlign, omitting identified areas of change. This
insured that only stable parts of the slope were used for alignment, as recommended by Oppikofer
et al. (2009) and Teza et al. (2007).
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2.2.3.2 Surface Meshing
The IMMerge module of Polyworks was used to create an average surface mesh (model)
from aligned overlapping point clouds collected from the same collection date. A surface
sampling step equal to that of the mean point spacing was implemented with no mesh smoothing.
The triangulated surface models were necessary to evaluate slope change, calculate volumes of
rockfall material and allowed scans taken from multiple scan locations to be merged into a single
surface model. The latter is important in this case because it allows the capture of the complex
topography from multiple view stations.

2.3 Detecting Change
Change detection analysis was conducted in the IMInspect module of PolyWorks using a
geometrical comparison of surface models (Lim et al. 2005; Rosser et al. 2005; Oppikofer et al.
2008; Lato et al. 2009). Differences between successively collected surface models were
compared to an initial reference model along the shortest distance vectors. The shortest distance
algorithm in PolyWorks achieves this by computing for each point on the reference model the
corresponding nearest surface distance in the comparison scans (Figure 2-4). The comparison
results in a vector with a Euclidean magnitude and orientation. These vectors are not usually in
the true kinematic direction of displacement, rather the shortest distance between models. The
shortest distance vectors are useful for the analysis of slope change because change can be
detected in the vertical, horizontal and oblique directions relative to laser incidence (Oppikofer et
al. 2009). In this study, the negative shortest distances indicate loss of material and the positive
shortest distances represent gain of material or slope deformation.
The post rockfall scans were used to calculate rockfall volumes and the rockfall scar
structure. Rockfall volumes were calculated using the surface to plane command in PolyWorks.
This command measures the volume between two surfaces, before and after rockfall in this case,
bounded by a rockfall perimeter polyline. A plane is placed behind the two surfaces and the
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volume is calculated by integrating at a specified sample step perpendicular to the plane. A
sample step of 0.01 m was used to calculate the volumes in this study. The structure of the
rockfall scars was calculated by fitting a plane to the identified failure surfaces, and calculating
the orientation of the planes in space.

Figure 2-4: Conceptual cross section of comparison between reference model (Ti) and
successive scan (Ti + 1) showing difference between the detachment, the shortest distance and
normal vector directions.
2.3.1 Level of Detection
The minimum per point level of detection of change is determined by accounting for the
various sources of uncertainty generated from the instrument and from post processing. A welldesigned survey and well executed post processing can keep these to a minimum.
2.3.1.1 Alignment Error
The ICP algorithm minimizes the distances between two point clouds representing the
same target. Because LiDAR data is collected with a point spacing, the spatial sampling of a
target is never identical. This has the effect of introducing error as a result of local surface
roughness. The residual least square distances obtained from aligning point clouds includes the
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instrumental error, differences due to local surface roughness and generally increases with point
spacing. The mean alignment standard deviation for the 0.1 m point spacing data, for example,
was 0.012 m, which is consistent with the instrumental error (or noise).
The ICP alignment procedure can also introduce systematic errors which are a complex
function of alignment method, the number of scan stations, instrument characteristics (Lague et
al. 2013) and slope characteristics. In the authors' experience, areas of low point spacing and poor
incident angles cause the largest systematic errors, which can have an anisotropic expression
throughout the point cloud. The quality of the alignment was assessed by fitting planes to the
several rock sheds in the scene in the reference point cloud (Figure 2-2), quasi-control points, and
comparing mean point to plane differences for each collection date. The mean point to plane
difference was within 3 mm for each scan date using the lower 450 m points in the alignment
only, compared to 10 mm using the combined lower and upper mountain points. It can therefore
be seen that the high point spacing upper mountain data negatively affects the alignment and
therefore justifies the exclusion from the alignment process for comparisons in the lower slope,
for this study. A survey designed with low point spacing, and sufficient scan stations to reduce
areas of high incidence, would allow for a better alignment quality.
2.3.1.2 Average mesh and level of detection
The creation of an average mesh for geometrical comparison has the effect of reducing
noise from the instrument and/or local surface roughness and therefore decreases the per point
level of detection. The standard deviation in comparing models generated from successive scans
ranged from 0.008 to 0.011 m for 0.1 m point spacing data and was 0.034 m for 0.2 m point
spacing data.
In this analysis, the level of detection for a single point is considered to be twice the
standard deviation of stable slope model comparison error (Abellán et al., 2010) added to
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alignment error, which is 0.025 m for 0.1 m point spacing data and 0.08 m for 0.2 m point
spacing.
2.3.2 Observed Change
The change detection reveals four general observations prior to the slide event:
deformation of the slope in the area of the eventual failed mass, rockfall events, flux of talus
deposits, and material loss along the tension crack of the failure (Figure 2-5). Deformation was
first identified from the data collected on May 15th, 2013 (21 days preceding failure). The
observed deformation increased in magnitude up until the last data set collected prior to failure on
June 1st, 2013. No deformation was detected in the surrounding rockmass.
Several rockfall events occurred prior to failure in and around the eventual perimeter of
the failed block. Areas of loss were detected directly underneath this rockfall during the same
comparison period, and are likely a result of damage to the rockmass caused by falling rock
debris impacts. Several other rockfall events occurred around and within the perimeter of the
eventual failure block, ranging in volume from 0.01 m3 and 2.8 m3. Three failure planes were
identified following the failure of the 2600 m3 block; two back scarp planes corresponding to the
joint sets 1 and 5 (Figure 2-2) with orientations of (115°/81°) and (134°/86°) and a sliding plane
corresponding to joint set 3 (097°/37°).
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Figure 2-5: The shortest distance change results from November 15th, 2012 to June 1st, 2013
(202–4 days before failure). Upper inset: Change results from April to June 2012. Positive
difference represents deformation/displacement or gain of material and negative change
represents loss of material.
A rockfall pattern is evident prior to the rockslide as there is a concentration of rockfalls
both in space and time along the perimeter of the final failure (Figure 2-6). In the entire
monitoring period from April 2012 up until failure, a total of 16 rockfall events were recorded in
the area of the failure and its surroundings; 11 of these occurred along the perimeter, 1 within the
failure perimeter and 4 in the surrounding rockmass. The largest rockfall event, with a volume of
126 m3, occurred in the interval between April and June 2012 (between 421 and 361 days prior to
failure) and detached from the upper back crack of the eventual failure, joint set 1 (115°/81°),
(Figure 2-6, inset). An 18 m3 rockfall detached adjacent to the 126 m3 rockfall scar between May
8th and May 15th (28 to 21 days prior to failure). Other than the 126 m3 event, no rockfalls were
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detected from April 2012 up until November 2012. Between November 15th, 2012 and April 15th,
2013, 8 rockfall events were detected, 6 of which were located on the basal sliding plane
(097°/37°), compared to one located on a fracture parallel to the basal sliding plane but higher on
the rock block (Figure 2-6, ID 2), and only one other located in the area surrounding the failure's
perimeter. Volumes of these events ranged from 0.1 to 0.8 m3. In each comparison interval
between November 15th and the day of the failure, loss of talus was observed directly over the
back crack of the failure (Figure 2-6, ID 15).
Movement of talus deposits surrounding the rock outcrop where the failure occurred was
identified by areas of loss and corresponding areas of gain. The talus was deposited in the ditch
adjacent to the railway tracks, forming a cone. The areas of loss in the ditch directly below the
eventual failure location as seen in Figure 2-5, are due to removal of rockfall debris that resulted
from the deposition of debris from the 18 m3 rockfall. Talus flux in the gullies surrounding the
failure block occurs regularly at this site, and is unrelated to this specific failure event.
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Figure 2-6: Pattern of rockfalls in 14 months preceding failure. Rockfall scar areas (inset)
projected on to vertical plane of dimensions 75 m by 75 m parallel to the strike of the slope
for all comparison intervals. Right, Table of rockfall magnitudes corresponding to rockfall
id in projected representation. Bottom, Time series color coded based on interval where
rockfall was detected; colors correspond to interval of rockfall detection on projected view.

2.4 Identifying and Monitoring Small Slope Deformation
Change smaller than the level of detection for geometrical model comparison (Section 3)
can be identified by taking advantage of the large number and density of points collected using
LiDAR (Lindenbergh and Pfeifer 2005; Abellán et al. 2009, Oppikofer et al. 2009; Jaboyedoff et
al. 2012).
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2.4.1 Comparison Direction
Prior to the identification of a deforming area of the slope, the kinematics of the
deforming area are often not known. Because LiDAR is collected using a point spacing, points
are rarely collected in the exact same location and for this reason the direction of slope
displacements cannot be determined by tracking individual points. To be able to identify
displacements on a slope, where multiple vectors of motion are possible, a geometrical
comparison direction needs to be optimized to detect all displacing or deforming areas. Two
directions are used in this analysis, the shortest distance and a direction normal to a vertical plane
oriented along the mean strike (148°) of the slope face, and these are compared to the kinematics
of the block identified post failure (based on the dip direction of the post failure sliding plane),
(e.g. Fig. 2-4).
2.4.2 Nearest Neighbor Averaging
For this analysis, geometrical comparisons between point clouds were conducted using
Matlab (Mathworks Inc. 2013) along a vector normal to the slope face. This allowed for the
maximum component of the deformation to be detected. First, points from both reference and
comparison point clouds were interpolated onto a square grid equal in size to the point spacing,
then the differences were computed between corresponding pixels in successive point clouds.
These differences were then filtered using a 5 pixel by 5 pixel moving window mean algorithm,
as per Abellán et al. (2009) and Royán et al. (2013). The filter algorithm computes the mean
value for each cell based on the 24 nearest neighbors; see Figure 2-7 for a comparison of filtered
vs. raw differences. Differences were then analyzed on a per pixel basis over successive time
intervals before failure and compared to the mean model comparison results.
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Figure 2-7: Normal vector differences between 202 and 51 days before failure. Raw
differences (left) compared to differences filtered using a mean 5 by 5 algorithm (right).
Since the nearest neighbor comparison utilizes the information contained in a large
number of neighboring points, the level of detection for deformation is significantly reduced. The
uncertainty of this approach was assessed by analyzing differences for stable parts of the slope.
The standard deviation of comparison of successive scans of the stable slope surrounding the
failure area was 0.003 m, making the level of detection for filtered differences 0.006 m, on a per
point/pixel basis; providing an approximately 75% improvement in the level of detection.
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The nearest neighbor averaging analysis reveals deformation in all time periods from
November 15th, 2012 onwards (Figure 2-8). Slope deformation greater than the level of detection
of the 0.2 m point spacing data sets (April and June of 2012) was not detected. The filtered results
show a defined area of deformation corresponding to the rock block that failed, which is clearly
discernable from the surrounding slope. The deformation increases in each time interval and was
first detected in the interval between 202 and 51 days preceding the failure. This is one month
sooner than the standard change detection analysis presented in Section 2.2. The deformation is
also greater at the top and west (left) side of the rock block.
Differences for each interval for points 1 to 6 (Fig. 2-8) were analyzed quantitatively and
are presented graphically in Fig. 2-8. Point 1 yielded the highest overall difference, reaching a
maximum of 0.14 m prior to failure and point 6 yielded the lowest overall difference. Points on
the west side of the block (1, 3, and 5) have higher differences than points on the east side. The
deformation began to accelerate starting 28 days prior to failure for all points. The deformation
curves for the top part of the block, points 1, 2, 3 and 4 have similar shaped deformation curves,
whereas the bottom part of block, points 5 and 6 have a slightly different shape.
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Figure 2-8: Filtered normal vector differences from reference data set collected on 2012-1120 to each successive scan. Graph of quantitative assessment of differences for points 1 to 6.
2.4.3 Monitoring Deformation Using Averaging
The mean difference and the distributions for each comparison direction were calculated
and compared for stable parts of the slope and for the known failure area (Figure 2-4). By
comparing the mean model difference values and the corresponding distributions for the known
deforming block, small deformations less than the single point uncertainty can be delineated,
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even less than the nearest neighbor analysis, because more points are used (Figure 2-9, left inset).
The standard deviation of the known deforming areas corresponds to the per point uncertainty at
that location. The uncertainty in this method is controlled by the quality of the alignment (Section
2.1.2) and is in the order of a few millimeters. The analysis of mean differences cannot be
assessed before the perimeter of the failing block is identified, so it is only ideal for monitoring
small changes once the deforming area has been identified using the nearest neighbor analysis.
The standard deviation and shape of distribution of residual differences for the stable
slope and the April 15, 2013 (51 days prior to failure) dataset are identical except for a shift in the
entire distribution caused by the deformation of the block. For each successive scan following
April 15th, 2013, the standard deviation of model differences increases (Figure 2-9). This is
interpreted as a result of the three-dimensional deformation of the block, a translation and rotation
component or as a result of multiple blocks deforming by different magnitudes. If the block was
deforming along the comparison direction, the standard deviation of model comparison and the
data range would remain the same and the deformation would be represented by a shift in the
model comparison distribution. The resultant distribution is the result of multiple deformation
distributions superimposed on each other.
The mean model comparison in each comparison direction reveal an increase in
deformation over time with an acceleration occurring after April 15th (51 days prior to failure),
Figure 2-9, right inset. There is a decrease in the rate of deformation between May 19th and 24th
(17 and 12 days prior to failure). Both the normal and shortest distance vector comparison
directions follow the same deformation pattern of the block (Figure 2-9, right inset); however, the
normal comparison direction captures a greater component of the blocks true kinematics than the
shortest distance. The advantage of the former is the ability to detect deformation if the
kinematics is not anticipated.
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Figure 2-9: Left: Normal vector differences for an area of stable slope and for the area of
the failed block over each successive scan interval for the 0.1 m point spacing data set.
Right: Mean failure block differences using normal vector, the shortest distance vector and
displacement/deformation vector comparison directions.

2.5 Discussion
2.5.1 Identifying Precursors Using LiDAR
The evidence of deforming areas of the slope, as well as associated rockfalls along the
perimeter of the deforming area, and opening of fractures can be used to detect areas of high
probability of future failure.
The logic involved in identifying rockfall precursors has yet to be fully established and
thus for warning to take place it is necessary to observe both deformation as well as any precursor
rockfalls, or deformation alone. Precursor rockfalls are defined, in this case, as smaller rockfall
events occurring along a common plane or perimeter that are both concentrated in time and space
compared to the background rockfall activity,. The identified rockfalls along the perimeter in this
study are interpreted as precursors because they are concentrated in space along a common
fracture feature, compared to the neighboring rockmass and occur more frequently than the
background activity. This pattern of rockfalls observed along the perimeter of failure correlates
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well with observations by Rosser et al. (2007), where smaller rockfall events occurred along the
perimeter of the eventual failures that they assessed.
The use of LiDAR data for rock slope monitoring is in general limited by distance to
slope, reflectivity characteristics of the rock, visibility along line of site, incidence angle,
atmospheric conditions, vegetation and slope geometry. However, a well-designed survey can
reduce these limitations and with careful post processing the identification of small slope
deformation is possible. A high and consistent point density (low point spacing) is required to
insure quality alignment using the ICP algorithm. Deformation can be detected and monitored
smaller than the single point level of detection by taking advantage of averaging techniques,
allowing for earlier detection of slope deformation. A surface model comparison along the
shortest distance vectors allows for identification of deformation in oblique directions, but as a
consequence the magnitude is smaller than the true slope displacement or deformation. If a
primary kinematic direction is expected, a comparison along this direction or one normal to the
average slope face can allow for the detection of a greater component of the true displacement or
deformation. Furthermore, sufficient scan frequency is necessary to avoid missing the
accelerating phase of a failing rockmass. The amount of deformation and the length of time
before failure are likely a function of the ultimate failure magnitude and failure mechanism, as
discussed in Abellán et al. (2010). For the 2600 m3 event, analysis conducted post failure
indicated that deformation could have been detected in the interval between 202 and 51 days prior
to failure, and could have been identified earlier if higher frequency scanning at high point
densities had been conducted.
2.5.2 Interpretation of Failure Mechanism
This event is interpreted as a sliding failure with rotational components; the sliding
occurred along the basal plane corresponding to the joint set 3 (097°/37°). The rotational
components are interpreted as arising from the opening of the tension crack and the separation of
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the block from the near vertical back fractures (115°/81° and 179°/81°), creating a toppling and
tilting type motion. This was expressed as larger deformation occurring at the top part of the
failure block compared to the toe and because deformations of the west side of the block are
greater than the east side of the block. The slightly different shaped deformation curves at the
bottom of the block seen in Figure 2-8 could be due to the block moving along distinct fracture
planes or may be an artifact of the 3D translation and rotation of the failure block. The weathered
backscarp surface corresponding to joint sets 1 and 2 (115°/81° and 179°/81°) was most likely
open and the fracture likely continued to propagate until failure.
The two largest rockfall events (126 m3 and the 18 m3), both occurred along a tension
crack. Since the 18 m3 event coincides to a time of high deformation, the 126 m3 event can be
interpreted as occurring during a deforming period that was not detectable given the survey
design and equipment available at that time. The smaller rockfalls occurring along the developing
basal plane are either caused by sliding of the block or breaking of intact rock bridges. An
increase in rockfall activity was not detected prior to failure; however, an audible increase in
rockfall activity was noted during the day of the failure. This lack of detected increase in activity
is due to infrequent data collection prior to failure.
The material loss observed over the tension crack of the failure is interpreted as talus
material sliding into the open tension crack at the top of the rock block. As the tension crack
opened, increasing amounts of rock debris moved down into the void space.
Future failures at this site are anticipated to be controlled by the progressive development
of tension cracks controlled by joint sets 1 and 2 (115°/81° and 179°/81°) and sliding planes
along joint set 3 (097°/37°), as observed in this case. The tension crack development is likely due
to propagation of fractures through intact rock bridges, accounting for the step-like shape of the
deformation curve prior to failure. Rainfall does not appear to be a trigger, but likely influences
fracture propagation.
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2.5.3 Implications for Rockfall Hazard Management
Linear transportation corridor hazard management strategies would benefit from
monitoring of unstable slopes at relatively high temporal frequency; perhaps, monthly or weekly
at high activity sites or during high activity seasons. A higher frequency would also allow the
differentiation between multiple smaller events occurring at the same location, which would
appear as a single event if the monitoring frequency was not high enough. Detection of
precursory events for smaller magnitude rockfalls would require both higher spatial and temporal
resolution. For especially active and high risk sites, continuous monitoring may be a viable
monitoring tool providing early warning of rockfalls. This would require full automation of the
data processing or the use of other remote sensing techniques such as GB-InSAR or slope radar.
Some fundamental questions remain unanswered: whether every rockfall event has
detectable precursors, whether precursor rockfalls themselves have smaller precursor rockfalls ad
infinitum, and whether all rockfalls deform/displace prior to failure long enough to allow
detection. Of greater operational significance is the question as to whether the time to failure be
anticipated from precursor activity with sufficient confidence to close the railway in advance of
an impending failure.
Slope monitoring should include a focus on the development of a logic to detect
precursor rockfalls, and detection of slope deformation and fracture opening. These indicators
were all present for the 2600 m3 failure. This approach could then be used for risk assessment,
future monitoring for failure forecasting or used for planning of engineering protection or
mitigation measures.

2.6 Conclusions
The use of TLS for rockfall hazard identification based on precursory indicators can be
an effective strategy for managing rockfall hazard along linear transportation corridors. The use
of TLS has the ability to map potential failure blocks based on structure, to delineate areas of high
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past activity and to detect precursor signs of potential future failure areas. The higher the
monitoring frequency, the greater the chance that precursor indicators will be detected. With
frequent regular scanning, precursor indicators can be detected allowing for the delineation of
areas of high failure likelihood for at least the high magnitude, low frequency and high
consequence events. In this study, a distinct pattern of precursor rockfalls was observed around
the perimeter of a 2600 m3 rockslide. Larger rockfalls were concentrated along a tension crack,
which formed the upper perimeter of the failed zone and smaller rockfalls were observed along
the toe of the failure. The use of averaging techniques allowed for earlier detection of slope
deformation in this case, up to 7 months prior to failure. This is significant because being able to
locate potential failure zones well in advance can allow time for risk assessment. It also allows an
engineer to prioritize efforts, can aid in the design of mitigation measures, and can be used for
decision making about whether the hazard can be avoided, should be monitored, or removed
entirely. The logic in identifying whether a rockfall is a precursor to a larger one still needs
further development. Nevertheless, the use of TLS to identify locations of potential future failures
based on slope deformations, patterns of rockfalls along fractures and evidence of tension crack
opening, together, can be an effective strategy for linear transportation hazard management.
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Chapter 3
Managing Rockfall Risk through Baseline Monitoring of Precursors
with a Terrestrial Laser Scanner
Abstract
Rockfalls represent significant risks to safe and efficient use of transportation corridors.
In this paper, we address the management of rockfall risk through baseline remote monitoring of
susceptible slopes (every 2–4 months) along a transportation corridor along the Fraser River
valley in western Canada using a terrestrial laser scanner and supporting remote sensing
technologies. This includes identifying potential rockfall source zones based on incipient signs of
failure, tracking kinematics in three dimensions to better understand the mechanism of failure,
estimating potential failure volumes based on bounding joint structure, and transmitting this
information to the railway operator for an assessment of risk. We demonstrate our approach for
one case along the line where we identified several potential failures ranging in volume from 48
to 4200 m3. Our projections of the location of failures were successful, in that volume projections
were within 10%–55%, and the anticipated kinematics and failure mechanism were consistent
with the assessment of post-failure rockfall scar geometries. Accurate volume and kinematics
estimates are important for the assessment of hazard and risk as well as the planning of risk
mitigation options. In general, this approach can be used to better manage risk from rockfall
hazard in communities, transportation corridors, or other infrastructure.
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3.1 Introduction
Transportation corridors, infrastructure, and communities are exposed to various
geological hazards, including rock slope failures. These failures result from natural and manmade processes, and their occurrence can be sudden and unexpected. Potential rock slope failures
are present in a wide variety of different terrains, making them difficult hazards to manage, and it
is a challenge to anticipate the location and time of failure in advance. As a result, rock slope
failures pose significant risks to transportation corridor infrastructure and the travelling public
(Peckover and Kerr 1977; Hungr et al. 1999).
As part of a collaborative effort between the Canadian government, industry and
universities, under the umbrella of the Railway Ground Hazard Research Program, we have been
monitoring a selection of hazardous slopes across the Canadian rail network using Terrestrial
Laser Scanning (TLS), terrestrial photogrammetry, Oblique Aerial Photogrammetry (OAP), and
Airborne Laser Scanning (ALS) (Lato et al. 2011; 2014; Kromer et al. 2015a). These approaches
can aid in risk assessment by:
1. Providing a higher degree of safety to personnel managing risk from rock slope hazards, as
data can be collected remotely;
2. Allowing the efficient collection of vast amounts of high resolution data of previously
inaccessible areas (Oppikofer et al. 2008; Stock et al. 2011; Sturzenegger and Stead 2009);
and
3. Providing frequent data collection and the observation of change, including frequencies,
locations and characteristics of rock movement events (Jaboyedoff et al. 2012; Abellán et al.
2014).
TLS is particularly advantageous technology for slope monitoring and hazard assessment.
It can be used to monitor a large number of sites along transportation corridors or other elements
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at risk at a baseline level (monthly, seasonally, for example). In some circumstances, it is possible
to detect millimeter-level changes by taking advantage of data redundancy (Abellán et al. 2011;
Lague et al. 2013; Kromer et al. 2015b), and extract three-dimensional (3D) deformation vectors
through tracking the 3D movement of an object (Teza et al. 2007; Oppikofer et al. 2009). It is a
relatively affordable and versatile technique as compared with other slope-scale rockfall
monitoring approaches (Lato et al. 2015b). Comparison of point clouds collected from TLS can
also be used to identify precursor signs of failure of a rock slope, allowing the identification of
potential failure locations (Abellán et al. 2010). These precursor signs include deformation,
sometimes ending in an observed acceleration period (Royán et al. 2015), the development of
tension cracks or other fractures (Stock et al. 2012; Kromer et al. 2015a), and precursor rockfalls
concentrated along the perimeter of the progressively developing failure (Rosser et al. 2007;
Stock et al. 2012; Kromer et al. 2015a; Royán et al. 2015) that ultimately define the evolution of
the slope (Royán et al. 2013).
We propose the inclusion of quantitative rockfall precursor observations in the rockfall
hazard management process using baseline monitoring with TLS. The focus of this monitoring is
on detecting incipient signs of failure known as the detachment or the damage accumulation
phase of failure (Sättele et al. 2015). By detecting these precursor signs, we can assess the hazard,
defined as the spatial and temporal probability of rockfall failure of a particular size or intensity
(Hungr et al. 1999; Corominas et al. 2014), by locating areas showing precursor signs of failure,
and estimating the potential volume, kinematics, and relative likelihood of failure. Temporal
probability is generally analyzed based on historical magnitudes and frequencies and represents
an average for an area and not a probability for a specific location or event (Hungr et al. 1999;
Frayssines and Hantz 2006). In our framework, we assume that areas showing precursors signs
have a much higher spatial and temporal likelihood of failure than the slope average, essentially
providing a long-term or very early indicator of failure.
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The aim of this study is to use TLS monitoring at a baseline level (every two months), to
demonstrate how the proposed framework can improve hazard management along transportation
corridors exposed to rock slope hazards, by providing assessments and warning of incipient rock
slope failure and engineering parameters necessary to guide risk mitigation efforts. We
demonstrate our approach for one rock slope prone to failure located along the CN mainline track
in western Canada, which has been monitored for an 809-day period at the time of writing.

3.2 Study Site Description
The case history site discussed in this paper consists of a geomorphologically complex
rock slope, with a mean angle ranging from 45° to 55°, which is located along the CN rail line
150 km northeast of Vancouver within the Fraser River valley, at railway mile 109.4 of the
Ashcroft subdivision. In November 2012, a 53000 m3 rockslide occurred, resulting in the
destruction of a 21 m long rockfall protection structure, the burial of a 100 m section of track, and
a 4-day interruption in rail service. A more detailed description of the failure can be found in
Sturzenegger et al. (2014) and of the remediation work in Lato et al. (2015a). Lato et al. (2015a)
also combined several remote sensing technologies to map change in mountainous terrain at this
site.
Geologically, the slope is composed of a thick succession of Cretaceous shallow-water
deltaic sedimentary rocks, described in detail by MacLaurin et al. (2011). Sturzenegger et al.
(2014) describe two local-scale faults that crosscut the slope and four main joint sets (J1–J4 “dip
direction/dip”: 069°/88°, 120°/85°, 252°/44°, and 031°/84°) (Figure 3-1, bottom right). The
structure of this slope results in various failure styles, including sliding, wedge, and toppling
failures.
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Figure 3-1: (Top left) Site location in Fraser Valley in British Columbia. (Bottom left)
Oblique helicopter photogrammetry (OAP-H) model of slope from 14 December 2014,
including new rock protection structure. (Top right) Location of monitored area on ALS
digital elevation model, showing position relative to Canadian National Rail line and
TransCanada Highway. (Bottom right) Rockmass structure of study site as analyzed by
Sturzenegger et al. (2014).

3.3 Data Collection
A combination of complementary remote sensing technologies was used throughout the
study as discussed by Lato et al. (2015b). Airborne laser, scanning data were collected from a
fixed wing aircraft in November 2012 and April 2014. We used these data for the structural
characterization and to detect change over a wide area of the rail corridor. We have collected
high-resolution TLS data on a periodic basis since 28 November 2013 from a position on the
opposite (west) side of the Fraser River valley; utilizing the TLS data for detailed change
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detection and to identify failure precursors (deformation, precursor rockfalls, and tension cracks
opening) using the techniques and logic described by Kromer et al. (2015a). We collected a total
of 15 TLS scans, including multiple scans during some campaigns for redundancy and error
checking, spanning nine time intervals between campaigns (Figure 3-2). We collected highresolution photography from the same location using a Gigapan robotic head for creation of highresolution panoramic images of the slope, as in Stock et al. (2011) and Lato et al. (2012). After
several rockfall events in December 2014, we collected oblique photos from a helicopter (OAPH) to construct a model for a post-failure assessment of rock runout and integrity of the rail
infrastructure.
We collected TLS data using an Optech Ilris 3D-ER scanner. This scanner has a range of
1800 m at 80% surface reflectivity and a manufacturer-specified range and angular accuracy at
100 m per point of 7 and 8 mm, respectively (Teledyne Optech 2014). The area of the slope we
monitored with TLS, shown in Figures 3-1 and 3-2, ranges from 185 to 340 m above sea level
(a.s.l.) and spans a 200-m length of railway track. We collected TLS data from two stations
located on the opposite side of the river valley, providing overlapping coverage of the area of
interest, with a minimum and maximum range to slope (bottom and top) of 350 and 550 m
respectively. The spacing between data points is therefore between 0.05 and 0.08 m. We collected
162 oblique aerial photographs of the post-failure slope on 14 December 2014, using a Nikon
D800 camera equipped with a 50 mm (f/1.8G) Nikon lens. CN Rail procured the ALS data, and
the supplier processed the raw data, as detailed in Lato et al. (2015a).
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3.4 Data Processing and Analysis
3.4.1 Terrestrial Laser Scanning Data Processing
We used IMAlign (InnovMetric 2014) to register each successive TLS scan to the
baseline reference scan from 28 November 2013. We used a three-step alignment procedure
consisting of: (i) manual identification of common points (minimum 3); (ii) implementation of
the PolyWorks’ iterative surface matching algorithm, which is based on the iterative closest point
(ICP) best-fit algorithm (Besl and McKay 1992); and (iii) identification and omission of areas of
slope change followed by a reapplication of the best-fit algorithm. We omitted all data points
affected by the construction of the rockfall protection structure, shown in Figure 3-1, from the
alignment process. Interscan alignment error (1 standard deviation) between TLS scans varied
from 0.011 to 0.018 m.
3.4.2 Structure from Motion Photogrammetry Data Processing
We used oblique aerial photos collected from a helicopter (OAP-H) to build a 3D point
cloud and meshed surface model using Photoscan (V1.021) (Agisoft 2014). We omitted
alignment tie-points with re-projection errors greater than 0.5 pixels from the optimized camera
alignments. To coarsely scale and register the meshed surface model, we used location data
provided by a global positioning system (GPS) peripheral to the camera. We used the ICP routine
in CloudCompare software (Girardeau-Montaut 2016), with scale adjustment for fine alignment
with the TLS data. The residual cloud to mesh differences between the photogrammetry model
and the TLS data, ignoring areas of significant slope change, resulted in a distribution with mean
0.00 m and standard deviation of 0.06 m.
3.4.3 Structural Analysis
We used IMInspect (InnovMetric 2014) to analyze the slope structure surrounding
deforming areas and behind failure zones by manually selecting points belonging to a joint or
failure plane and using a best-fit algorithm to fit a plane to the selected points. We used these
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results in the estimation of potential failure volume, in combination with the 3D tracking analysis
to estimate pre-failure kinematics and to measure post-failure scar structure.
3.4.4 Change Detection, Hazard Identification and Deformation Monitoring
To detect change smaller than the level of detection for a single point (0.022–0.036 m),
we implemented the spatial portion of the change detection and filtering algorithm outlined in
Kromer et al. (2015b). The algorithm calculates differences along a slope-dependent vector as
discussed by Lague et al. (2013) and filters point cloud differences using the median of
neighbouring difference values, as in Abellán et al. (2009). The filtered differences are mapped
on to the reference point cloud with a location index. We used a 2 m radius to calculate the slopedependent comparison vectors and 80 neighbouring points for filtering of the differences for this
slope. Differences in a direction towards the scanner position were assigned a positive value, and
differences radiating away from the scanner position were assigned a negative difference value.
We assessed uncertainty by analyzing point cloud differences for stable areas of the slope
measured on different dates, for example, at the tunnel portal entrance or at unchanged sections of
outcrop, and by comparing differences from repeat scans from the same date where no significant
change is assumed to have occurred. We found that comparison means were less than 1 mm, and
the standard deviations of the compared differences were as low as 2.5 mm at the bottom of the
slope and as high as 7 mm at the top portion of the slope. Based on this analysis, we define a
conservative level of detection as the 95% (LoD95%) confidence of 12 mm, which is used to
display slope change spatially. We also recorded the standard deviation of the means calculated
from the neighbourhood filtering. This allowed us to calculate a per point or location-specific
95% confidence interval.
The filtered cloud to cloud differences were interpreted to be the result of accumulations
of soil or rocky debris, rockfalls, tension crack opening, discrete block deformation, vegetation
growth, or related to human and (or) construction activity. For example, accumulation of debris at
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the base of the slope generates a conical shape and characteristic surface roughness, generating a
positive difference. Block deformation usually appears as a positive deformation, on discrete rock
blocks, as it moves away from the slope towards the scanner position. Rocks that detach from a
portion of the slope appear as negative differences, and a corresponding positive difference
(accumulation) is usually found downslope from the source area. Tension crack opening is
distinguished from rockfall, as it is associated with the movement of discrete rock blocks and no
corresponding accumulation is found below. Errors greater than the 95% confidence interval that
were the result of low incidence angle, poor surface reflectance, or the presence of vegetation
were distinguished by their implausible kinematics, or systematic expression, for example, linear
change features or errors concentrated on planes at oblique angles to the scanner line of sight. We
also used the high-resolution photographs and observations from track maintenance employees to
aid the interpretation of measured point cloud differences.
3.4.5 3D Movement Tracking Analysis
We obtained the deformation vector magnitude and direction by using 3D block tracking
(Teza et al. 2007; Oppikofer et al. 2009). We used the ICP algorithm (Besl and McKay 1992) to
fit the reference point cloud representation of the deforming block to each representation of the
block in successive point clouds, followed by the extraction of the deformation magnitude and
directions from the affine transformation matrices. Compared with the slope-dependent normal
vector, this analysis gives an approximation of the true deformation direction of the central point
of the chosen blocks.
Errors in this method depend on several factors, including the number of points
describing the moving block and its size and shape. Small blocks, or blocks containing too few
points, may result in convergence of the ICP on an incorrect location or local minimum. We
assessed uncertainty by performing the alignment method on 10 stable areas of representative size
and shape located across the slope for various collection dates. Mean error in the magnitude is
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0.007 m in the vertical plane and 0.005 m in the horizontal plane. Errors of the deformation
magnitude, topple angle, and tilt angle are fixed, whereas the trend and plunge of deformation and
azimuth of topple are dependent on the deformation magnitude and the topple magnitude,
respectively, as described by Oppikofer et al. (2009). We present the calculated uncertainties
alongside the results for each block and comparison interval.
3.4.6 Assessment of Rockfall Volumes
We estimated volume of potential rockfalls from the identified surface representations of
the deforming areas, the surrounding defining discontinuities, and the volume of overlying
surficial material. This was then compared with the volume that eventually failed. We calculated
the volume of failed material by comparing pre-failure models with post-failure models, either
TLS to TLS or TLS to OAP-H, using the 3D methodology described in Rabatel et al. (2008).
Uncertainty in calculating the rockfall volumes results from the presence of occluded
areas and the quality of the surface meshes used to generate the volume estimate. Uncertainty in
the surface mesh arises from the procedure used to generate the mesh, errors specific to the TLS
equipment, and survey-related errors, e.g., distance to target, incident angle, atmospheric
conditions. As a result, there is a relative volume uncertainty that depends on the ratio of rockfall
surface area to volume ratio. Rockfall shapes that include higher surface area to volume ratios
result in higher relative errors. For this study, we estimated uncertainty resulting from the surface
by multiplying the LoD95% of the surface by the surface area. We report volumes as order of
magnitude estimates to account for occlusion uncertainty, e.g., 4200 ± 50 or 210 ± 5 m3. In all
cases, however, the uncertainty in estimating volume based on appropriate bounding joint
structure is much greater than the volume measurement uncertainty. We assess the precision of
our volume estimates by comparing our pre-failure estimates with measured post-failure volumes.
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3.5 Timeline of Events
A detailed timeline of events including data collection, warnings to railway operators,
and failures is presented in Figure 3-2. The construction of the rockfall protection structure
commenced in October 2013 and was completed in June 2014. We identified three discrete areas
of rock deformation after 279 days of monitoring. These three areas are labelled A, B, and C in
Figure 3-2. On 9 September 2014, we provided detailed information to CN of the largest
identified expected rockfall source area (area A), which included the location of failure, its
potential volume, and kinematics of motion.
CN conducted a risk assessment using the information we provided and determined that
the new rockfall protection structure would provide sufficient protection to the railway. We
continued to monitor the slope in the fall of 2014 and noted continued deformation of the
identified areas A, B, and C prior to failure.
On 3 December 2014, during regular track inspection, a CN engineer noted an
accumulation of approximately 20–30 m3 of rock debris in a draped steel mesh fence located
above the newly built protection structure. Following 3 days of heavy rainfall, totaling 41 mm
(Environment Canada 2014), on 11 December 2014 a CN maintenance employee noticed a large
accumulation of debris behind the rockfall protection structure.
We were able to assess the rockfall source zones and rockfall runout within 3 days of the
observed accumulation by using the detailed 3D photogrammetric model generated from oblique
aerial photographs taken from a helicopter (OAP-H) on 14 December 2014. We found that failure
had occurred at all of the sites A, B, and C. Subsequently, the south (railway west direction) end
of the rockfall protection structure was modified by adding a draped catchment fence to channel
debris away from the side of the structure to prevent overtopping.
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The TLS data collected on 17 February 2015 revealed areas of deformation adjacent to
each of the failed areas A, B, and C. We informed CN of these areas on 03 March 2015. Owing to
the lower resolution and level of detection of the photogrammetry model (LoD95% 0.12 m), we
were not able to detect deformation by comparison with the model obtained on 14 December
2014 with confidence. Subsequent data collections revealed no further increase in deformation.
Following our analysis of the data collected on 29 March 2015, we identified a new area
of deformation (area D) and notified CN engineers. Continued monitoring of this area revealed
the opening of a tension crack, a pattern of rockfall surrounding the perimeter of the deforming
area, and continuation of the observed deformation. We identified two additional areas of
possible deformation (areas E and F) after analysis of data collected on 22 October 2015. We
transmitted this information to CN on 18 November 2015. We later re-interpreted these areas
using a combination of photographs and TLS change detection and found that these areas were
accumulations of sediment on top of the rock outcrop due the presence of a sediment source area
above, its characteristic teardrop shape, and surface roughness.
Finally, between 22 October 2015 and 15 February 2016, the blocks at area D failed,
permitting an assessment of the quality of the pre-failure volume and kinematic projections.
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Figure 3-2: Timeline data collection, events observed, and action taken. Top photo shows
areas where slope deformation was identified. Events that occurred during top part of
timeline (days 0–381) are described in section “Initial projections and failure warning”;
events from day 381 onwards, shown in bottom half of timeline, are described in section
“Ongoing monitoring and projections”.
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3.6 Initial Projections and Failure Warning
The point cloud differences for the three deformation areas identified in September 2014
are presented in Figure 3-3 and are labelled as A, B, and C. There was observable deformation in
all three areas in the 28 November 2013 to 04 June 2014 comparison interval (Figure 3-3, top
inset).
The deformation at A is characterized by a group of blocks bounded by four discontinuity
sets (dip direction/dip: 115°/43°, 145°/85°, 103°/74°, 225°/70°). Blocks formed by joints sets in
the central portion of the area appear to deform together, while blocks that are on the outer
perimeter are characterized by a lower magnitude of deformation. We interpreted point cloud
differences directly upslope of area A to be the result of movement of soil associated with the
deformation of the rock blocks. This makes the interpretation of the block deformation difficult
because the soil appears to overtop the group of blocks; see Figure 3-3, area A deformation series.
Based on the area of interpreted deformation and the bounding joint sets, we calculated a
projected volume of failure of 4800 m3 of combined rock and soil.
Point cloud differences at area B indicate deformation from three distinct planar blocks,
with a slope face plane orientation of dip direction/dip: 223°/73°. Area C consists of two separate
blocks. The top block has a well-defined back fracture (based on area of movement) with
orientation of dip direction/dip: 297°/82° and was bounded by joints dip direction/dip: 335°/84°,
270°/63°, 061°/78°. Volumes of blocks at B and C were not precisely projected prior to failure
owing to their relatively small size (in the 100 m3 range) compared with the blocks at area A, our
inexperience with providing this type of information to CN, and the assumption that the potential
consequences from area A would be of more significant concern.
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Figure 3-3: Identification and analysis of slope deformation in three distinct areas A, B, and
C prior to failure. (Top) Filtered positive point cloud differences along slope-dependent
normal vector from reference scan 28 November 2013 to 04 June 2014. (Bottom)
Cumulative time series of identified areas of positive change prior to failure. Other
observed slope changes are due to construction of rockfall protection structure and
accumulation of rock debris and soil (annotated in top image).
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The point cloud difference time series for the three areas are presented in Figure 3-4. We
chose a point representing the greatest amount of deformation for each area to plot the time
series. The time series of all three areas display a similar evolution of deformation. The greatest
observed deformation occurred during the period between 28 November 2013 and 04 June 2014,
followed by a period of insignificant change, between 04 June 2014 and 03 September 2014.
Area B continued to deform up to the time of data collection in November 2014. We cannot,
however, be certain whether significant deformation occurred or not during this interval for areas
A and C because the 95% confidence intervals overlap. We did not collect TLS between the
November 2014 campaign and the interpreted failure date, 11 December 2014.
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Figure 3-4: Time series of positive point cloud differences along slope dependent normal
vector at point of maximum difference in areas A, B, and C between 28 November 2013 and
10 November 2014 (0–347 days). Interpreted failure date indicated by yellow star. Bottom
graph shows cumulative precipitation for same time period.
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We used the 3D block tracking analysis prior to failure of the blocks at A to develop a
better understanding of the failure mechanism. We determined the behaviour of blocks B and C
from back-analysis (Figure 3-5). For block A, the central blocks deformed 0.09 m over the first
188 days, along a plunge of 22° ± 8° trending 211°. We reported this information to CN on 03
September 2014. Our subsequent analysis revealed that the plunge became shallower over time;
this can be seen from the decreasing plunge angle and the increasing uncertainty in the plunge
angle. The plunge error is greatest for shallow to horizontal plunges because the error is
dependent on the ratio between the vertical deformation component and the error in the vertical
deformation component. At the time of analysis, we interpreted the movement as a shallow
wedge failure along a 22° sliding wedge line.
We characterized the 3D deformation for the top block at area B by a magnitude of
movement between 0.042 and 0.061 m over 347 days, with a shallow plunging angle (seen by the
high error in plunge), which was on average negative. The deformation magnitudes of the bottom
block ranged between 0.040 and 0.058 m, plunging at a shallow angle. The direction of both
block deformations trended between 197° and 216°. We recorded a topple angle for both blocks,
reaching 0.6° and 0.9° for the top and bottom block, respectively.
The blocks tracked in area C registered the smallest deformation of all of the areas,
reaching a maximum of 0.019 and 0.026 m for the top and bottom block, respectively, over 347
days. We obtained negative plunges for both blocks with equally high error values. This is due to
a small vertical component of deformation relative to the vertical component error; however, in
this case, the net measured plunge is negative (upwards). Similarly, there is a high error in the
trend due to the small horizontal component of deformation relative to the horizontal component
error. Maximum topple angles of 0.1° for the top block and 0.7° for the bottom block were
recorded.
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Figure 3-5: 3D block tracking analysis of deforming blocks at areas A, B, and C. Left
images show points used for 3D tracking analysis (in colour). Right tables show translation
component of center point of tracked block as magnitude, plunge, and trend of translation
vector, and rotation component as angle between vertical vector and topple vector, azimuth
of topple vector, and rotation around topple vector (tilt).

3.7 Post Failure Analysis and Assessment of Initial Projections
Following failure, we analyzed the three rockfall source zones from the comparison
between the OAP-H model collected a few days after the failure and the pre-failure TLS model.
We found that the failure areas corresponded to the previously identified areas of deformation
(Figure 3-6). We calculated a source zone volume at zone A of approximately 4200 m3,
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consisting of 3300 m3 of rock blocks and 900 m3 of overlying soil. We interpreted the areas of
negative model change downslope of area A to be the result of loss of material due to impact of
the rocks sliding down the slope. We calculated failed volumes for areas B and C to be
approximately 220 and 210 m3, respectively.
Most of the rockfall runout was contained by the rockfall protection structure. From
analysis of post-failure photographs, the debris accumulation from rockfall source area A appears
to cover the debris accumulation below source zone B, indicating that rockfalls from source zone
B preceded A. Soil overlying A also overtopped the south (railway west) end of the rockfall
protection structure. This prompted the construction of a catchment fence at this location of the
structure following the failures. The projected volume was 14% greater than that measured post
failure. The projection of the volume in this case was challenging for two main reasons: (i) the
volume of soil affected by the failure of the deforming rocks is difficult to estimate; and (ii) there
is large uncertainty in where to locate the back scarp plane. The approximate planes and shape of
the defining planes used for the analysis can be seen in Figure 3-6, top right inset. The projected
volume estimate in this case was sufficiently accurate to assess the effectiveness of the rockfall
protection structure and assess risk mitigation requirements. In this case, CN determined that the
structure would provide adequate protection to the rail line for the projected volume of failure.
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Figure 3-6: Analysis of slope post-failure and assessment of initial projections. (Top left)
Change detection map between reference TLS scan (28 November 2013) and OAP-H data
(14 December 2014). (Bottom left) Photograph showing rockfall source zones and
accumulation of rock and soil debris. (Right column) TLS model of source zones prior to
failure, overlain on post-failure photogrammetry model and failed volumes for areas A, B,
and C. Areas of failure correspond to projected source zones outlined in Figure 3-3.
We analyzed the geological structure exposed in the failure scars to better understand the
mechanism of the three failure sites and to assess the accuracy of the kinematics estimated prior
to failure, as shown in Figure 3-7. The post-failure planes at A are consistent with those identified
prior to failure, and led to wedge type kinematics, formed from the intersection of joints with dip
direction/dip: 238°/46°, 103°/74°, 115°/43°, with the sliding direction oriented approximately
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190°/20°. This is consistent with the trend and plunge obtained using 3D tracking of the blocks,
considering the natural variance in joint orientation and the error in the 3D tracking method.
Our analysis of the failure scar at Area B revealed that it was controlled by a near vertical
back plane with an orientation of 232°/80° (dip/dip dir.). This correlates well with the trend (197°
- 216°) and shallow plunges observed with the 3D tracking analysis. We interpret this failure as a
buckling failure because the upper and lower planar block surfaces were separated by a fracture,
there were significant toppling angles, and there was measured upward movement of the top
block.
Our analysis of the failure scar at area B revealed that it was controlled by a near-vertical
back plane with an orientation of 232°/80° (dip direction/dip). This correlates well with the trend
(197°–216°) and shallow plunges observed with the 3D tracking analysis. We interpret this
failure as a buckling failure because the upper and lower planar block surfaces were separated by
a fracture, there were significant toppling angles, and there was measured upward movement of
the top block.
The back scarp at area C measured post-failure is 137°/82° (dip direction/dip). The
deformation trend, as well as the toppling azimuth, vary between 248° and 306°, indicating that
this was a toppling failure away from the plane 137°/82°. The rotation from 137°/82° towards the
toppling/deformation direction would have required rotation through 90°, which could explain the
upwards measured plunge of deformation.
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Figure 3-7: Equal-area stereonets of structure at post-failure source zones for areas A, B,
and C.

3.8 Ongoing Monitoring and Projections
Following the failures at areas A, B, and C, our continued monitoring during 2015
revealed additional areas of slope deformation, outlined in Figure 3-8. Relative to the original
baseline scan of 28 November 2013, we observed deformation of areas on either side of the failed
block at A, labelled A1 and A2 in Figure 3-8. We found similar areas adjacent to failed areas B
and C, labelled B1 and C1. We projected volumes of 7, 1000, and 44 m3 for blocks A1, A2, and
B1, respectively. We identified three additional areas of deformation in 2015: area D, consisting
of two separate deforming blocks D1 and D2; area E, consisting of many separate distinct
deforming zones over the area; and area F, consisting of a single zone of deformation. We
notified CN of all these deforming areas throughout 2015 (see timeline of events).
We used the deformation time series, the shape of the deforming area, surface roughness,
and surrounding change to interpret whether measured differences were related to discrete block
deformation, accumulation of sediment on the rock surface, or the result of systematic error. We
gave notification based on this type of interpretation for all areas that are potentially or could
potentially develop into a rockfall source zone, even though the interpretation can change with
ongoing monitoring and additional sources of data. Our ongoing monitoring of areas A1, A2, B1,
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C1, for example, revealed no further development of deformation since the interval where the
initial failures occurred. These areas were then no longer interpreted to be blocks showing signs
of progression towards failure, but rather are interpreted to be a consequence of the failures at A,
B, and C. The identified blocks were spatially located within the deforming zones of A, B, and C
prior to failure, the blocks deformed over time along with the blocks that eventually failed, and
during the failure interval a large increase in deformation was observed followed by stabilization.
Similarly, we reinterpreted the change detected at areas E and F and found that the change is
likely due to accumulation of soil. In the case of zone E, it was being sourced from the soil slope
overlying the area. For area F, we interpreted the change as an accumulation of soil due its
location within a small gully and characteristic teardrop shape.
We interpreted area D as a potential rockfall source zone because of its characteristic
rock shape and continued increase in measured change. Prior to failure, the deformation time
series ended with an increase in the deformation rate during the last scan interval (22 October
2015 – 15 February 2016). We estimated the most probable time of failure of area D as being
during the spring freeze–thaw season after the last scan because the observed deformation was
reaching a critical value as compared with similar failures studied along the main line. This is
consistent with Hungr et al.’s (1999) observation that rockfalls occur at higher frequency during
this season in this region. We gave warning to CN, with a projected volume of 21 and 5 m3 for
blocks D1and D2, respectively. CN performed a risk assessment and determined no action was
required owing to adequate catchment and the presence of a slide detector fence.
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Figure 3-8: Identification and analysis of slope deformation after initial failures. (Top)
Filtered positive point cloud differences along slope based on comparison between reference
scan from 28 November 2013 and 22 October 2015. (Bottom) Time series of cumulative
positive point cloud differences along slope-dependent normal vector at point of maximum
difference in each respective area.
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We applied 3D block tracking analysis to the two blocks identified in area D to better
understand the mechanism of failure (Figure 3-9). We observed a deformation magnitude larger
than the level of detection between 13 September 2014 and 10 November 2014. Following this
interval, both blocks continued to deform, reaching a maximum of 0.098 and 0.034 m for blocks
D1 and D2, respectively, prior to failure. The error in the plunge is significant for both blocks as a
result of a low vertical component of deformation compared with the vertical component error.
We calculated a topple angle measuring 1.4° for D1 and 0.5° for D2. We interpreted the failure
mechanism for this block to be a topple resulting from detachment from J2 120°/85° (dip
direction/dip).

Figure 3-9: 3D block tracking analysis of deforming blocks at area D. Left image shows
points used for 3D tracking analysis (in colour). Right tables show translation component of
center point of tracked block as magnitude, plunge, and trend of translation vector, and
rotation component as angle between vertical vector and topple vector, azimuth of topple
vector, and rotation around topple vector (tilt).

For each area of deformation, we analyzed surrounding rockfall events. For all but one of
the areas, we found detectable pre-failure rockfalls surrounding the perimeter of the failure, at
potential rockfall source zone D (Figure 3-10). We observed an increase in rockfalls surrounding
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both D1 and D2 starting between 04 June 2014 and 03 September 2014. Our monitoring of the
total volume at three separate points (1–3 in Figure 3-10) revealed that points 1 and 2 were the
result of discrete rockfall events and that point 3 was the result of an increasing volume from the
reference point cloud. This is probably due to increased volume behind the rock block as the back
scarp was opening, and may not be the result of loss of physical rock volume.

–
Figure 3-10: Analysis of precursor rockfalls around perimeter of deforming blocks at area
D. Rockfall surface areas represented by coloured points associated with comparison
period. Volumes of three rockfall areas are plotted as well as deformation at point D1.

3.9 Failure Area D
The block we identified at area D failed between TLS scan intervals 22 October 2015 and
15 February 2016 (Figure 3-11). We estimated the resultant failed volume to be 48.6 m3, which
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includes additional failed material surrounding the identified areas of deformation. Owing to the
larger area involved in the failure, the failed volume was 53% greater than we projected.
Our analysis of the post-failure geometry revealed a back scarp at D1 oriented 042°/83°
(dip direction/dip) and a back scarp at D2 oriented at 323°/89° (dip direction/dip), corresponding
to J4 and J2, respectively. We also observed a sliding plane oriented at 239°/76° (dip
direction/dip) linking blocks D1 and D2. The sliding of the block was not apparent prior to failure
in this case due to the high error in the plunge angles. The interpreted failure mechanism postfailure was slightly different than was projected in this case. Our post-failure interpretation of the
mechanism was a sliding failure along 239°/76° and a toppling failure in the direction of sliding
as a result of the block detachment from 239°/76° and 042°/83°.
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–
Figure 3-11: Post-failure of block at area D: (A) TLS image showing failure at D between 22
October 2015 and 15 February 2016; (B) pre-failure photograph taken on 11 June 2015; (C)
post-failure photograph taken on 15 February 2016.
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3.10 Discussion
In this study, we relied on the ability to detect precursors of failure resulting from
progressive failure or rockmass damage accumulation to assess location, magnitude, and
kinematics of future failures. Compared with previous studies using TLS to detect rock slope
deformation (Rosser et al. 2007; Abellán et al. 2010; Royán et al. 2013; Kromer et al. 2015a),
precursor rockfalls (Rosser et al. 2007; Stock et al. 2012), and tension crack opening (Stock et al.
2012; Kromer et al. 2015a), we have extended these techniques to estimate the volume and
kinematics prior to failure. This is then used in a risk management framework by asset managers
to estimate rockfall consequences along an operational rail corridor and to plan appropriate
mitigation measures.
Basing our approach on identifying precursors in the damage accumulation phase (Sättele
et al. 2015), instead of conducting monitoring in near-real-time as in early-warning systems
(Atzeni et al. 2014; Sättele et al. 2015), permits the monitoring of many sites with the same
instrument for a modest field monitoring expense. This is in contrast to early warning systems,
which requires more frequent or continuous data collection (Kieffer et al. 2016), and the
identification of the tertiary or acceleration phase of the failure followed by the fitting of models
(Fukuzono 1985; Voight 1989; Crosta and Agliardi 2003; Mufundirwa et al. 2010; Dick et al.
2015). Additionally, compared with methods relying solely on the assessment of hazard temporal
probability through magnitude frequency (Abbott et al.1998; Hungr et al. 1999; Lato et al. 2011),
this approach leads to better decision making through a long-term forecast of failure by the
identification of incipient failure signs for specific locations with a given magnitude rather than
relying on average temporal probabilities from past activity for the entire area.
We detected a range of precursor activity for different failure mechanisms on this slope.
All failure styles resulted in detectable deformation; however, precursor rockfalls were only
detected in one case around the perimeter of two distinct deforming areas. Similar to observations
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by Abellán et al. (2010), Rosser et al. (2007), and Royán et al. (2015), we observed that larger
rockfalls were preceded by higher deformation. We do, however, note a difference in the nature
of precursor activity and the mechanism controlling failure and the fracture planes involved. For
example, area D, which was interpreted as a combination of a sliding and toppling mechanism,
resulted in both detectable precursor rockfalls and a relatively high deformation magnitude for its
failed magnitude. Area C, however, was also interpreted as a toppling mechanism and did not
result in detectable precursor rockfall nor significant precursor deformation. This suggests that
the mechanism of failure and the state of damage accumulation on the failure planes controls the
type and magnitude of precursors that can be observed.
The monitoring frequency of this study is sufficient to capture pre-failure deformation
and other precursors at this site. This approach only works at slopes that show detectable
precursors. Owing to rock strength, scale of events, joint structure, and damage state, some slopes
may not exhibit detectable signs prior to failure (Rosser et al. 2007). Our ability to detect
precursors is limited by our ability to detect small deformations, our data collection frequency,
and our ability to differentiate block deformation associated with progressive failure or damage
accumulation from small accumulation of sediment or other processes, or error. The TLS data
used with high-resolution photography can aid in this differentiation by allowing the
interpretation of characteristic shape, the calculation of 3D deformation vectors for relatively
small rock slope failures, and the extraction of deformation time series. Owing to our relatively
infrequent data collection campaigns, it is likely that we missed detecting a number of precursor
rockfalls. The observed accumulation of rock debris occurring prior to 12 December 2014, for
example, is likely due to rockfall precursors to the identified areas, as no other source zone was
identified in the comparison between the OAP-H and the TLS models.
The 3D tracking analysis has primarily been used for tracking deformation of large
landslide blocks (Oppikofer et al. 2009), but in this case, has been shown to be beneficial in
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understanding the kinematics of relatively small rockfall failures. The primary limitations are
small deformation values in the horizontal or vertical planes or in the toppling angle, which result
in a decreased ability to identify meaningful deformation plunges and trends or toppling
azimuths, respectively.
The magnitude and kinematics of future events are important parameters for risk
assessment and planning risk mitigation options. Our projection of source zone location, volume,
and kinematics was consistent with an assessment of the post-failure scars. In this case, CN
determined that the newly built rockfall protection structure would provide sufficient protection
against the projected event at A, and the existing ditch and warning fence below area D would
provide an adequate level of protection. In general, an accurate volume and kinematic estimate
can help plan hazard removal options such as scaling and blasting, design stabilization measures
such as bolting, and design protection methods such as netting and rockfall protection structures.
In some cases, the appropriate mitigation option could be the increase in monitoring frequency at
a particular site or the installation of a continuous monitoring early-warning system.
A more precise estimate of temporal probability could be attained by comparing the state
of damage accumulation (i.e., rockmass deformation) with deformation thresholds reached by
previous failures of similar nature and by analyzing the influence of environmental factors.
Although Rosser et al. (2007) and Royán et al. (2013) have noted a lack of correlation between
the tertiary acceleration phase of failure and environmental triggers at their sites, rockfall activity
along this rail line was observed by Peckover and Kerr (1977) as being affected by seasonal
climatic effects including freeze–thaw cycles and precipitation. Beginning on 08 December 2014,
3 days prior to failure of area A, the region experienced 41 mm of rainfall, which we hypothesize
was the primary triggering factor for the failure events. Although we can only constrain the time
of failure of blocks at areas B and C to be between 03 December 2014 and 11 December 2014,
we interpreted a failure date during or shortly after this rainfall event as well. Additionally, we
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observed an apparent link between deformation and weather for areas A, B, C, and D. We believe
that environmental triggers such as rainfall and frost jacking, along with slope creep (gradual
sliding or brittle fracture propagation), are resulting in damage accumulation and eventual failure
of rockfalls at this slope.
Temporal probability of failure can also be better estimated by better understanding the
type, magnitude, and duration of precursors as a function of failure mode, magnitude, and
rockmass type. As discussed in Eberhardt et al. (2004) and Rosser et al. (2007), slopes
accumulate damage up until a critical threshold, at which point the failure transitions to the
tertiary phase leading to collapse. The state of damage of a potential failure can be an indicator of
temporal failure probability if critical damage thresholds are known. Potential failures close to the
threshold are more likely to progress to the tertiary stage from internal processes such as crack
growth and external influences such as environmental triggers. Further study of failure types,
magnitude, and duration of precursors as a function of failure mode, magnitude, and rockmass
type can also help us better understand likely failure time ranges

3.11 Conclusions
Monitoring rock slopes at a baseline level (once every 2–4 months) with TLS and
supporting remote sensing technologies has great potential to improve rockfall hazard
management strategies for complex rock slope settings. As shown in this study, it is possible to
estimate source zone location, volume, and kinematics prior to failure based on the identification
of precursor signs of slope failure. The estimation of volumes and mechanisms of future rockfalls
is of critical importance for the assessment of consequences, and thus risk, and for planning risk
mitigation options. Our detection of the failure locations was successful, volume projections were
within 10%–55% of the eventual failure, and the anticipated kinematics and failure mechanism
were consistent with those indicated by an assessment of post-failure rockfall scar geometries.
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This strategy can be extended to manage risk from rockfall hazard in mountainous communities
or to other sensitive infrastructure.
In this study, we move away from defining hazard temporal probability based on
magnitude frequency relationships, which are based on the long-term behaviour of the slope.
Instead, with the assumption that areas showing precursor signs of failure have a much higher
likelihood of failure than that obtained from magnitude frequency relationships, we can
specifically locate, assess volume, and kinematics of potential rockfalls, before failure occurs.
This can be done for many slopes at baseline level.
The ability to detect, locate, and quantify hazard source zones with accurate volume
estimation and kinematics prior to failure has resulted in an improved ability to prioritize
mitigation efforts, manage risk, and better understand slope failure mechanisms. This will
ultimately improve safety of people and property exposed to many types of slope hazards,
particularly rockfall and related landslide types.
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Chapter 4

Rockfall Hazard Management using a Pre-failure Deformation
Database

Abstract
The use of Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) monitoring to date has been used to forecast
the location, volume, and kinematics of a variety of small magnitude rockfalls (1-1000 m3 range)
and in some cases potential failure time has been asses through the application of inverse velocity
methods. However, our current understanding of rock slope pre-failure behaviour for this
magnitude range and prediction ability is based on observations of a small number of failure case
histories. In this study, a pre-failure deformation database was constructed for rockfall volumes
exceeding 0.1 m3, observed over a 1252-day study interval at the Goldpan rock slope, British
Columbia, Canada, in order to better understand the pre-failure behaviour of rock slopes and to
provide an empirical means of estimating temporal failure ranges. Repeated TLS datasets were
acquired at an average scanning interval of 2-3 months. A total of 95 rockfall events were
recorded at this site, during this time period, of which 66 (70%) exhibited measurable
deformation prior to failure. Classification of rockfalls by volume suggests that a scale
dependency may exist, as deformation was detected for a greater proportion of rockfalls > 5 m3
(92%) than for smaller rockfalls in the range of 0.1-0.5 m3 (58%). A lower rate of pre-failure
deformation detection was also reported for planar sliding failures as compared with wedge or
toppling failures, suggesting that deformation was less easily detected for these failure types. This
study proposes and implements a framework for rockfall assessment and forecasting, that does
not require continuous monitoring of deformation.
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4.1 Introduction
Rockfalls threaten communities and infrastructure in mountainous terrain and are
particularly problematic along western Canada’s transportation corridors. This is because
Canadian railway lines were built through steep river valleys and traverse many natural and cut
slopes, where rockfalls are a common threat. Rockfalls appear to be unpredictable events and the
risk from these events is typically managed using quantitative risk assessment and rating systems
where rockfall frequency-magnitude relationships obtained from historical rockfall databases are
used to estimate the probability of failure within a prescribed area (Hantz et al. 2003).
Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) has become a useful tool for the assessment of rockfall
hazard both at larger scales (Oppikofer et al. 2009) and in the lower volume range of 1-1000 m3
(Rosser et al. 2005, Lim et al. 2006, Lato et al. 2009; Abellán et al. 2010; Santana et al. 2012;
Guerin et al. 2014; Sturzenegger et al. 2014; van Veen et al. 2017) and has the potential to be
used for the prediction of rockfall location (Abellán et al. 2010; Royán et al. 2013), potential
volume and kinematics (Kromer et al. 2017) and possible timing of failure (Royán et al. 2015).
Repeat TLS monitoring allows for the identification and analysis of the pre-failure behaviour of
rock slopes such as pre-failure deformation (Abellán et al. 2009, 2010; Royán et al. 2013, 2015;
Kromer et al. 2015b, 2017) and patterns of precursor rockfall (Rosser et al. 2007; Royán et al.
2015; Kromer et al. 2015b; Kromer et al. 2017). Analysis tools taking advantage of point
redundancy and geometric features in three-dimensional (3-D) point clouds have allowed the
detection of mm to cm level surface changes (Abellán et al. 2009; Lague et al. 2013; Kromer et
al. 2015a) and have aided the identification of rockfall precursors.
The pre-failure behaviour of rock slopes, which if detected can permit failures to be
forecast, is the result of damage accumulation, growth of fractures, breaking of rock bridges,
progressive failure, sliding along joint surfaces and for smaller magnitude rockfalls, typically
behaves in an apparently brittle manner (Ishikawa et al. 2004). This behaviour can be modelled
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using the three phases of material creep, i.e. (1) transient creep; (2) steady state creep; and (3)
tertiary creep (Varnes 1983). However, for natural rock slopes, external factors such as
seismicity, human activity, and climate can reduce stability over time (condition) and eventually
trigger rock slope failure (Guzzetti et al. 2003; Luckman 1976; Wieczorek 1996; Frayssines and
Hantz 2006; Stock et al. 2012).
Additionally, rockfall source areas are constrained by rockmass discontinuities. The size
and relative stability of discrete blocks are governed by joint persistence, spacing, orientation, and
shear strength properties (Norrish and Wyllie 1996). The geometry of intersecting discontinuity
planes ultimately dictates the failure kinematics of the block, which may be characterized as
either planar sliding (Hoek and Bray 1981), wedge sliding (Hoek and Bray 1981), or toppling
(Goodman and Bray 1976).
Rock slope failure forecasting has been attempted for large Mm3 rock slides and uses
continuous monitoring approaches that aim to identify the tertiary or accelerating phase of failure
and use semi-empirical creep models to estimate a likely failure time (Fukuzono 1985; Crosta and
Agliardi 2003; Royán et al. 2015). For small magnitude rockfalls, the tertiary acceleration phase
can be very short due to the rapid nature of the failure and the influence of external forces; thus,
the tertiary accelerating phase might be missed at longer data collection intervals, > 1 month for
example, as discussed in Abellán et al. (2010). Moreover, the entire pre-failure deformation
history has rarely been detected for rock slope failures of magnitude less than 10 m3.
This study comprises a larger data set of pre-failure rockfall behaviour than some
previous study cases (Abellán et al. 2010; Royán et al. 2013, 2015; Kromer et al. 2015a, 2017),
which enables the assessment of pre-failure detection reliability and the assessment of temporal
failure ranges. This was done by compiling a database of the pre-failure behaviour of rockfalls
obtained from monthly to seasonal TLS monitoring at a study site along a rail corridor in Western
Canada compiled over a period of 1252 days. Rockfall entries were classified by volume and
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failure mechanism to better understand scale and structural constraints governing deformation
trends. The distribution of antecedent rockfall, deformation magnitude and duration was
examined to provide a basis for the estimation of the temporal failure ranges of currently
deforming rock blocks at this site. The aim of this research was to develop a framework to better
estimate the location, volume, failure mechanism and temporal failure ranges of potential
rockfalls at slopes being monitored using TLS.

4.2 Study Area and Data Collection
The work presented in this paper is part of the Railway Ground Hazard Research
Program (RGHRP), a collaborative endeavor aiming to better understand and mitigate the natural
hazards posing a risk to railways in Canada, including Canadian National Rail (CN), Canadian
Pacific, the University of Alberta, the Geological Survey of Canada and Transport Canada. Highresolution TLS data have been collected at various sites along the Thompson and Fraser River
corridors in British Columbia, Canada since 2012. These sites are of interest to railway managers
due to the hazards posed by rockfalls initiating from steep rocky slopes reaching hundreds of
meters above track level.
In this study, a detailed investigation of pre-failure deformation was conducted at a single
study site located along the Thompson River, directly across from Goldpan Provincial Park
(Figure 4-1a). At this site, herein referred to as the Goldpan study site, the Canadian National
(CN) Rail line crosses along the toe of a rock slope that reaches 60 m above track level (Figure 41b). Several tunnels exist at this site, some exposed areas of rock slope were treated with
shotcrete and a slide detector fence is in place to warn of track hazards due to rock and ice falls
via track signals.
This study site is ideally suited for detailed study of the pre-failure behaviour of rock
slopes using TLS. The slope is active and there are ample vantage points for TLS acquisition
located on the opposite bank of the Thompson River, generally less than 100 m from the slope.
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This allows a survey design which reduces occlusion, poor incident angles and provides sufficient
spatial coverage. The proximity to the slope also reduces errors caused by atmospheric effects, by
laser footprint size, and insures a strong signal return. The data covers areas of the rock slope that
do not overlie the railway line itself. The main reason for this was to extend the analysis to more
examples of pre-failure deformation within the rockmass, which can be used for rockfall
forecasting.
An Optech Ilris 3D terrestrial laser scanner was used for the duration of this study. Data
was collected from three vantage points on the opposing river bank providing the areas of
coverage shown in Figure 4-1a. Each of the sections is concave in shape and thus warranted a
scanner placement centered and opposing the slope at each Section. This setup reduced data
occlusions and provided angles of incidence closer to perpendicular.
Data was collected during campaigns conducted every 1-2 months during the spring,
summer and fall seasons (April - November). The winter months limited the possibility for data
collection due to cold conditions preventing use of the scanner, and snow coverage obscuring the
slope. When the weather conditions were favourable, additional scans were collected in February.
For each data collection campaign, occasional repeat scans were conducted at a weekly interval.
A total of 31 complete scans of this slope were collected since 08 May 2013 as outlined in Figure
4-1c. Each of the scans was collected with a mean point spacing of 0.06 m.
The rock slope consists of volcanic rocks of the Mesozoic Spences Bridge Group, which
is part of the intermontane belt (Schiarizza and Church 1996). The main rock types consist of
andesitic flows and breccias intercalated with volcanic sandstone, shale and conglomerate. We
identified the main structural features of the rock slope by manually identifying and measuring
planes using TLS point clouds. Six main sets were identified (Figure 4-1b) allowing potential
kinematic release through planar sliding, wedge sliding, and toppling mechanisms.
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Figure 4-1: a. Rock slope located in the Thompson River Valley, British Columbia, Canada.
TLS data was collected in three sections. b. Profile of slope at the midpoint of the study site
and structural geology measured from the TLS point cloud. c. Dates of data collection and
days elapsed since the reference scan on 08 May 2013.

4.3 Methods
4.3.1 Point Cloud Processing
Point clouds were processed using three main steps: (1) removal of unwanted points,
outliers, and vegetation; (2) registration of the point clouds into a common local reference frame;
and (3) calculation of point cloud differences between the reference scan and each successive
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date. Step 1 involved manually identifying vegetation and outliers in the 3D scene and manually
removing those points. Step 2 involved an initial coarse registration by point picking followed by
a second fine registration using the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm (Besl and McKay
1992). Registration was performed for point clouds consisting of similar areas of the slope, taken
from different vantage points and for point clouds collected from successive scan dates. All
successive scans were registered to the reference point cloud (08 May 2013). In the third step,
differences from the reference point cloud and each successive point cloud were calculated using
the distance calculation and filtering algorithm discussed by Kromer et al. (2015a)
The difference calculation portion of the algorithm uses the reference scan to compute
vectors along which differences are calculated. These vectors are based on the local surface
normal, following Lague et al. (2013). The distance from the reference scan to the successive
‘data’ scans are then calculated along a vector pointing from reference to the data scan. The
closest points in the data cloud within the mean point spacing distance to the calculated vector are
used to calculate the difference. These points are projected on the vector and the difference
between the reference point and mean of the projected points is calculated. This is done for every
point in the reference cloud and results in raw differences. The filtering algorithm calculated
difference values using a nearest neighbour median averaging approach after Abellán et al.
(2009). For each point in the reference scan, with an associated raw distance, the filtering portion
of the algorithm takes the median of the distances associated with the surrounding (N)
neighbours, resulting in filtered differences. For this study, a 2 m radius was used to calculate the
normal direction for the difference calculation and 50 nearest neighbours for the median
averaging. The normal direction was chosen at a scale where it was not affected by local scale
roughness.
To estimate the point cloud difference measurement uncertainty, spatially variable
confidence levels were calculated according to the parametric method based on Gaussian
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statistics described by Lague et al. (2013). A confidence level of 95% was used to define the
Level of Detection at 95% (LoD95%) for point cloud differences. To calculate the confidence
level, two distributions for each point in the reference cloud were calculated: (1) the distribution
of distances from the reference cloud to the data cloud resulting from the (N) neighbouring
points; and (2) the distribution of distances measured from the data cloud to the reference cloud
resulting from the N neighbouring points. An empirical registration error term describing the
misalignment error of the point clouds registered using the ICP algorithm was estimated by
comparing the mean differences at stable areas of the slope. A 6 mm registration error was used
within the LoD estimate. This resulted in a calculated level of detection being defined for each
point in the point cloud; a visual representation of the LoD distribution across the slope is shown
in Figure 4-2. The calculated LoD ranged from 8 mm for flat concrete surfaces, 9-13 mm for rock
outcrop and 13-18 mm for areas of low incident angle and talus or scree portions of the slope.

Figure 4-2: Spatially variable 95% confidence for change detection for Section 2 of the
slope.
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4.3.2 Deformation Analysis
The approach of distance calculation and filtering was designed for deformation time
series analysis. Point cloud differences are all measured from the reference, therefore all the
differences for each successive scan date are stored in a database indexed to the reference point
cloud, facilitating deformation time series extraction. The entire time series for differences can
thus be extracted by choosing any single point on the reference cloud. Furthermore, point-specific
LoD95% estimates were calculated for each successive data point cloud and indexed to the
reference cloud. This allowed the extraction of point-specific confidence levels for each point in a
time series.
This point picking time series extraction method was used to analyze the deformation
history both of failed rockfalls and of areas showing deformation that have not yet failed. For
each detected rockfall greater than 0.1 m3 in volume, a time series of deformation was extracted.
Two parameters were recorded: (1) the maximum deformation attained prior to failure; and (2)
the duration of deformation for a point in the middle of the deforming or failed area. The point
cloud differences prior to the failure of the rock was used to visually inspect the deforming area
and select the point to be analyzed using the time series method described above. The duration of
deformation was estimated as the time between the first observation of deformation exceeding the
LoD95% level and the time of rock block failure. Only blocks exhibiting deformation over a
duration greater than the scanning interval were included in the database. Moreover, due to the
extended period between scans, the exact dates of deformation onset and of failure cannot be
known precisely. Therefore, the timing of the first observation of deformation was measured as
the midpoint between the date when the difference value first exceeded the LoD95% level and the
date immediately prior to this exceedance. Similarly, the date of the rock block failure event itself
was approximated as the midpoint between the post-failure dataset and the last dataset acquired
prior to failure.
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The method used to extract the maximum deformation length and duration is illustrated
in Figure 4-3. The volume of each rockfall event was measured in the IMInspect module of
Polyworks (InnovMetric 2016) and represents the maximum volume for the given interval. The
volume calculated may be the result of superposition of multiple smaller events that occurred
during the interval. To execute this computation, the rockfall area was first manually delineated in
the TLS data. The volume encompassed within this area between the pre-failure slope surface and
the post-failure surface was then calculated along a direction normal to a plane specified by the
user. Gaps in the point cloud data were filled with a triangulated mesh.
For areas of the slope that were identified to be deforming but had not yet failed at the
time of the analysis, a similar deformation analysis method procedure was implemented. First, a
point of maximum deformation of the deforming area was selected and the corresponding time
series was plotted. ‘Current’ deformation was recorded from the midpoint between the date when
the difference value first crossed the LoD95% level and the date immediately prior to this
exceedance. Current deformation was continually recorded up to and including the last dataset
collected. Potential failure volumes for the deforming areas were estimated by measuring the
surface dimensions of the deforming area and estimating the depth based on the surface
dimensions and prevailing structural features. The expected uncertainty of these estimations are
in the 10-50% range according to results obtained by Kromer et al. (2017) using the same
procedure.
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Figure 4-3: Left: Example of area of slope with identified deformation (red) at a specific
point (#2411224) chosen for time series analysis. Right: Graph illustrating time series from
08 May 2013 and method used to extract deformation duration and max deformation before
failure.
4.3.3 Structural Analysis
For each rockfall event identified in the study time window, we extracted structural
discontinuity information from the post-failure TLS point cloud. The orientation of discontinuity
planes constraining the rockfall source block was computed using a macro script tool in
Polyworks that measured the strike and dip of a plane fitted to a series of points selected from the
point cloud. A kinematic analysis of each block was then completed by plotting these joint
measurements on a stereonet using Dips 7.0 software (Rocscience 2017). Since true friction angle
values were unknown, literature values were used as an approximation (Barton 1973). Each
rockfall was thus categorized as a planar slide, wedge failure, or direct toppling failure. Due to its
lithological properties, the rockmass at the Goldpan site is not prone to flexural toppling and
therefore this type of failure mechanism was not included in the structural analysis portion of this
work.
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A similar structural analysis was completed in the forward sense for currently deforming
rock blocks. In these cases, the failure surface was inferred based on the joint sets visible in the
deforming area.
4.3.4 Climate Data
Weather records for this site were extracted from the Environment Canada webpage from
the weather station nearest to the study area in Lytton, BC, located approximately 18 km
southwest of the study site (Government of Canada 2017). These records include daily
measurements of precipitation as well as minimum, maximum, and mean temperature. From
these data, total precipitation volumes were calculated for each month and averaged across all
three years. Freeze-thaw events were identified as days in which the maximum temperature value
exceeded 0 °C and the minimum recorded temperature was below 0 °C. The total number of days
in which this freeze-thaw phenomenon was observed was computed for each month. Average
monthly values were then calculated across all three years of data.
There are some instances where the Environment Canada weather record is incomplete.
Temperature data is missing in 61 out of the total 1252 days included in this analysis and
precipitation data is missing in 197 of these days. The absence of records appears to be random,
however, and its overall effect on the comparison of rockfall frequency and environmental
triggers is expected to be minimal.

4.4 Deformation Database
4.4.1 Rockfall Events
A total of 95 rockfall events were detected from 08 May 2013 to 11 October 2016
ranging in volume from 0.1 m3 to 157.9 m3 (Figure 4-4). More than half of the rockfalls were in
the 0.1 to 1.1 m3 range. Pre-failure deformation was observed for 66 out of the 95 rockfalls,
representing a 70% detection. Pre-failure deformation was not, however, detected for the largest
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failure of 157.9 m3. For many of these rockfalls, the pre-failure deformation stage progressed
gradually over a minimum period of hundreds to thousands of days before failure. An example of
this deformation progression prior to failure is illustrated in Figure 4-4 for a rockfall that occurred
between 31 Aug 2016 and 05 Nov 2016. Gradual development of rockfalls were also observed;
that is, a period of pre-failure deformation preceded failure and rockfalls fell in succession from a
main deforming area. An example of this behaviour is illustrated in Figure 4-5.

Figure 4-4: Number of rockfalls by volume category detected between 08 May 2013 and 11
Oct 2016.
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Figure 4-5: Example of pre-failure deformation from Section 3 showing the progression of
pre-failure deformation between 08 May 2013 and 31 Aug 2014 The post failure surface is
displayed in the comparison between 08 May 2013 and 05 Nov 2014.
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Figure 4-6: Example of pre-failure deformation from Section 1 showing the progression of
pre-failure deformation and surrounding rockfalls between 08 May 2013 and 05 Nov 2014.
The failure progressed in stages from top to bottom of the deforming area. The post failure
surface is displayed in the comparison between 08 May 2013 and 22 Feb 2015.
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4.4.2 Rockfall Relationships
The magnitude and duration of deformation captured in pre-failure deformation analyses
was compared across all rockfall events identified at the Goldpan study site. The deformation
behaviour was also classified by the three modes of failure examined in this study: planar sliding,
wedge sliding, and toppling. Figures 4-7 and 4-8 present graphical representations of the
distribution of rockfall deformation patterns over a range of volumes. Note that uncertainty in the
estimate of the deformation duration is represented by error bars having a magnitude equal to the
standard deviation of the midpoint date values used to approximate the duration (Figure 4-7).
Error bars +/- 7 mm have also been plotted for the magnitude of deformation (Figure 4-8). Since
the level of detection using the present methods has been shown to be spatially variable across the
study site (Figure 4-2), this conservative error estimate was selected to be representative of the
entire slope.
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Figure 4-7: Distribution of deformation duration periods for different rockfall volumes.
Rockfalls are categorized by failure mechanism and a linear trendline has been fit to the
toppling failure dataset. No trends were observed in the slide and wedge mechanisms.
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Figure 4-8: Distribution of the total deformation magnitude attained by deforming rockfalls
of varying volumes. Rockfalls are categorized by failure mechanism and linear trendlines
have been fit to wedge sliding and toppling failure datasets.
The results shown in Figure 4-7 suggest that there may be a linearly dependent
relationship between rockfall volume and the duration of deformation for toppling rockfalls, as
indicated by the dashed linear trendline drawn through these data. Such a relationship could not
be established for rockfalls failing by planar or wedge sliding. The results plotted in Figure 4-8
suggest that there is a potential linear relationship between rockfall volume and the magnitude of
deformation for both toppling and wedge failures, highlighted by their respective trendlines. In
this comparison, as in the comparison of volume and duration, rockfalls classified as planar
sliding failure mechanisms do not appear to follow a readily identifiable trend.
A likely explanation for the results shown in Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8 is a combination
of physical factors and factors associated with the deformation detection methods employed in
this investigation. Since toppling failures are related to the opening of back fractures, it makes
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sense that larger blocks failing by this mechanism will exhibit larger deformations over a larger
period of time than smaller blocks. Conversely, wedge and sliding failures may be more likely to
fail suddenly with a sudden drop in shear resistance due to the influence of a triggering
mechanism. Additionally, the current method of deformation detection relies on measuring
change along a vector oriented perpendicular to the slope. Of the three modes of failure, the
toppling mechanism is most likely to exhibit the greatest degree of deformation in this direction.
Therefore, these measurements may be more accurate than for planar or wedge sliding rock
blocks.
It should be noted that only rockfalls for which a full deformation history was captured
were included in the graphs shown in Figures 4-7 and 4-8. It was assumed that rockfalls
deforming within the first months of scanning may have exhibited deformation earlier had data
been collected. These rockfalls were therefore excluded from subsequent analyses in an attempt
to reduce this bias, leaving 46 rockfalls with complete deformation histories to be studied further.
Figure 4-9 presents rockfall frequency and weather data spanning the three-year study
period. Given the two- to three-month scanning period at this site, the exact date of a rockfall
event cannot be known precisely. Therefore, rockfall frequency was calculated for month ranges
corresponding to seasonal scan periods: Winter (November-February), Spring (March-April),
Summer (May-July), and Fall (August-October). Reducing the time between scans would help to
better constrain the time of failure of these rockfall events.
The histogram in Figure 4-9 underscores the seasonal bias for rockfall events in the
winter months. A comparison of rockfall frequency and superimposed weather data suggests that
rainfall, freeze-thaw cycles, or other seasonal effects may be related to the incidence of rockfalls.
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Figure 4-9: Histogram illustrating the frequency of rockfall events detected in each of the
four main seasons: Winter (Nov-Feb), Spring (Mar-Apr), Summer (May-Jul), and Fall (AugOct). Weather data is superimposed for comparison.
4.4.3 Rockfall Temporal Failure Ranges
The intended use of the rockfall database is for estimating temporal ranges of rockfall
occurrence for a better assessment of hazard. Once a deforming area is identified and its potential
volume and failure mechanism is estimated, these parameters are compared to past rockfall
deformation history at the site to achieve an estimate of temporal failure range The temporal
failure range can be estimated by comparing the magnitude of deformation and deformation
duration with those of similar volume and mechanism within the database. The database itself is
updated every time a new event occurs, i.e. when a potential rockfall turns into a rockfall.
The accuracy of the temporal failure ranges depends on whether all the rockfalls exhibit
detectable pre-failure deformation and if the deformation duration is longer than the respective
monitoring interval. Deformation was detected for 66 out of the 95 rockfall events (70%)
compiled in the database as of 11 Oct 2016. The fraction of rockfalls detected by volume range
are presented in Figure 4-10. Since each volume category contained a different sample size of
rockfalls, the 95% confidence for each category was calculated using the Z test for proportions. A
significant difference exists between the smallest category (0.1-0.5 m3) and the large category (>
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5 m3), indicating that pre-failure deformation for larger volume failures can be more reliably
detected. The reliability of pre-failure detection was also calculated for each failure mechanism
(Figure 4-11) and no significant difference in reliability was found between planar sliding, wedge
sliding, and toppling mechanisms. The calculated reliabilities of pre-failure detection only apply
to this study area as of 11 Oct 2016. The reliabilities depend on the number of rockfalls in the
database, the monitoring frequency of the study, and on the LoD95%. For example, using a TLS
with better measurement accuracy and scanning more frequently may increase the reliability.
Furthermore, a greater number of rockfalls in the database will result in an improved estimate of
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Figure 4-10: Reliability of pre-failure detection for failed rockfalls categorized by volumes
of half an order of magnitude. Error bars represent 95% confidence interval calculated
using the Z test for proportions. A significant difference in pre-failure detection reliability
exists between the largest rockfall category (> 5 m3) and the smallest category (0.1-0.5 m3).
Fractional numbers on graphs represent rockfalls with pre-failure deformation detected
over total rockfalls detected.
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Figure 4-11: Reliability of pre-failure detection for failed rockfalls categorized by failure
mechanism (slide, wedge and topple). Error bars represent 95% confidence interval
calculated using the Z test for proportions. There may or may not be a significant difference
in reliability between slide failure and wedges and topples; there is no significant difference
between wedges and topples. Fractional numbers on graphs represent rockfalls with prefailure deformation detected over total rockfalls detected.
A total of 39 deforming areas were identified as of 11 Oct 2016 for all three sections. Out
of the 39, 18 were classified as topples, 18 as slides and three as wedges. Both the current state of
deformation and current duration of deformation were compared to the median and quantiles of
failed rockfall events separated on the basis of rockfall mechanism. Figure 4-12 illustrates the
deformation duration for blocks that are currently deforming, classified by failure mechanism
compared to the median, quantiles and range for each of the mechanisms already in the database.
Similarly, Figure 4-13 presents the recorded deformation compared to the maxima recorded in the
database.
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Most of the deforming areas that have yet to fail have already exceeded the range of
duration values calculated from the set of failed rockfalls in the database. This suggests that the
boxplots in Figure 4-12 underestimate the average rockfall deformation duration and thus provide
a conservative estimate of failure time range. In terms of the magnitude of deformation, most of
the deformation magnitudes observed in deforming blocks are within the ranges recorded in the
database (Figure 4-13). Ideally, the recorded duration and magnitude of deformation for a
deforming area would result in a temporal failure probability when compared to quantiles from
the database. The deformation database is continually updated after each scan campaign;
deforming rockfalls that result in failure are transferred to the database and the quantiles (and
boxplots) are updated.

Figure 4-12: Left. Duration of deformation compared to volume of blocks that did not fail
as of 11 Oct 2016, categorized by failure mechanism. Right. Box plots representing median
and quantiles of pre-failure deformation duration for failed rockfalls categorized by failure
mechanism.
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Figure 4-13: Left: Current cumulative deformation compared to volume of blocks that did
not fail as of 11 Oct 2016 categorized by failure mechanism. Right: Box plots representing
median and quantiles of max pre-failure before failure for failed rockfalls categorized by
failure mechanism.

4.5 Discussion
In this study, we constructed a database of pre-failure deformation prior to rockfall and
used it for rockfall forecasting. The database contains 66 examples of pre-failure deformation and
an additional 39 examples that exhibited deformation but had not failed. Pre-failure deformation
was detected for 70% of the rockfalls having volumes of 0.1-10 m3, which is a high detection rate
for rockfalls in this volume range as compared with other studies (Abellán et al. 2009, 2010;
Royán et al. 2013). This higher detection rate is likely due to: more frequent data collection in
this study; rheological behaviour; and favourable scan geometry.
In the case of the remaining 30% of rockfalls at our study site for which deformation was
not detected, it is possible that the magnitude of deformation was below the level of detection,
that the duration of deformation was shorter than the monitoring interval, that certain failure
mechanism do not produce precursors, or that the rock mass had deformed and accumulated
damage prior to the start of the study period and remained close to a critical level of damage
accumulation until it was triggered by external forces, as discussed in Abellán et al. (2010). The
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latter case could be described by progressive failure, a consecutive periods of fracture
propagation and breaking of intact rock bridges resulting in the formation of a failure plane and
surface deformation.. The tendency for greater deformation detection among wedge and toppling
failures as compared with sliding failures suggests that sliding failures may be less likely to
deform prior to failure due to physical or mechanical constraints on their behaviour. Additional
rockfall cases would be needed to confirm or disprove this hypothesis, however.
Rosser et al. (2007) observed that precursor rockfalls occurring prior to larger magnitude
failures were scale dependent. In this investigation, deformation was detected for a greater
proportion (92%) of rockfalls in the > 5 m3 range than for rockfalls in the 0.1-0.5 m3 range (58%).
Conversely, the largest failure observed in our study (a planar slide that occurred during the 1252day monitoring period with a 157.9 m3 volume) did not exhibit any detectable precursor signs.
This one rockfall case larger than 10 m3, however, is not sufficient to negate a possible scale
relationship. From a purely kinematic viewpoint, a larger magnitude failure should have the
potential to undergo a larger magnitude of deformation. Strength of individual joints and
keyblocks (Goodman and Shi 1985) may prevent this from actualizing.
The results of the failure mechanism analysis suggest that there may be a linear
dependence of deformation duration versus volume for toppling rockfalls, though the same
cannot be said of rockfalls failing by planar slide or wedge mechanisms. A similar linear
dependence of deformation magnitude versus volume was observed for toppling and wedge
failures, though the limited number of cases in these failure mode categories reduces the authors’
confidence in this assertion.
The higher proportion of rockfalls occurring during the winter months suggest that
freeze-thaw and precipitation are the dominant triggering mechanisms for this slope.
Furthermore, most of the rockfalls that failed during the winter showed detectable signs of pre-
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failure deformation. This suggests that internal processes such as fracture dilation and
propagation are catalyzed by precipitation and freeze thaw.
This study presents a logic of calculating temporal failure ranges for specific rockfall
locations, which differs from using magnitude-frequency relationships over large areas to
calculate temporal failure probability (Hungr et al. 1999; Dewez et al. 2013; Guerin et al. 2014;
van Veen et al. 2017) and from using inverse velocity approaches to predict a precise failure time
for a specific location (Fukuzono 1985; Crosta and Agliardi 2003; Royán et al. 2015). This
approach does not require continuous monitoring for the tertiary or accelerating phase of creep,
but rather relies on historical records of pre-failure duration and maximum deformation prior to
failure. This approach allows the slope to be monitored at a longer time interval, monthly or
greater, for example.
From a rockfall hazard management perspective, this work not only identifies the
location, volume, and kinematics of potential rockfalls as in Kromer et al. (2017), but also
includes a means for the estimation of temporal failure range. This is an improvement over
methods that quantify rockfall hazard based on an estimation of failure frequency for an entire
area because it identifies specific locations, volumes and time ranges of failure. This information
can be used to better assess risk and prioritize mitigation efforts. As a bigger database is built
over a longer period, more accurate temporal failure range estimates will be possible. The
database does, however, allow potential rockfall areas that threaten the railway to be ranked for
mitigation priority based on volume and the current state of pre-failure deformation.
The analysis results and reliabilities calculated in this study are clearly site-dependent.
Other slopes in our study area along the Thompson-Fraser river valleys do not allow for optimum
survey setup due to terrain constraints, reducing the level of detection for deformation. Local
geology and structure would also influence the maximum deformation detected, deformation
duration, and reliability of precursor detection.
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This study is limited by the scanning interval and the length of the study period. A more
frequent monitoring interval could improve the precursor detection reliability if, for example,
durations of deformation were less than the monitoring interval. Additionally, there is the
possibility that with a longer scan interval, the tertiary phase is missed entirely or that the final
scan before failure captures an intermediate point along the tertiary acceleration curve, resulting
in a high variability in the range of maximum deformation magnitudes achieved by rockfalls at
this site. A longer study period would better constrain deformation durations and the maximum
deformation of rockfalls.

4.6 Conclusions
A pre-failure deformation database of 95 rockfall events spanning a 1252-day period was
compiled in this study using TLS monitoring. Of these, 70% exhibited detectable deformation in
the 0.1-10 m3 volume range, which is a level of detection that surpasses success rates previously
reported for rockfalls of similar volumes. A possible scale dependency was highlighted by the
greater rate of deformation detection achieved for rockfalls exceeding 5 m3 compared to that
achieved for smaller rockfalls in the range of 0.1 to 0.5 m3. Similarly, a greater rate of detection
was achieved for wedge and toppling failures than for sliding failures, hinting at possible physical
or mechanical barriers to the expression of deformation for rock blocks failing by planar sliding.
This work presents an empirical framework that can be used both to predict the location,
volume and kinematics of potential rockfalls and to infer their probable temporal failure range,
which does not require continuous monitoring of deformation and fitting of semi-empirical time
of failure models. It is also an improvement over traditional rockfall hazard assessment
approaches which define a temporal failure probability based on past rockfall records for a
general area because it provides a time range of failure for a specific location and volume. This
can be used to prioritize rockfall mitigation for specific potential rockfalls rather than for larger
areas. The failure time range accuracy will improve over time as a longer pre-failure history is
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recorded. This framework can be used to better plan and prioritize rockfall risk mitigation
measures. Further long-term investigations for different rock types using this approach would
greatly improve our understanding of the pre-failure behaviour of rock slopes and ultimately
improve our ability to predict and manage the risk from these events.
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Chapter 5
A 4D Filtering and Calibration Technique for Small-Scale Point Cloud
Change Detection with a Terrestrial Laser Scanner
Abstract
This study presents a point cloud de-noising and calibration approach that takes
advantage of point redundancy in both space and time (4D). The purpose is to detect
displacements using terrestrial laser scanner data at the sub-mm or smaller range, similar to radar
systems, for the study of minute natural changes, i.e., pre-failure deformation in rock slopes,
small-scale failures or talus flux. The algorithm calculates deformation using a multi-scale normal
distance approach and uses a set of calibration point clouds to remove systematic errors. The
median filter is used to filter distance values for a neighbourhood in space and time to reduce
random errors. The use of space and time neighbours does need to be optimized to the signal
being studied, in order to avoid smoothing in either spatial or temporal domains. This is
demonstrated in the application of the algorithm to synthetic and experimental case examples.
Optimum combinations of space and time neighbours used for averaging, in practical
applications, can lead to an improvement of an order or two of magnitude in the level of detection
for change, which will greatly improve our ability to detect small changes in many disciplines,
such as rock slope pre-failure deformation, deformation in civil infrastructure and small-scale
geomorphological change.
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5.1 Introduction
Three-dimensional point clouds used for the analysis of topographic changes have
changed the way we assess and manage geohazards and have helped us to understand a variety of
geomorphological processes due to their high level of detail and ease of data collection. In the
hazard community, analysis of point cloud representations of topography have been used to study
rock slope failures (Rosser et al. 2007; Sturzenegger and Stead 2009; Stock et al. 2012; Royán et
al. 2013), large scale landslides (Lingua et al. 2008; Travelletti et al. 2008; Oppikofer et al. 2009),
changes in permafrost terrain (Avian et al. 2009; Barnhart and Crosby, 2013) and have been
applied for assessment and monitoring of geohazards along transportation corridors (Lato et al.
2009; Kromer et al. 2015), for example. In the geosciences and geomorphology, studies utilizing
point clouds have included the study of fault zone deformation (Nissen et al. 2014), mapping
lithology (Grebby et al. 2010), quantification of surface change in complex debris flow and river
topography (Schürch et al. 2011; Lague et al. 2013), the study of mass balance in glaciers (Joerg
et al. 2012) and the study of small-scale processes in arctic catchments (Kociuba et al. 2014), to
name a few. Studies involving point clouds have even extended to the civil engineering realm,
where they have been used to identify methane gas build up through deformation monitoring of a
landfill (Reshetyuk and Mårtensson 2014) and monitoring deformation in civil structures (Brook
et al. 2010).
Point clouds collected from a Terrestrial Laser Scanner (TLS) can be collected efficiently
with high accuracy and resolution and can be used to detect small-scale topographic changes
(Abellán et al. 2009; Barnhart and Crosby 2013; Lague et al. 2013). Compared to change
detection with radar systems (Lingua et al. 2008), TLS monitoring has some notable advantages
over radar techniques, including its portability, economy of operation, ability to detect
deformation in directions oblique to the laser line of sight, and its higher resolution point clouds.
In addition, data processing is not affected by rapid deformation (Yu et al. 2007; Perski et al.
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2009; Lauknes et al. 2010; Malinverni et al. 2014). This makes TLS particularly advantageous for
studying topographic changes in 3D over a variety of study sites in complex geomorphological
settings.
Some studies have investigated methods that take advantage of the law of large numbers,
using the redundant points available in TLS point clouds, in order to detect change at scales
smaller than that possible using single point precision. This has been done by using 3D surface
matching (Oppikofer et al. 2009), averaging point cloud differences along one dimension of
movement (Abellán et al. 2009) and by averaging the position along the local point cloud surface
normal, i.e., the Multiscale Model to Model Cloud Comparison (M3C2) algorithm (Lague et al.
2013). There are, however, limited studies taking full advantage of the 3D nature and high spatial
and temporal resolution of TLS-derived point clouds in order to detect minute signals in a noisy
dataset. This is particularly important for detecting and monitoring the precursor phase of slope
failures, the study of small-scale geomorphic processes, such as sediment flux and erosion (Eltner
et al. 2014), and for monitoring small-scale changes in civil infrastructure.
A four-dimensional (4D) noise-filtering and calibration algorithm is presented, which
takes full advantage of redundancy in high spatial and temporal resolution point clouds derived
from TLS systems. The aim is to achieve similar or better precision than radar systems (mm to
sub-mm), while maintaining the ability to detect change in any direction. The application of this
method is intended for studies where a high temporal resolution of scanning is possible.

5.2 Theoretical Framework
The ability to detect change by comparing a series of point clouds is controlled by the
point cloud accuracy, precision, survey design and terrain factors. In TLS surveys, this includes:
the scanner target distance (Teza et al. 2007), vegetation (Su and Bork 2006), incidence angle
(Sturzenegger and Stead 2009; Lato et al. 2010; Pesci et al. 2011), surface reflectance (Csanyi
and Toth 2007), surface roughness (Lague et al. 2013), atmospheric conditions (Beckmann 1965),
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heterogeneity in point spacing (Raber et al. 2007), alignment error (Oppikofer et al. 2009) and
instrument specifications (Pirotti 2013). Some of these factors contribute to the random Gaussian
point-to-point noise (precision), and others contribute to a systematic error (Lichti and Skaloud
2010); these errors are the main controlling factor in the ability to detect a change signal and
result in the definition of a minimum signal where change can be confidently detected, known as
the level of detection (LoD). The LoD is usually represented by 1.96-times the standard deviation
of the residual distribution found from comparing sequential point clouds where no change has
occurred, representing the 95% confidence level (Abellán et al. 2009). In addition, TLS
equipment can sometimes produce systematic effects; such as horizontal lines in certain side-toside scanning instruments or vertical lines in rotating mirror scanners. Although this error appears
to be systematic when comparing subsequent point clouds, it could be considered random in large
temporal sampling programs.
Random noise, typically resulting from instrumental error and surface roughness, can be
reduced or filtered through averaging. This is useful when the signal-to-noise (or random error)
ratio is less than one or, in other words, when the signal is below the standard error of the mean.
It is important to note that there are two possible averaging approaches applied to point clouds;
those involving the averaging of the point cloud position (such as M3C2 (Lague et al. 2013) or
creating an average mesh, mesh smoothing) and those involving the averaging of differences
between point clouds (Abellán et al. 2009). Both reduce the standard error in a noisy point cloud,
but the former can cause unwanted artifacts in high roughness surfaces or around occluded points.
For the development of the filtering algorithm presented herein, the averaging of point cloud
differences is applied exclusively.
From an unknown population where repeated random samples are obtained, each with n
observations, the sample means will follow a normal distribution, regardless of the distribution in
which they are sampled. The average of the sample means approximates the population mean and
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improves with increasing numbers of n samples. The standard deviation of the samples’ means is
known as the standard error and is σ/√n for n samples, where σ is the population standard
deviation. The reduction in standard error as a result of averaging n samples is thus 1/√n (Figure
5-1). For point clouds, this equates to averaging differences of a point either in the spatial or
temporal domains. Averaging in the spatial domain can cause spatial smoothing of a change
signal; this is especially noticeable along the signal boundaries. A high degree of spatial
averaging can be advantageous if the expected spatial extent of the signal is much larger than the
radius of the neighbouring points used for averaging. Alternatively, averaging along the temporal
domain can be applied; for example, in situations where continuous monitoring of terrain is
warranted. As long as the temporal averaging window is much smaller than the expected rate of
change, noise can be effectively reduced without smoothing the temporal trend. Practically, there
is an optimum combination of spatial and temporal neighbours for a given signal being studied
and for operational and budget constraints.
The combination of both spatial and temporal averaging has a great advantage over using
either one on its own. By including neighbours both in space and time, an increase in the amount
of neighbours for averaging can be obtained by multiplying the number of spatial neighbours by
the considered time interval (Tstep) (Figure 5-1). For example, averaging 100 spatial neighbours
over a time step of 10 point clouds results in a reduction in the standard error of approximately 32
times. This increases the potential of identifying signal changes from data with very small signalto-noise ratios.
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Figure 5-1: Theoretical reduction in the standard error (SE) of sample means using
combinations of spatial neighbours and time steps. The reduction in standard error is
calculated using 1/√(Tstep*NN), where NN is the number of spatial neighbours and Tstep is
the number of samples over time.

In terrain studies, a perfect Gaussian distribution of error cannot be expected. The
complex nature of the rocky terrain being studied, as well as the presence of vegetation, can cause
outliers to occur. To minimize the effect of these outliers, the median can be used for averaging
instead of the mean. The median is robust against outliers and will result in values closer to the
true signal, as demonstrated in 2D image enhancement (e.g., (Ko and Lee 1991)).
Systematic errors can be difficult to analyze and cannot be eliminated with statistical
techniques, such as averaging. Repeated measurements will have no effect on the systematic
error. Effective survey design and equipment maintenance can reduce systematic errors, for
example by regular calibration of LiDAR equipment and designing surveys to reduce occlusion
bias. However, these errors can seldom be eliminated by survey design alone. An effective way to
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remove systematic error in point clouds can be through self-calibration (Lichti and Skaloud
2010), the performance of the measurement on a known reference value and adjusting the
procedure until the desired result is obtained. For point clouds of terrain, this can be achieved by
adjusting the differences between multi-temporal point clouds for a short time period where no
change is assumed to have occurred, utilizing an empirical approach.
It has been shown that a point cloud comparison directed along a localized normal is
beneficial for geomorphological studies (Barnhart and Crosby, 2013; Lague et al. 2013). The
direction for distance calculation has traditionally been computed in one dimension for the ease of
calculation (Bitelli et al. 2004; Travelletti et al. 2008; Abellán et al. 2009;Royán et al. 2013). In
complex terrain, it is unreasonable to expect change to occur in a single dimension or along a
common direction. An example of a complex rock slope is White Canyon, in Western Canada,
where both movement of talus and rock slope deformation are occurring in multiple directions
and the slope is geomorphologically complex (Kromer et al. 2015)

5.3 Section Methods: Approach and Synthetic Tests
5.3.1 4D Filtering and Systematic Calibration Approach
The proposed approach is based on frequent to continuous data acquisitions in order to
take advantage of point redundancy in the temporal domain. The approach is applied to preprocessed data; data that have been converted from polar to Cartesian coordinates, filtered to
remove vegetation and co-registered to a reference acquisition. Pre-processing is commonly
applied in point cloud software packages by manually filtering vegetation and using an
application of the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm (Besl and McKay 1992) for coregistration (Barbarella 2013). This manual approach can be onerous in large temporal sampling
programs. The use of iterative and morphological filters on waveform TLS can be a solution for
vegetation filtering (Pirotti et al. 2013) and could allow for full automation of the pre-processing
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step. In this study, non-vegetated targets were scanned exclusively, and an automated application
of the ICP algorithm was applied via a custom macro within Polyworks (Innovmetric 2014).
In the proposed approach, calibration is used to reduce the effect of all types of
systematic errors, and a four-dimensional (4D) de-noising technique is used to reduce the effect
of random noise; both typical in TLS-based surveys. The first data collected are used for all
distance calculations and as a reference for co-registration and are referred to as the “reference
point cloud”. Subsequent scans used for calibration are referred to as “calibration data point
clouds” and point clouds used for change detection after the collection of calibration clouds as
“data point clouds”.
The combined approach consists of the following general steps:
(1) Acquisition of reference point cloud
(2) Acquisition of calibration point clouds
(3) Co-registration with reference point cloud using ICP
(4) Calculation of distances between the reference point cloud and the calibration data
point clouds along the local normal
(5) Averaging of reference to calibration data point cloud distances along the time
domain with a time step equal to the number of calibration data point clouds
(6) Acquisition of data point clouds for change detection
(7) Co-registration of data point clouds
(8) Calculation of reference to point cloud distances along the reference local normal
(9) Averaging of point cloud differences using nearest neighbours in space and time
(10) Subtraction of the calibration calculated in Step 2 from each filtered reference to
data point cloud distances
The distance calculation approach is similar to the M3C2 method (Lague et al. 2013),
where distances are calculated along a local normal; however, there are two main differences: (1)
distances are calculated from a noisy reference to a data point cloud in one direction only; and (2)
a calibration is used to remove the effect of systematic errors in the reference point cloud. The
projection scale radius in this case is also kept to a minimum, around the size of the data point
cloud point spacing, to minimize artifacts created by a large projection scale; such as in
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environments with variable roughness or a high degree of curvature. The de-noising algorithm
can, however, be adapted to any point cloud difference calculation method, i.e., mesh to point,
point to point, mesh-to-mesh.
The use of a noisy reference scan results in both a noisy distance calculation and an
additional systematic error. This systematic error is a result of using the same reference dataset in
each reference to data calculation and cannot be removed by averaging distances over time. The
systematic error at each point in the reference thus contributes to the standard error. In the
proposed approach, a set of point clouds collected at the same frequency as the desired filtering
interval (Tstep), before the collection of data point clouds, is used to remove all systematic errors,
whether caused by the noisy reference, incident angle, roughness, etc. This is done using an
empirical approach, by performing the filtering algorithm on the collected calibration datasets
along the time dimension only and then subtracting the distance from each filtered reference to
dataset distance in the 4D filtering step. The filtering reduces the random noise in the calibration
datasets with sufficient precision (based on having an equal time step for calibration as compared
to the time step for reference to data comparison) to allow convergence on the systematic error
for each reference point. The precision of the calibration file determines the maximum attainable
reduction through filtering without losing spatial resolution. The calculated systematic error is
unique to the reference scan being used and should be repeated whenever a new reference scan is
utilized.
The algorithm can be run without a calibration dataset; however, this will limit the
possible reduction in standard error. The de-noising algorithm will converge on the systematic
error specific to the reference. Furthermore, if calibration is conducted, it should be limited to a
time frame where no change is expected. Calibration should be repeated after significant changes
have occurred or during regular intervals.
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The algorithm structure is presented as a flow chart in Figure 5-2. Subroutines of the
main algorithm are presented as supplementary material. For fast nearest neighbour searches, a
binary tree data structure known as the k-d tree (Bentley 1975) is used for efficient
neighbourhood searches and is implemented in C++. A detailed description of the point cloud
distance and 4D de-noising algorithm with incorporated calibration is provided in the following
subsections.
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Figure 5-2: Structured flow chart of the 4D filtering and calibration algorithm.
Subroutines, the normal calculation function, the distance calculation function and filter
function are presented as supplementary material.
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5.3.1.1 Local Normal Calculation
The local surface normal of each point in the reference point cloud is calculated based on
a user-defined selection of local points or search radius. The selection of local points depends on
the point spacing, the roughness and geometry of the target of interest (see Lague et al. 2013) and
the projection scale. For rock slope studies, we are interested in calculating the local surface
normal that is greater than the local surface roughness, but small enough to capture large-scale
changes in slope morphology, between 0.5 and 10 m.
The calculation of local normal vectors results in two possible orientations, above or
below the plane defined by the normal. For the purpose of setting a sign convention, all normals
are oriented towards the local origin or any user-defined point. This is done by using the dot
product of the normal with the ray from the origin to the normal vector position to determine its
orientation. Negative dot product values are converted to positive, completing the change in
orientation (see the Supplementary Material, normal calculation algorithm). As a result, positive
differences are related to movements towards the sensor (e.g., precursory deformation,
accumulation), while negative differences represent rock slope failure source zones or depletion
areas.
5.3.1.2 Point Cloud Difference Calculation
A nearest point region in the comparison point cloud (either calibration data or data)
consisting of p points is calculated for each point in the reference point cloud (equivalent to the
projection scale of M3C2). The mean distance from the reference point to the point region along
the point normal is then calculated. This is done by projecting the vector distance from the point
in the reference cloud to the data point in the local point region onto the normal vector (Figure 52). The mean distance is then calculated. In very steep or highly changing terrain or with variable
surface roughness, a high projection scale search radius will cause unwanted artifacts. This is
typical for position averaging techniques. For this reason, a small number of points are used, no
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greater than the point spacing of the data cloud. The algorithm has an option to use the closest
vector to the normal, which produces the best results in especially high surface roughness
variation.
The distance is then used to find the coordinates of a new point in the data point cloud.
The mean distance to a region of points in the reference cloud is then calculated and recorded as
the raw point-to-point distance for the original reference query point. A difference direction is
then assigned; differences in the same direction as the normal vector (towards the scanner) are
positive, and differences in the opposite direction from the normal vector (away from the scanner)
are negative (Figure 5-3).

Figure 5-3: Distance calculation method similar to the Multiscale Model to Model
Comparison (M3C2) algorithm (Lague et al. 2013). (Left) Distances are calculated along a
local normal from the reference point to the mean location of a local point region. For high
roughness point clouds, the projected closest vector to the normal distance can be used.
(Right) Difference vectors are assigned a sign convention, positive towards the scanner and
negative away from the scanner.
5.3.1.3 4D Filtering
The proposed four-dimensional de-noising technique filters the point differences in space
and in a temporal dimension. Spatial neighbours are the closest point to a reference point, and
temporal neighbours are the closest neighbours in space at a different time. It is important to note
that the differences are being filtered exclusively; the geometrical position of the points in the
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clouds is not being changed as would be the case in smoothing a polygonal mesh. The filtering
algorithm is based on the median, which is robust against outliers, such as vegetation or rogue
reflections.
Starting from the first consecutive data point cloud (T1) after the reference cloud (TR) is
added to the temporal filtering time step (Tstep), (TR + T1 + Tstep), filtered distances are calculated.
Using a k-d tree-based nearest neighbour search algorithm (Bentley 1975), spatial neighbours
(number of spatial neighbours (NN)) are found for each point in TR + T1 + Tstep. Since this is done
for each point in the cloud, overlapping points are considered; this is equivalent to sliding a 3D
convex haul consisting of NN through space (Figure 5-4). For each NN found, temporal
neighbours are also found. This is done by finding the NN of each point in each point cloud
considered in Tstep. Once the NN*Tstep neighbours are found for each point, the assigned
difference values are filtered using the median. Compared to mean or averaging, median filtering
preserves edges while removing noise efficiently (Ko and Lee, 1991).
These steps are repeated for each consecutive point cloud (T2,T3…Ti); this is equivalent
to sliding the temporal window of size Tstep through time.

Figure 5-4: Left: The search for spatial neighbours is equivalent to sliding a 3D convex haul
containing NN through space for each point. Middle: the search for temporal neighbours is
done for each point in the convex haul part of the considered time interval (Tstep). Right:
Starting from the first data point cloud (T1) after the reference (TR) over the considered
time interval (Tstep), (TR + T1 + Tstep), the median values are calculated. This is repeated for
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each consecutive data point cloud (T2,T3…Ti), which is equivalent to sliding the temporal
window of size Tstep through time.
5.3.2 Synthetic Tests and Parameter Selection
The development and testing of the algorithm was conducted using synthetic
displacements induced on a real digital elevation model (Figure 5-5). Synthetic displacements
were added as a function of elevation (ΔZ) simulating terrain evolution. Negative displacements
(loss) were induced for the highest elevations, and positive (accumulation) ones were induced for
the lower elevations. The point cloud was constructed with 400 by 400 points in the horizontal
plane, with a point spacing of 0.05 m or units. For most of the algorithm testing, a mean
displacement of 0.5 mm was introduced. Gaussian noise was added to comparison point clouds
with a standard deviation of 0.015 m or a mean signal-to-noise ratio of 0.033. This signal-to-noise
ratio was chosen to highlight the capabilities of space and time noise filtering; current methods
(Lague et al. 2013, Abellán et al. 2009) are unable to separate a signal at this ratio. The effect of
using both space and time neighbours was tested (Section 5.3.2.1) and a practical combination of
them (Section 3.2.2) using a reference without noise. To test the optimum parameters for
calibration, a reference point cloud with identical noise level as the data point clouds was used
(Section 3.2.3).
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Figure 5-5: Left: True signal, with induced synthetic change between −0.0005 m and 0.001
m on the DEM as a function of height. Right: Distribution of induced synthetic change with
mean 0.0005 m displacement.
5.3.3 Effect of Space and Time Neighbours
To test the effect of spatial and temporal filtering, the filtered results from 25 to 2500
neighbours were compared for space filtering alone, time filtering alone and a combination
comprising equal space and time neighbours (Figure 5-6). For each case, a reduction in standard
deviation close to theoretical was observed, indicating the good performance of the algorithm.
The time filtering alone case resulted in the best spatial resolution of the signal. Although using a
constant number of neighbours with different combinations of space and time resulted in the same
reduction in standard deviation, the ability to resolve the signal is affected solely by the spatial
neighbours. For the space only case, loss in spatial resolution was indicated by spatial smoothing,
clustering and a gradual coalescence of the signal. The space equal to time case provided a
reasonable ability to resolve the signal with the benefit of having the square root of the total
neighbours in each space and time domain; which is the most practical of the cases tested.
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Figure 5-6: Filtered synthetic DEM distances with a signal-to-noise ratio of 0.033 with time
neighbours only (upper row), with equal space and time neighbours (middle row) and with
space neighbours only (lower row). The true signal is presented in Figure 5-5, left inset.
For both the time only filtering case and the space equal time filtering case, the ability to
resolve the signal at the underlying signal-to-noise ratio was reasonable at 625 neighbours. The
addition of the next filter level, 2500 neighbours, did not provide a significant increase in the
ability to resolve the signal. Note that too much filtering (too many total neighbours) relative to
the signal-to-noise ratio will not improve the ability to resolve the signal after a certain number of
neighbours. At a certain point, when the noise is an order of magnitude or greater than the signal,
the ability to resolve will not be significantly improved, just the precision of the distance
measurement.
5.3.3.1 Selection of Optimum Neighbourhood
It is unlikely that a high degree of filtering in the temporal domain is practical even with
high speed laser scanning. It requires substantial storage space and some degree of spatial
filtering can have a substantial impact on the level of detection; this is the result of the standard
error reduction being proportional to the time step multiplied by the number of neighbours. The
appropriate number of time steps and spatial neighbours will depend on the signal being studied,
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both in terms of its spatial extent and temporal rate of change, the resolution and on project
constraints (time, budget).
For a practical combination of space and time neighbours, filtered results for various
spatial neighbours and time steps between 0 and 100 were compared (Figure 5-7) at a constant
resolution. Every combination results in different advantages and disadvantages. Filtered results
with a low number of time steps, and spatial neighbours result in an inability to resolve the true
signal. A high degree of spatial neighbours and a low number of time steps result in a degree of
smoothing and difficulty in resolving the signal. Conversely, a high number of time steps and a
low number of spatial neighbours results in high spatial resolution of the signal, but also a high
degree of noise. Ideal results are obtained from combinations of neighbours in the upper right
quadrant of Figure 5-7; combinations where neither space neighbours nor time steps are
dominant.
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Figure 5-7: Filtered synthetic DEM distances for a signal-to-noise ratio of 0.33 for
combinations of space and time neighbours.

5.3.3.2 Noisy Reference and Calibration
If a noisy reference point cloud is used for distance calculations, there will be an
additional systematic error inherent in the reference value. The noise is random in space, but
systematic in time, because a constant reference is used. To test the effect of calibration, one
thousand digital elevation models with a Gaussian noise (σ = 0.015 m) and no induced
displacement were constructed. The first point cloud of the thousand was the reference point
cloud, and between 0 and 100 calibration point clouds were tested. For each point in the reference
point cloud, median distances were calculated for each of the calibration point clouds. For each
point, the median distances as a function of time step were calculated (Figure 5-8a). After 10 time
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steps, the median curve began to converge on the systematic error for each point. With increasing
time steps, the median value became closer to the systemic error of that point.
The fraction reduction in the standard deviation of the point cloud distances was
calculated as a function of time steps for no calibration, for 10 calibration point clouds and for
100 calibration point clouds, alongside the theoretical reduction (1/√n) (Figure 5-8b). There is
minimal reduction in the standard deviation without calibration. This is because the systematic
error at each point in the reference contributes to this standard error. Using 10 and 100 point
clouds for calibration resulted in the theoretical standard error reduction when the time steps for
filtering were close to the respective number of calibration point clouds used. In both cases, using
larger filtering time steps than the number of point clouds used for calibration did not
significantly reduce the standard error. It can therefore be concluded that an ideal number of
calibration point clouds is equal to the planned number of filtering time steps.
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Figure 5-8: (a) Raw distances for a single point in the reference point cloud as a function of
time and median filtered values as a function of time step for the calibration point clouds.
(b) Standard error reduction for: no calibration, for 10 calibration point clouds and for 100
calibration point clouds compared to the theoretical reduction.
5.3.3.3 Comparison with Existing Methods
The combined space-time calibration filtering technique was compared to the application
of the mesh-to-point distance algorithm and with the M3C2 algorithm (Lague et al. 2013) using a
noisy reference. The comparisons were made by applying each algorithm to the synthetic case
with a mean signal-to-noise ratio varying from 0.00067 to 1.33 (Figure 5-9). For consistency, the
normal scale for the M3C2 algorithm and space-time calibration were set to a 1-m diameter, and
the projection scale and spatial neighbourhood for averaging were kept the same at a 0.4-m
diameter (50 points). The normal scale was selected to minimize noise in the comparison
direction and is a function of the local scale roughness. For the space time calibration case, 50
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calibration point clouds and a time step of 50 were used. The M3C2 algorithm uses position
averaging, whereas space-time calibration uses averaging of point cloud distances.

Figure 5-9: Comparison of the M3C2 algorithm, mesh-to-point algorithm and the spacetime calibration algorithm in detecting a signal over various signal-to-noise ratios.
The space time calibration algorithm performed the best as compared to the mesh to point
algorithm and the M3C2 algorithm. A signal between 1.3% and 3.3% of the standard deviation of
noise was detected using this approach, an order magnitude better than M3C2 and close to two
orders of magnitude better than the mesh-to-point algorithm. Note that the space-time calibration
algorithms uses a similar distance calculation method as M3C2, with minimal positional
averaging. The performance of the algorithm comes from averaging on point-cloud distances.

5.4 Results: Application of the Algorithm
5.4.1 Application of the Algorithm: Indoor Experiment
A controlled experiment was conducted in a laboratory to test the capability of the
algorithm to detect minute displacements (at the sub-mm to mm scale) with real TLS data. An
Optech Ilris 3D LiDAR scanner was used for this experiment, which has a manufacture-specified
range accuracy of 7 mm and an angular accuracy of 8 mm at a 100-m distance (Teledyne Optech
2014). The scanner was set up 4.6 m from the target, in an indoor setting. The target consisted of
a solid wood board with various irregular shapes fastened to it; the same target used in (Abellán
et al. 2009).
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The target was first scanned a total of 50 times at a mean point spacing of 6 mm. These
first 50 scans, with no induced displacements, comprise the calibration point clouds. Following
the calibration scans, test pieces of cardboard (200 mm wide and 70 mm in height) were adhered
at seven different locations on the target (Figure 5-10a). A stack of 20 cardboard pieces was
measured using calipers, indicating that each single piece is 0.2 mm in thickness. At each of the
five flat surface locations, individual pieces of cardboard ranging between one and five pieces
were combined to increase the size of the objects, thereby simulating displacement (Figure 510a). To test the ability of the algorithm to detect displacements in oblique directions to the
scanner, induced changes of four and five pieces of cardboard (100 mm wide and 70 mm in
height) were added at two locations on a half sphere at an approximate angle of 45° to the laser
incidence ray (Figure 5-10a). Following the addition of induced displacements, the target was
scanned an additional 50 times at the same scanner location to generate the data point clouds.
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Figure 5-10: (a) Experimental setup: seven stacks of cardboard of various thicknesses were
adhered to a wood board and a Styrofoam half cylinder. (b) Filtered change detection
results using 50 calibration scans, a time step of 50 and 15 spatial neighbours.
Scanning the same target continuously never results in the same physical pattern of
scanned points; this is the result of random point spacing. For point cloud comparison, a best-fit
alignment routine is applied to ensure good agreement between successive point clouds. An
application of the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm in Polyworks (Innovmetric 2014) was
used to align each data point cloud to a single reference scan. There is a systematic component of
alignment error introduced when performing the ICP, but this is systematic only for single
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comparisons. With multiple comparisons, this error is random in time and is reduced using the
temporal component of the filtering algorithm.
The induced displacements were measured by comparing the mean difference of each
induced area between a combined 50 reference/calibration point clouds and a combined 50 data
point clouds. Measured thicknesses are outlined in Figure 5-10a.
The first step of the filtering approach, calculation of the reference point cloud normals
and the distance to the calibration set, was carried out using a 0.1-m normal scale radius and a
projection scale of 0.008 m. The systematic error (calibration value) for each point was calculated
with all 50 calibration point clouds with no induced change. The standard deviation in this case
represents the systematic error in the reference scan and is subtracted from the filtered data point
clouds in the next step. The precision of the calibration standard deviation in this case allows
filtering down to 1/100th mm.
Following the calculation of the calibration value, distances from reference to point
clouds with induced change were calculated (Figure 5-10b). A time step equal to the total number
of scans (50) was applied with 15 spatial neighbours. Post filtering and calibration, the standard
deviation was calculated to be 0.3 mm, corresponding to an LoD of 0.6 mm.
All seven areas of induced displacement were detected, and noise was reduced
throughout the scene. Distances at the center point of the five areas of induced change normal to
the scanner ray ranged between 0.7 mm and 2.1 mm, and distances on the half sphere were 2.6
and 3.7 mm, respectively. The measured induced displacements are generally higher than the
summed thickness of the stacked cardboard at each location (0.2- 1 mm). This is likely due to air
between the sheets of paper and between the sheet and the wood test board and/or a result of
difficulty in measuring the induced changes of this magnitude accurately with conventional
measuring techniques.
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5.4.2 Application of the Algorithm: Deformation Case Study
The algorithm was tested in real field conditions to determine practical survey LoDs for a
cliff located in Le Gotteron River valley, outside the city of Fribourg in the Canton of Fribourg,
Switzerland (Figure 5-11). The site consists of an exposed section of bedrock on the side of the
river valley composed of a sequence of siltstone and sandstone with a planar slab of bedrock
bounded by a near vertical open daylighting joint.

Figure 5-11: (Top) Survey setup at Le Gotteron valley near Fribourg, Switzerland. (Bottom)
Filtered displacement using 24 calibration point clouds, a Tstep of 24 and 100 spatial
neighbours. This resulted in an LoD of 1.1 mm and the detection of a 1.33-mm area of
synthetic displacement.
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An Optech Ilris 3D-LR long-range scanner was used with Enhanced Range (ER) mode.
This scanner has a manufacturer-specified range at 80% reflectivity of 3000 m (~1500 m for rock
slope studies), a scan frequency of 10,000 Hz, a range accuracy of 7 mm at 100 m in ER mode
and 8-mm angular accuracy (Malinverni et al. 2014). The slope was scanned a total of 54 times at
five-minute intervals with a mean distance of 200 m. Each scan consisted of approximately
360,000 points with a mean point spacing of 25 mm.
Raw point clouds were processed using the IMAlign module of Polyworks (Innovmetric
2014). This consisted of manual removal of vegetation and outlier points and application of the
ICP routine to align all point clouds to the reference point cloud. The alignment residual at one
standard deviation ranged from 7 to 8 mm. Distances between the reference point clouds, and
each of the remaining 53 data/calibration point clouds was calculated using a normal scale of 10
m and projection scale of two times the mean point spacing (50 mm).
The first 24 point clouds after the reference point cloud were used for calibration. A
synthetic displacement of 1.3 mm normal to the slope face was introduced in the upper right
quadrant of the outcrop in the remaining data point clouds, since no real deformation was
anticipated during this short survey period. A time step of 24 and a spatial neighbourhood of 100
were used to filter the calculated differences. This resulted in a standard deviation of 0.55 mm,
making the per point level of detection for the slope at 95% confidence (1.96 standard deviations)
at 1.1 mm.
An area consistent with the induced displacement was detected in the upper right
quadrant of the slope (Figure 5-11). Small areas of displacement in the 1- to 3-mm range were
detected in the lower portion of the outcrop. It is not clear whether these are outliers or real
displacement. The displacement could be the result of thermal expansion and contraction (Collins
et al. 2010).
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5.4.3 Application of the Algorithm: Sediment Flux
The algorithm was applied to the study of small-scale sediment flux in a talus slope at
White Canyon along the Canadian National (CN) railway line in western Canada. The study site
consists of a section of a complex morphology rock slope consisting of a weathered amphibolite
quartzo-feldspathic gneiss in the eastern section and a weathered red conglomerate to the west.
Sediment flux in a gully located along the contact between these two units were studied in detail
(Figure 5-12).

Figure 5-12: Application of the algorithm to a sediment flux study at White Canyon in
western Canada (top inset). Lower left: raw and filtered displacement time series for three
points, one with the accumulation of material, one with the loss of material and one of the
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stable slope and the same time series. Lower right: change detection map for the
accumulation area of the gully for a 116-minute period where sediment flux was observed.
An Optech Ilris 3D-ER laser scanner was used to scan the section of the slope
continuously between 15 and 17 June 2015, for a total of 40 hours. Each scan took approximately
12 minutes to collect 1.8 million points of a larger area consisting of the gully and surrounding
slope. Each point cloud was collected at a mean point spacing of 80 mm at a mean distance of
380 m. During the period of this study, a forest fire less than 10 km away resulted in less than
ideal atmospheric conditions, resulting in noisier data

The point clouds were registered in the IMinspect module of Polyworks using an
application of the ICP algorithm with a custom macro, which automatically aligned all point
clouds to the reference point cloud with no manual interaction. The first 25 point clouds
following the reference point cloud were used for calibration. A time step of 25 was used with 25
spatial neighbours for averaging to insure no spatial or temporal smoothing at the scale of
expected slope change. The per point limit of detection at 95% confidence at 300 m, following
application of the algorithm, was 2.2 mm. The whole slope LoD, including regions of low point
density, low incidence and that are further from the scanner, was 6 mm. Note that the level of
detection needs to be assessed for each characteristic slope region, based on a statistical analysis
of stable region distances.
Sediment flux was detected in several regions of the study area and was analyzed for the
gully at the contact between the two geological units. One particular flux event was observed on
the second day of scanning over a time period of 116 minutes (Figure 5-12), from 16:08 until
18:04 on 16 June 2015. The accumulation zone was in the order of 6 to 18 mm in thickness and
appears to progress continuously over the time period. This accumulation zones gives an
indication of the path of travel and gradual nature of the talus movement.
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In this particular case, the magnitude of displacement occurring over the specified time
step is larger than the level of detection achieved, and a shorter scan time or shorter time step is
warranted. This likely resulted in a prolongation of the event by the convolution of the temporal
filter with the noisy displacement signal. This can occur if the level of detection achieved by
applying the filtering algorithm is within the same order of magnitude as the real change
occurring over the time step. To avoid this, a time step should be chosen so that the expected real
change occurring during the time step is less than the level of detection achieved by applying the
filter. This can be estimated from previously measured rates of movement or by tuning the
number of time steps based on the detected phenomena at the onset of a survey.

5.5 Discussion
The proposed approach is ideal for applications where a small level of detection is
necessary or desirable. In practice, with a well-designed data collection program and in ideal
conditions, the application of this approach can lead to an order of magnitude or greater
improvement in the single point level of detection. For complex slope environments, where target
distance and point densities are variable, an assessment of error is necessary by analyzing the
residual differences of a representative stable area. For most applications of this algorithm, a level
of detection similar to that of radar systems can be achieved. Unlike techniques employing
smoothing or averaging of the point positions (or point coordinates), this approach is applied to
point cloud differences only, which is consistent with Abellán et al. (2009). Calculation of the
median value on a large enough sub-group of point differences results in robust estimation of the
parametric mean, even if outliers are present in the population.
The approach is adaptable and can be customized to specific survey site requirements.
Alternative distance calculation methods can be substituted, such as point-to-point, onedimensional point-to-mesh, or M3C2. The improvement in level of detection is attained by
averaging neighbours in either space or time domains; thus, a desired reduction can be obtained
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from a number of different neighbour combinations. This allows the algorithm to be adapted to
detect signals with a range of rates of change and spatial extent without smoothing the signal.
Compared to earlier approaches using space filtering only (Abellán et al. 2009) or other
approaches using position averaging (Lague et al. 2013), the addition of time steps results in a
higher spatial change resolution and the ability to detect smaller features. The number of time
steps must, however, take into account the expected rate of change. Furthermore, the point cloud
acquisition rate must also be taken into account; this must be much faster than the rate of signal
change and is limited by the acquisition rate of the scanner in use. This is because application of
the time filter is equivalent to the convolution of the filter function with the noisy change
function, which could cause the appearance of a reduced rate of change compared to reality. A
time step should be used so that the change over the time step is less than the level of detection
achieved using that time step. This effect can be avoided either by reducing the time step or
acquiring more frequently. For example, a daily acquisition rate is suitable for an expected rate of
change in the order of a few mm a year. In cases where very small spatial signal extents are
expected, such as the development of small rock slope failures, a higher acquisition rate may be
warranted to ensure sufficient reduction in the standard deviation of the mean and to reduce
spatial smoothing.
This approach reduces random noise and systematic errors. Systematic errors result from
using a common noisy reference point cloud to calculate distances or from alignment error or
poor incidence angle. The use of calibration point clouds allows the calculation and removal of
the systematic error specific to the reference point cloud. Convergence on the systematic error
usually occurs around Time Step 10. Further use of calibration point clouds slightly increases the
precision of the calibration values. For this reason, a calibration point cloud number close to that
of the time step used will result in the theoretical reduction in the standard deviation. The use of
calibration sets can also be a useful approach for any survey design, even if scanning is not
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conducted on a high temporal basis. For example, the first acquisition would consist of the
reference scan and a frequent collection of point clouds to be used for calibration followed by
data point clouds acquired at a lower frequency. Alternative techniques to removing the
systematic error caused by using a noisy reference include using alternative de-noising techniques
on the reference, perhaps fitting a surface model to a densely acquired reference point cloud, or
marching forward the reference point cloud through time. The latter proves to be inefficient due
to an increase in computational time by a factorial factor (n!).
Compared to other point cloud comparison approaches, such as point-to-mesh, the M3C2
algorithm (Lauge et al. 2013) and 2D spatial filtering (Abellán et al. 2009), this approach
provides a significantly better ability to detect small-scale change spatially and temporally.
Application of the algorithm without the temporal filtering and with the calibration component
provides an improved spatial resolution compared to the M3C2 algorithm with similar input
parameters and has the benefit of reducing systematic errors. M3C2 relies on position averaging
in both the reference and data point clouds for noise reduction, which in high roughness or
curvature terrain noise and can cause artifacts if too large a projection scale is used. Note that the
proposed algorithm uses a modified M3C2 distance with a minimum projection scale and then
applies averaging to the point cloud differences. The addition of the temporal filter with
calibration provides an order of magnitude improvement in the ability to detect change. This can
be advantageous for the study of precursor deformation of small magnitude landslides, the study
of small-scale sediment transport and erosion and even small-scale deformation in civil
engineering works. The application of the algorithm does require the effort of continuous
scanning and the storage and processing of a large amount of 3D data. Table 1 provides a
summary of the advantages and disadvantages of other point cloud comparison methods and their
best application.
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Table 5-1: Comparison of several point cloud distance calculation algorithms for small-scale
change detection.
Method
Mesh-to-point or
mesh to mesh change
detection

Advantages
Shortest distance calculation
allows interpretation of
change in different directions.
Some reduction in noise
through creation of mesh.

Disadvantages
Artefacts caused by the
creation of an average
mesh surface.

Best application
Not recommended for
small-scale change
detection.

M3C2

Change in three dimensions
along local point cloud
normal. Some reduction
noises through position
averaging.

Increasing projection
scale leads to artefacts
from position averaging.
Not as effective as
difference averaging.

Recommended for
change detection where a
high temporal sampling
cannot be achieved and
in complex terrain.

Spatial Filtering
(with or without
proposed algorithm)

Can be applied to differences
from any change detection
method. Better reduction of
noise compared to position
averaging.

Decrease in spatial
resolution for detection of
change when large
number of neighbours are
used.

Recommended for
change detection where a
high temporal sampling
cannot be achieved, in
complex terrain and
where expected area of
change is large compared
to point spacing.

Space-Time filter
with calibration

Effectively reduces type 1 and
type 2 errors and allows an
increase of 1-2 orders of
magnitude or greater in the
per point level of detection.

Can only be used in
frequent/continuous
scanning scenarios.

Recommended for
studies where high
temporal sampling can be
achieved and for
studying small-scale
change detection.

5.6 Conclusions
A 4D filtering and calibration approach that takes advantage of the point redundancy of
TLS data in space and time was presented, compared to existing techniques and applied to several
case studies. The method provides an improvement over 2D filtering techniques, which average
point cloud differences along one dimension only, and techniques involving positional averaging,
such as point to mesh comparison or the M3C2 algorithm. The approach uses a modified M3C2
distance calculation algorithm that limits position averaging and is followed by the application of
spatial and temporal averaging. Furthermore, this technique can reduce systematic errors through
the calibration procedure. With appropriate selection of the input parameters, one to two orders of
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magnitude in the level of detection can be achieved compared to existing point cloud comparison
techniques. The proposed filtering approach is also adaptable to any point cloud distance method.
With continuous TLS scanning, similar levels of detection as radar systems can be
achieved with the added benefit of obtaining 3D displacements and dense and accurate point
clouds. This is demonstrated through several case studies. Significant improvement in the level of
detection for change was achieved in a rockfall hazard scenario and in a complex slope where
small-scale talus flux was occurring. An improvement in the level of detection will allow the
detailed study of terrain changes at an unprecedented level of detail in 3D. This will be
particularly beneficial for studying the precursor phase of landslides and other small-scale
geomorphological processes.
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Chapter 6

Automated Terrestrial Laser Scanning with Near Real-Time Change
Detection - Monitoring of the Séchilienne Landslide
Abstract
We present an automated terrestrial laser scanning (ATLS) system with automatic nearreal-time change detection processing. The ATLS system was tested on the Séchilienne landslide
in France for a 6-week period with data collected at 30 min intervals. The purpose of developing
the system was to fill the gap of high-temporal-resolution TLS monitoring studies of earth surface
processes and to offer a cost-effective, light, portable alternative to ground-based interferometric
synthetic aperture radar (GB-InSAR) deformation monitoring. During the study, we detected the
flux of talus, displacement of the landslide and pre-failure deformation of discrete rockfall events.
Additionally, we found the ATLS system to be an effective tool in monitoring landslide and
rockfall processes despite missing points due to poor atmospheric conditions or rainfall.
Furthermore, such a system has the potential to help us better understand a wide variety of slope
processes at high levels of temporal detail.
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6.1 Introduction
Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) is extensively used in the earth sciences to understand
and monitor earth surface properties and processes (Eitel et al. 2016). It is commonly used to
create dense three-dimensional (3-D) point clouds or digital elevation models to map and
characterize the earth surface, and to better understand surface processes by comparing multiple
acquisitions over time. Dense 3-D data are also used to quantify and characterize natural hazards
(Jaboyedoff et al. 2012) and to monitor hazard processes (Rosser et al. 2005; Travelletti et al.
2008; Barbarella 2013; Royán et al. 2013). The use of TLS and other remote sensing technologies
now forms an important part of natural hazard management approaches (Metternicht et al. 2005;
Jaboyedoff et al. 2012; Corominas et al. 2014).
Many studies have used multi-temporal TLS (> month, defined by Eitel et al. 2016) to
monitor landslide processes (Lim et al. 2005; Rosser et al. 2005; Teza et al. 2007; Dewitte et al.
2008; Oppikofer et al. 2008; Travelletti et al. 2008; Avian et al. 2009; Abellán et al. 2010;
Schürch et al. 2011; Bremer and Sass 2012; Lague et al. 2013; Lato et al. 2014; Royán et al.
2015); the use of TLS at a hyper-temporal level (< month, defined by Eitel et al. 2016), however,
is limited (e.g. Milan et al., 2007; Oppikofer et al., 2008; Kromer et al. 2015a,b). Additionally,
monitoring at > daily intervals, here defined as super-temporal monitoring, still represents a
challenge and has yet to be exploited, especially over long-duration temporal monitoring periods.
Fully utilizing the spatial (x,y,z) and time dimensions in earth surface process studies represents
one of the major growth areas of TLS research, as pointed out by the review paper by Eitel et al.
(2016).
Studying earth processes at a super-temporal level with TLS has many possible
advantages. It would reduce or eliminate the problem of event superposition and coalescence
when monitoring geomorphic events too infrequently, as discussed in Lim et al. (2005). With
frequent scanning measurement, uncertainties can be significantly reduced by taking advantage of
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the large number of spatial and temporal measurements collected (Abellán et al. 2009, 2013;
Kromer et al. 2015b). Furthermore, in landslide emergencies, a TLS system would be highly
beneficial as it can be easily transported, set up rapidly, and can be carried through rugged and
remote areas. A TLS-based warning system would be a light, portable, cost-effective alternative
to ground-based interferometric synthetic aperture radar (GB-InSAR) monitoring technologies.
The key challenges in using TLS to study earth processes at the super-temporal level is
the high cost of frequent data acquisitions and challenges in processing and managing big data
(Orem and Pelletier, 2015). The advent of automated terrestrial laser scanners (ATLSs) has made
high-temporal-resolution terrestrial acquisitions easier (Adams et al. 2013; Eitel et al. 2013);
however, automatic processing of the data is still required to relieve the post-processing burden.
This is especially important for landslide early warning monitoring, where processed results are
needed as soon as possible for decision makers.
The aim of this paper is to detail the development of an ATLS system with automatic
near-real-time data processing and its application at a test landslide site. We demonstrate the
feasibility and limitations of a near-real-time monitoring system and demonstrate how the system
can be used to monitor pre-failure deformation of landslides and discrete rockfall events. The
system may be suitable for a wide range of applications in the earth sciences, including
monitoring of soil erosion, volcanic activity, fault movement and glacier dynamics.

6.2 Study site description
We conducted our experiment at the Séchilienne landslide, located 20 km southeast of
Grenoble in France along RD 1091 Grenoble–Briancon in the Romanche Valley of the French
Alps (Figure 6-1). This landslide was chosen for the experiment because its geological
characteristics, movement, hydrology and hydrochemistry have been well studied (Guglielmi et
al. 2002; Helmstetter and Garambois 2010; Kasperski et al. 2010; Dunner et al. 2011; Le Roux et
al. 2011; Baudement et al. 2013; Chanut et al. 2013; Dubois et al. 2014); existing infrastructure at
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the site made it ideal for testing the TLS system (Duranthon 2006); and the variety of active slope
processes, including displacement of the landslide, frequent rockfalls and movement of talus or
scree material.
Kasperski et al. (2010) describe two parts of the landslide, an active frontal zone, known
as “Les Ruines”, and subsidence of the upper part of the Mont-Sec slope between 600 and 1180m
above sea level (a.s.l.) comprising an area of 70 ha, outlined in Figure 6-1. The upper Mont-Sec
slope is delimited by a 20 to 40 m high scarp (Helmstetter and Garambois 2010). Over the past
century the “Les Ruines” area has been a source of frequent rockfalls (Le Roux et al. 2011). Early
studies of the landslide revealed the risk of collapse of 2 to 3 million m3 from the frontal zone and
the instability encompassing Mont-Sec at around 20 to 30 million m3 (Evrard et al. 1990). More
recent estimates of the landslide depth using geophysics put the frontal zone at 3 million m3 and
the Mont-Sec instability at 60 million m3 (Le Roux et al. 2011). However, these volumes were
established without precise knowledge of the slope deformation mechanism and are undoubtedly
under-evaluated given the field data acquired since.
Geologically, the landslide is part of the external crystalline massif of Belledonne. The
landslide mainly consists of mica schists, which are composed of alternating metamorphic
sandstones and siltstones. Pothérat and Alfonsi (2001) identified several faults intersecting the
landslide and three sets of near-vertical fractures: N20◦, N120◦ and N70◦. Detailed description of
the geology of the landslide and surrounding area can be found in Helmstetter and Garambois
(2010), Kasperski et al. (2010) and Le Roux et al. (2011).
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Figure 6-1: (a) Location of the Séchilienne rock slope in the Romanche River valley along
RD 1091. The landslide is outlined in white covering an area known as the Mont-Sec slope.
The most active frontal zone is outlined in yellow. (b) Digital terrain model (DTM) of the
Mont-Sec slope with most active frontal zone of the landslide highlighted. (c) Location of the
Séchilienne landslide within France.

The French public national body, Cerema, has been monitoring the landslide since 1985
(Duranthon, 2006; Dubois et al. 2014). Multiple monitoring techniques are used on the landslide
including 31 extensometers, 30 radar targets, 65 infrared targets, and 2 boreholes with slope
inclinometers and GPS receivers. A total station, a radar unit and a permanent camera station are
located on the opposite side of the valley inside the Mont Falcon Station (shown in Figure 6-3).
Movement at depth is monitored using a 240 m long exploration adit and three 150 m depth
boreholes in the high-motion zones. A seismic monitoring system has been in place since 2008.
The system consists of three seismological stations and receivers that record rockfall events and
local- and regional-scale earthquakes (Helmstetter and Garambois 2010).
Displacement of the landslide ranges from 0.01 to 0.10 m per year except at the level of
the frontal zone in the east where displacements reach up to 3.5 m per year (Dubois et al. 2014).
Figure 6-2 plots the displacement of extensometer A13 located in this frontal zone since 1994.
Dubois et al. (2014) divided the landslide evolution into three main displacement phases:
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•

From 1994 to 2006, seasonal fluctuations of the displacement rates were observed in
connection with precipitation (rain and snowmelt).

•

From 2006 to December 2012, there were less fluctuations of the displacement rates and
a general increase of the average velocity.

•

Since January 2013, a decrease in average velocity has been observed. This decrease has
been strong since July 2013, then stronger since spring 2014. It has reached −85 % of
peak velocity between end of June 2013 and end of July 2015.

Vallet et al. (2015) found that groundwater fluctuations explain the periodic variations in
displacement and the long-term exponential trend, interpreted as a consequence of weakening of
rock due to groundwater pressure action. The landslide shows signs of deep-seated gravitational
deformation with displacement revealing a complex structure with cone sheet fractures,
counterscarps, and depletion and accumulation zones. Kasperski et al. (2010) interpret a landslide
failure mechanism of toppling and subsidence of vertical rock layers. Frequent measurements
since 2009 support this interpretation revealing a deformation mechanism of deep flexural
toppling without a basal failure plane.
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Figure 6-2: Velocity in mm day−1 at extensometer A13 from 1 January 1994 until 31 March
2015 (black), and annual mean velocity (blue; Dubois et al. 2014).

In addition to the monitoring network, multi-temporal TLS (seven acquisitions between
2004 and 2009; Kasperski, 2008; and an additional five TLS scans from 2009 to 2015; Vulliez,
2016), multi-temporal aerial laser scanning (2011 and 2014) and terrestrial photogrammetry
(2015) were conducted at the site (Vulliez 2016). The goal of these data collections was to
provide continuous spatial coverage of the landslide movement with a focus on the active frontal
zone. The studies have helped characterize the instability and displacement patterns and have
helped better elucidate the failure mechanism; however, prior to this study, high-spatial density
hyper- and super-temporal data have not been acquired.
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6.3 Methods
We designed the hardware components of the monitoring system described in Section
6.3.1 for the study of landslide, talus and rockfall processes at the Séchilienne landslide site. The
hardware components were designed for a temporary (months) installation and took advantage of
existing infrastructure available at the study site; a concrete monitoring centre operated and
maintained by Cerema. The hardware could be adapted for other use cases, for example a
temporary monitoring installation in the order of days could be operated using a tripod and a
generator, whereas a longer-term installation could be installed with a permanent protective
housing, solar panels and batteries. The processing workflow described in Section 6.3.2 was
designed to monitor earth surface processes in near-real time, defined as immediate postprocessing after collection, taking less time than the time between scans. In this section, we point
out design elements that are specific to the study of landslides and the TLS scanner used. For
example, for the study of pre-failure deformation of rockfalls or landslide displacements, the
timing of processing is critical to be able to provide timely warning of a potential imminent
failure event and the workflow is designed to process data as quickly as possible after data
collection. Specific input parameters pertinent to our study case and to landslide processes are
described in Section 6.3.3.
6.3.1 Site setup and hardware components
We used an Optech ILRIS long range (LR) laser scanner (Teledyne Optech, 2014) for
this study. We installed the TLS system on the roof of the monitoring centre (Figure 3(a)). To
protect the TLS system against the elements, we constructed a wooden encasement painted with a
weather resistant coating (Figure 3(c)). The encasement housed the TLS, the battery backup, a
manual tilt, power and Ethernet cables. We designed the front opening of the encasement to allow
+/- 10 degrees of tilt, but small enough to not allow the TLS to be removed. We opted for an open
design compared to one with an infrared permeable screen to maximize the intercepted returns
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and to allow natural ventilation of the equipment. Earlier testing through various glass mediums
revealed interference with the signal return. To further increase ventilation, we included slits in
both the side and back panels of the encasement. A lid covered the top of the encasement and
extended in front of the viewing opening to minimize the amount of water entering the
encasement. We bolted the encasement to the top of the monitoring centre structure and used
chain and locks for theft protection. The TLS system was supplied with power via cables
connected to the interior of the monitoring centre.
Data from the TLS system were transferred from the system to an on-site computer
located in the interior of the monitoring centre (Figure 3b). The purpose of the computer was for
automated near-real-time data processing and visualization of the results. Data were stored on
both the computer hard drive and on external backup drives. The computer consisted of an
ordinary notebook (HP Elitebook 8740w) with a dual core 2.67 GHz Intel Core i7 processor and
4.0 GB of RAM. The computer was connected to the internet via a cellular link. This allowed the
entire system to be operated and the data visualized remotely via remote control software.
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Figure 6-3: Setup of the ATLS monitoring system at the Cerema monitoring centre in
Séchilienne, France, which consisted of (a) the TLS system and protective housing installed
on the roof the centre; (b) a notebook installed inside the monitoring centre for near-realtime data processing and data visualization; and (c) TLS, tilting base and battery backup
built within a protective housing.
6.3.2 Processing workflow design
Processing point clouds for change detection analysis typically involves several manual
steps. These steps involve manually removing vegetation and erroneous points, picking similar
points between successive point clouds for an initial estimation of the registration transformation
matrix, an application of the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm for alignment, the building of
a meshed surface model and the calculation of distances (methods reviewed in Abellán et al.
2014). This manual process cannot be performed for scanners operating almost continuously and
automation of these steps is required. Furthermore, the processing must happen rapidly so that the
results can be interpreted in sufficient time in emergency scenarios, i.e. an impending landslide.
We designed the processing workflow of the system to operate the scanner at set intervals
and to process the data in near-real time. The processing workflow consists of modules to operate
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the scanner automatically, to manage and back up data, and to automatically process the data.
Due to intellectual property restrictions, we could not design our own module to operate the
scanner; instead, we used Optech’s ILRIS Command Line (ICL) application version 1.6.7 (Teledyne Optech, 2014b), which initiates a scan with predefined scan parameters. We designed a data
processing module to intercept the incoming scan data from the ICL application. The data
processing module was developed using C++ with QT and the Point Cloud Library (PCL; Rusu
and Cousins 2011) and is outlined in Figure 6-4. The first phase of the processing module
consists of pre-processing steps: (a) removal of unwanted points using a pass-through filter and
(b) a quality control (QC) step consisting of the rejection of a point cloud if it does not contain a
specified minimum number of points, which is commonly due to poor atmospheric conditions or
rainfall. This stage also applies an atmospheric correction to the point clouds. The second step is
registration of the point cloud to a reference through a registration pipeline consisting of an initial
alignment stage followed by an iterative fine alignment stage. The initial alignment stage was
designed to align the point clouds if the scan position has been changed, but in general it is used
as a good initial starting point to speed up the iterative registration process. The initial alignment
consists of finding repeatable keypoints in the point cloud, defining descriptors based on the local
keypoint neighbourhoods and finding correspondences between features to perform an initial
transformation. Refined alignment is conducted by iteratively transforming the point cloud,
finding correspondences and using a rejector pipeline to discard poor correspondences until a
convergence criterion is met (Figure 6-5). Change detection is conducted by calculating slopedependent change vectors and filtering noise using neighbours in space and time (Kromer et al.
2015b). The processed points clouds are visualized in near-real time using a visualizer designed
using a PCL visualizing module, and change time series data are plotted using Matlab (The
Mathworks Inc.). A detailed description of this workflow follows in Section 6.3.2.1 through
6.3.2.5.
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Figure 6-4: Near-real-time data processing workflow consisting of a data automated
acquisition module, a pre-treatment and point cloud rejection stage, a rejection pipeline
consisting of an initial alignment and an iterative fine alignment stage, a 4-D filtering and
distance calculation algorithm (Kromer et al., 2015b) and a visualization module. This
workflow is repeated for each point cloud acquisition.

6.3.2.1 TLS data acquisition
ILRIS 3-D scanners are typically operated through Optech’s graphical controller
software. To operate the scanner, the user manually defines a scan area as well as scan parameters
such as optical camera setting, vertical and horizontal resolution, pulse interception (first or last)
and the location to save the data. Before the data can be further processed, Optech’s parser must
be applied. All the previous steps can be applied using Optech’s ICL application (Teledyne
Optech 2014b). It is an executable program that reads a text file with pre-set scan parameters,
runs the scanner once and outputs as ASCII-formatted point cloud (x, y, z, intensity). We applied
the ICL application using task scheduling software to make it operate the automated data
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collection task. Our processing workflow then monitored the output folder and intercepted the
incoming point cloud for further processing.
The ICL application does not apply a proprietary process known as automated scan
correction (ASC), which is part of the graphical controller software. This process is normally
used to compensate range and angular measurements for temperature drift within the ILRIS itself
(Wang and Lu 2009). To compensate for the lack of ASC in the ICL application, we developed
our own temperature correction process described in Section 6.3.2.2.
6.3.2.2 Pre-treatment
The first step in pre-treatment is the removal of unwanted points within the point cloud.
Typical change detection workflows consist of the removal of vegetation points, removal of
points outside the target and removal of outlier points (e.g. Abellán et al. 2014). In our workflow
no specific algorithm for vegetation removal was applied because our test area was mostly clear
of vegetation and we removed the effect of vegetation on point cloud registration through a
rejection scheme (Section 6.3.2.3). By including vegetation, this also allowed us to monitor
changes in vegetated areas on the slope, which can be important to study the effect of vegetation
on rockfall triggering, for example (Krautblatter and Dikau 2007), or used as a means to track the
3-D displacement of the landslide using object tracking methods (Monserrat and Crosetto 2008;
Oppikofer et al. 2009).
We applied two filters to the data, a statistical outlier removal and a pass through filter,
available in the PCL filter class (Rusu and Cousins 2011). The statistical outlier removal was
used to remove areas with low point densities and sparse outliers, such as artefacts from multipath
or edge effects (Lichti et al. 2005). By removing these points, errors in calculating surface
normals, in registering the point cloud and in change detection are reduced. The outlier removal
algorithm calculates for each point the distance to all its neighbours and removes points whose
distances are outside of the point cloud’s global mean and standard deviation. The pass through
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filter is used to remove points outside of a specified target area. For example, these may include
points in the foreground or background or densely vegetated areas. This is done by defining limits
in each dimension where points falling outside are to be removed.
The next pre-treatment step is querying the total number of points acquired in the point
cloud. If the number of points does not meet a pre-defined threshold, the entire point cloud is
rejected, no output is generated and the processing is queued until the next point cloud is
intercepted. The purpose of this is to remove point clouds heavily affected by poor atmospheric
conditions. These clouds suffer from low point density, are difficult to register and do not
produce meaningful change detection results.
The last pre-treatment step consists of an atmosphere correction algorithm and was
conceived due the restriction on Optech’s ASC mentioned in Section 6.3.2.1. This step was
applied retroactively and has now been implemented into the system for automatic correction.
Atmosphere corrections are applied as a scale factor and usually compensate for the varying
speed of a laser at a given wavelength as it passes through varying refractions of air as a function
of temperature, pressure, humidity, and CO2 content, e.g. Ciddor correction (Ciddor 1996). Due
to the lack of ASC, the internal system temperature drift had a larger effect on the range
measurements than the refraction of the atmosphere, so we opted for a target-based correction.
This correction may not be required for other scanner types that automatically apply this
correction during data collection.
To conduct the atmosphere range correction, we used a network of pre-existing stable
targets on the slope. The targets were measured independently using a total station during the
monitoring period and showed non-significant displacement. We programmed the algorithm to
automatically identify the targets based on the point cloud intensity values. The algorithm
calculates the distances between the centroids of every target for the reference scan and for the
target scan being corrected. The ratio of target distances of the reference scan and of the scan
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being corrected is then calculated. This ratio, or scale factor, was then applied to the point cloud
being corrected. Application of this algorithm resulted in centimetre-level range corrections at the
1000 m range.
6.3.2.3 Registration pipeline
A registration pipeline is necessary since we cannot assume that the position and
orientation of the scanner remains constant over time and because there are time-dependent
measurement errors resulting from non-instrumental factors (e.g. environmental factors) that may
not be accurately modelled. Even when a TLS scanner is in a fixed position, Lichti and Licht
(2006) found there is a home position random bias which causes the measured position and
orientation of the instrument to change over time. We found that repeated laser scanning, without
moving the position of scanner, produced misaligned point clouds over different scan epochs. To
decrease the overall processing time of the registration pipeline, we implemented an initial
alignment stage. This provides that ICP algorithm with a better starting fit and consequently
reduces the number of iterations required for convergence of the best-fit algorithm.
Time-dependent errors can also vary during a single data collection for slower scanners
causing distortions of the scan. To reduce this effect, we opted to collect more frequent shorter
scans so that the scans are taken with more consistent environmental conditions. To increase
measurement certainty, we prefer to repeat point cloud acquisitions for this study design, rather
than do repeated point measurements within the same scan, which results in point clouds that take
longer to collect and are more affected by time-dependent errors. Our preference is for shorter
scans to reduce distortions occurring within a scan in favour of errors in point cloud home
position for scans collected at different epochs. The latter can be corrected using point cloud
registration.
We designed our registration pipeline to consist of two main steps, an initial alignment
stage and a fine alignment stage (Figure 6-5), using the PCL registration application
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programming interface (API; Holz et al. 2015). The purpose of this design was to improve overall
convergence time of the registration and to align clouds that are far apart, e.g., in cases where the
scanner was moved. In typical workflows the initial alignment stage involves manually selecting
corresponding points between point clouds of successive epochs (e.g. Oppikofer et al. 2008). In
our approach this is done automatically using descriptor matching (Holz et al. 2015).

Figure 6-5: Registration pipeline workflow consisting of an initial alignment stage and a fine
alignment stage. The initial alignment stage aligns two point clouds independent of
orientation and position and is based on keypoint and descriptor matching. The fine
alignment stage is an iterative corresponding point variant consisting of a matching,
rejection and alignment stage.

The initial alignment step is performed using a subset of points known as keypoints.
Keypoints consist of points in a point cloud that are both distinctive and repeatable. That is, they
are unique points that can be found even if the point cloud was collected using different scanners
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or scan positions. To define these keypoints, we use the intrinsic shape signatures (ISS) algorithm
(Zhong 2009), which uses a pruning step to discard points with similar spreads along principal
directions and includes points with large variations along each principal direction. At each
keypoint we define feature descriptors using the fast point feature histogram algorithm (Rusu et
al. 2009). For each keypoint, the relative orientation of normals and distances between all point
pairs within a specified search radius are calculated. Correspondences are estimated between
features in scans from difference epochs, using a nearest-neighbour search in feature space, using
a fast approximate k-d tree neighbourhood search algorithm known as Fast Library for
Approximate Nearest Neighbors (FLANN; Muja and Lowe, 2009). We use the Random Sample
Consensus algorithm (RANSAC; Fischler and Bolles 1981) to estimate the best rigid translation
and rotation between the reference and data clouds completing the initial alignment. The idea of
the initial alignment stage is to get the two point clouds close enough that the fine alignment
algorithm converges quicker. The initial alignment stage can also successfully align points from
different positions, e.g. if the scanner was moved or the orientation of the scanner changed.
Parameters for the ISS pruning step, feature definition and RANSAC algorithm were empirically
derived for our study case prior to the commencement of near-real time monitoring and can be
found in Appendix D.
In the fine alignment stage, we use all the points in the point cloud as input to optimize
the alignment. The correspondences are then trimmed down to include only stable areas using a
rejection scheme. We designed our own iterative correspondence algorithm using the PCL
registration API (Holz et al. 2015). The algorithm consists of an iterative process where we cycle
through the following steps until a convergence criterion is met:
1. Matching step → find correspondences between data and reference point clouds.
2. Rejection step → removal of invalid correspondences through a rejection pipeline.
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3. Alignment → solve for the rigid transformation and rotation that minimizes the error of
the correspondence pairs.

For the matching step, we find correspondences from points in the reference cloud to
points in the data cloud using a normal shooting method (Chen and Medioni 1992). We use a
combination of correspondence rejection algorithms applied in series to filter out poor or
erroneous matches. First, we apply the RANSAC algorithm to eliminate outlier correspondences,
as in the initial alignment step, followed by a surface normal filter and finally by a median
rejector. The application of the RANSAC algorithm within the iterative framework keeps the
algorithm from converging into a local minimum (Holz et al. 2015). The normal rejector filters
out correspondences that have an incompatible normal and the median rejector filters out
correspondences that are greater than a factor times the median for each iteration. It thus adapts
during each iteration, becoming smaller as the point clouds become more closely aligned. In the
alignment step, we find optimal rigid transformation by applying the Levenberg–Marquardt
nonlinear solver (Levenberg 1944; Marquardt 1963) to minimize the error between the reference
and data cloud using a point-to-plane error metric (Chen and Medioni 1992). The three main steps
– matching, rejection and alignment – are repeated until a predefined convergence/termination
criterion is met. The convergence criteria consist of a maximum number of iteration absolute
transformation threshold, a relative transformation threshold, maximum number of similar
iterations, relative mean square error and absolute mean square error. Parameters for the ICP
algorithm and rejectors applied in this study were empirically derived prior to monitored and can
be found in Appendix D.
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6.3.2.4 4D change detection and de-noising algorithm
We use a four-dimensional (4-D; space and time) algorithm described in Kromer et al.
(2015b) to detect change between successive point clouds and filter random noise due to surface
roughness and instrumental error using neighbourhood distance values in both space and time.
We apply an empirical calibration step to subtract systematic errors that are a result of using the
same reference scan for all distance calculations from the reference scan (e.g. Figure 6-6). Point
cloud to point cloud distances are averaged using neighbourhood distance values in space and
through time. A balance between spatial and temporal averaging should be optimized for the
signal being studied, as discussed in Kromer et al. (2015a), to avoid spatial or temporal
smoothing of the distance values. The combined total of spatial and temporal neighbours used for
averaging also determines the reduction in uncertainty of the calculated mean distance values; for
example, by averaging more distance samples in space and time, the uncertainty in the mean
distance value will be reduced by a factor of (Eq. 1)

1

�𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁∗T𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

(1)

where NN is the number of spatial neighbours used and Tstep is the number of temporal scans used
for averaging.
The algorithm is described in detail in Kromer et al. (2015b). Here we summarize the
main steps of the algorithms as they pertain to the near-real-time monitoring system. Each point
cloud that is acquired first passes through the pre-treatment stage and registration pipeline. The
initial point clouds collected are part of the calibration stage and this continues until the specified
number of calibration point clouds is reached. Following the calibration phase, an accumulation
phase begins. In this phase, points clouds are processed up until the number of point clouds used
for temporal filtering is reached, defining the time step (Tstep). Once enough clouds have
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accumulated, temporal filtering begins. In this stage, for each point cloud, 4-D filtering is applied
using the previous Tstep point clouds and the calibration distances are subtracted.
The 4-D algorithm calculates distances between point clouds using a slope-dependent
normal, similar to that of the M3C2 algorithm described by Lague et al. (2013). Based on our
experience with the system on a real slope in adverse atmospheric conditions, we made several
minor changes to the 4-D algorithm’s distance calculation step. In the distance calculation step
described in Kromer et al. (2015b) we project a set number of points on to the local surface
normal vector and take the average distance along the normal as the raw distance (Figure 6-6).
Here we added a limitation as to how far the points can be found away from the local surface
normal vector. This limitation is a specified factor of the mean point spacing of the slope. For
example, if set to a factor of 1.5, points outside 1.5 times the mean point spacing will not be
projected on to the local normal vector for raw distance calculation. Additionally, to prevent
averaging distances using spatial neighbours that are too distant from the target point, we apply a
hybrid range and nearest neighbour search. The hybrid approach firstly does a range search
surrounding the target point, then checks whether the number of points found meets a minimum
threshold. This threshold was set to (Eq. 2)
1 2
𝜋𝜋𝑅𝑅
6

(2)

where R is the range search radius. If the threshold is not met, a not-a-number (NaN) value is
assigned to the target point. With these modifications, the number of points used to calculate the
raw distance and for spatial averaging and the distance uncertainty will be variable. The spatial
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variability in the uncertainty is calculated using the spatio-temporal confidence interval (Section
6.3.2.5).

Figure 6-6: Drawing illustrating the distance calculation step. Raw distances are calculated
along a local surface normal from the reference point. The corresponding point in the data
cloud is calculated as the mean of the points projected on to the normal vector that are
within a radius of a specified factor of mean point spacing.

6.3.2.5 Spatio-temporal level of detection
We define a spatio-temporal level of detection to account for errors that vary through
space and time. Factors such as variable target distance (and thus footprint size), variable point
density, incidence angle, variable reflectivity, atmospheric conditions and variable roughness all
contribute to spatially variable errors on the slope (Lague et al. 2013). Additionally, changing
atmospheric conditions, scanner temperature, slope reflectivity and misalignment errors can
change through time.
Lague et al. (2013) estimated statistically significant change between two point clouds of
a complex topography using a spatially variable confidence interval. We added the temporal
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component to the confidence interval because both spatial and temporal averaging is conducted in
the 4-D algorithm. The spatial–temporal confidence interval is calculated at the 95 % confidence
level and represents an estimate of distance uncertainty for a specific point in space at a specific
moment in time. As in Lague et al. (2013) and Fey and Wichmann (2017), we define the
confidence interval at 95 % or the level of detection at 95 % (LoD95%) to represent an estimate of
the minimum detectable change.
To estimate the spatial–temporal confidence interval, we first calculate the distribution of
distances using all the comparisons from the reference cloud to the calibration clouds and the
distribution of distances from the comparison of the reference cloud to all the data clouds within
the specified temporal averaging window (Tstep). The two distributions, reference to calibration
cloud distances and reference to Tstep cloud distances, are assumed to be two independent
Gaussian distributions with independent variances, variances (σcal,σdata), as in Lague et al. (2013).
The two distributions have means μcal and μdata and have sizes of ncal (NN×calibration clouds) and
ndata (NN ×Tstep), respectively. The confidence interval at 95% (Zscore 1.96) is then calculated
using a Z test formulation for the difference between means μcal and μdata for ncal and ndata greater
than 30 in Eq. (3).
σcal 2 σdata 2
+
+ σ𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 � (3)
ncal
ndata

LoD95% = ±1.96 ��

To account for changing systematic errors, misalignment errors and remaining errors in
the total error budget, we define an empirical registration term to the level of detection estimate
as in Lague et al. (2013) and Fey and Wichmann (2017). This is estimated by calculating
distancing using the 4-D algorithm at stable target and assumed stable locations on the slope. The
standard deviation of the distance measurement is then used for the registration term in the level
of detection calculation.
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In our change detection design, positional uncertainties between the reference point cloud
and the true slope surface are not propagated, as all subsequent scans are registered and compared
to the reference scan. For this reason, we do not include a positional uncertainty term as in Fey
and Wichmann (2017). Generally, for landslide and rockfall early warning monitoring, the
absolute accuracy of the distance measurement is of less importance than being able to
confidently detect whether displacement or changes in displacement have occurred.
6.3.2.6 Data Visualization
We designed the monitoring system so that both RAW and processed point clouds can be
visualized in the field or through a remote connection to the field computer. This was done to
avoid large data transfer to a remote server and so results could be directly visualized and
interpreted in the field. To support visualization and interpretation, we store point clouds with
mapped raw distances, filtered distances and confidence intervals in point cloud libraries binary
pcd format. Because all distances are mapped onto the reference point cloud, we also stored all
the measured distances and confidence intervals over time in a database mapped to the index
points of the reference point cloud. This allows time series of distances and confidence to be
extracted by point picking on the slope. We programmed a basic point cloud visualizer using the
PCL’s visualization class (Rusu and Cousins 2011). The visualizer can be initiated after each
point cloud is processed. We used CloudCompare to visualize and create some of the figures in
this paper.
6.3.3 Monitoring Experiment
Our TLS system was set up to monitor the frontal zone of the landslide outlined in Figure
6-1. This area is 200 m wide and 350 m high and is between 700 to 1200 m away from Cerema’s
monitoring centre on the opposite side of the river valley. Prior to our monitoring experiment, we
sent the Optech TLS system for manufacturer maintenance and calibration to limit systematic
errors. We intended to detect displacement of the landslide, pre-failure displacement to discrete
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rockfall events emanating from the frontal zone and talus processes. We opted for a 30 min data
acquisition interval so that pre-failure deformation for discrete rockfall events could be
recognized and to reduce event superposition. We collected a total of 1832 scans from 20 April to
30 May 2016. Scanning was interrupted on 21 May as the scanner was moved and replaced for a
period of 1 day.
We specified scanning parameters to obtain a mean point spacing of 0.08 m at the slope.
We rejected point clouds acquired with fewer than 500 000 points. In the 4-D change detection
algorithm, we used a 3 m radius to calculate local surface normals, 5 times greater mean point
spacing (∼ 0.4 m) than neighbourhood search radius and eight calibration and Tstep clouds (4 h
period) for temporal filtering. We use these parameters because we expect to detect blocks that
are much larger than the neighbourhood radius and with a lower level of detectable displacement
occurring over a longer period than the Tstep. Parameters specific to the point cloud pretreatment
and registration were empirically derived for our case study and can be found in Appendix D.
We compiled temperature, pressure, and relative humidity data at 30 min intervals from a
weather station located near Grenoble. Since the weather station was not located directly at our
site, slight differences in local conditions are likely to have occurred.

6.4 Results
The system successfully ran automatically in near-real time for our study period. Data
collection of the slope took approximately 7 min, followed by 3 min of processing time. The
Optech scanner collects data from bottom to top, meaning a delay of 3 to 10 min (top to bottom)
occurred between data collection and visualization of the data. We moved and replaced the
scanner once during the study and the processing algorithm successfully resumed operation
despite the position change. In the following section we assess the data quality as a function of
weather and atmospheric conditions (Section 6.4.1), the measurement and uncertainty over space
and time (Section 6.4.2), and the observed slope processes (Section 6.4.3).
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6.4.1 Data Quality
Environmental influences had a noticeable effect on the data quality collected with our
system. Because our test occurred during the spring season, the system scanned through a variety
of atmospheric conditions. Recorded temperatures for the period ranged from 1.5 to 28.5◦C,
relative humidity ranged from 19 to 96 %, and pressure ranged from 100 070 to 102 450 Pa.
These variables also fluctuated daily, as can be seen in Figure. 6-7a, b and c. These diurnal
fluctuations are also reflected in the total number of points collected (Figure 6-7e) and the mean
point spacing (Figure 6-7f). The daily cycles in temperature, pressure and humidity had a small
influence on the data quality, accounting for daily differences of 200 to 300 000 points and
differences of mean point spacing ranging from 5 to 10 mm.
Rainfall had a much more significant impact on the data quality than temperature,
humidity and pressure. Several rainfall events occurred during the monitoring period (Figure 67d). The most intense rain occurred on 11 May, reaching an intensity of 17 mm/h. The effect of
these rainfall events can be seen by comparing the intensity of rainfall versus the total number of
points and mean point spacing. Independent of intensity, all recorded rainfall affected the number
of points collected on the slope surface to the point where we rejected the point cloud from
further analysis, i.e. having fewer than 500 000 points. Following rain events, the time it took the
total number of points to recover to pre-rainfall levels appears to depend on the intensity and
duration of the rain period. This is likely the result of reduced reflectivity of the slope after
rainfall or the result of condensation the slope surface. The mean point spacing, measured using
the total number of slope points returned, recovered more quickly after rain events. This is
because of the differing reflective properties of the slope material. The vertical rock slope
returned a similar amount of points before and after rain, thus having similar point spacing,
whereas areas of talus and lower reflectivity areas did not register any returns. This effect can
also be explained by the more vertical portions of the slope drying faster than the lower angle
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portions. The quality of data acquired by other TLS systems may be less influenced by rainfall
than the Optech ILRIS scanner utilized in this study due to varying wavelengths.

Figure 6-7: Graphs showing time series of environmental variables and of data quality.
Comparison of temperature (a), pressure (b), relative humidity (c), rain intensity (d), total
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number of points (e) and mean point spacing of the total number of points (f) from 20 April
to 20 May 2016.

6.4.2 Assessment of Uncertainty
Our data processing pipeline was designed to reduce errors. The statistical outlier
remover and the pass-through filter applied during the pre-treatment step successfully removed
multipath errors, outlier points and areas of low point density. The filters also removed some of
the vegetation, leaving repeated areas of vegetation with high point density (e.g. tree trunks and
branches).
We estimated distance uncertainty for every distance measure in every scan in terms of
the level of detection. Figure 6-8 illustrates an example of the level of detection mapped on to the
point cloud for data collected on 18 May 2016 at 19:35 LT. The level of detection varies for
different areas of the slope and varies for different scan dates. Detection levels of 10 to 11 mm
was achieved for vertical areas of the outcrop and the total station reflectors, whereas areas of
outcrop with faces at a lower incident angle to the incoming laser pulse range from 15 to 20 mm.
Furthermore, detection levels of areas of talus slope and areas affected by vegetation ranged from
14 to 30 mm. The empirical registration error term varied from 3 to 15 throughout the time series.
Higher values of registration error and overall level of detection occurred during periods with
adverse atmospheric conditions and during periods with diminished total returns. The diminished
returns are likely contributing to a slightly different overall alignment and increase the
uncertainty due to surface roughness. The level of detection over time as well as comparison with
independent measurements is also presented alongside change detection results in Section 6.4.3
(Fig. 6-11).
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Figure 6-8: Variability in the spatio-temporal confidence interval in space for the most
active area of the slope (Fig. 1). Level of detection mapped onto point clouds collected on 18
May 2016.
6.4.3 Observed Slope Processes
During the testing period, we observed several slope processes including the flux of talus,
movement of the rockslide and rockfalls coming from the rockslide surface. Figure 6-9 presents a
change detection summary with five points of interest, the location of an 80 m3 rockfall event and
the location of a second significant rockfall event that was detected by the microseismic system
after the monitoring period on 16 June 2016. Point 1 is located on the lower frontal zone of the
landslide, Point 2 is located in the western half of the upper frontal zone, Point 3 is in the lower
part of the large landslide located on a total station reflector, Point 4 is a talus area east of the
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large landslide and Point 5 is located on the frontal zone of the landslide. For each of these points
of interest, time series of distance and levels of detection are presented in Figure 6-11.
Points 1, 3 and 4 show non-detectable levels of change during the monitoring period,
which is consistent with monitoring data of the landslide. For Point 3, total station measurements
during the time interval are presented alongside the TLS displacement results and deviations are
less than the calculated levels of detection. Periods of wet slope can be identified in the time
series data by a high level of detection values and inconsistent distance data, i.e. between 11 May
and 16 May 2016. Periods of rain have affected these five areas by different amounts. Point 4 on
the talus slope is most affected by the wet slope and Point 3 located on the total station reflector is
least affected. Point 2 represents the landslide frontal zone displacement at a location where a
second significant rockfall occurred on 16 June 2016. This rockfall was detected by the seismic
network after the TLS monitoring period. Prior to failure, a constant rate of displacement was
observed, reaching a maximum displacement of 0.11 m. The displacement time series shows
similar characteristics to a nearby radar target, which recorded a 0.05 m displacement over this
interval. The radar target is located just outside of the TLS scan area and the physical separation
of the two measurement points is likely the cause the maximum measured displacement
discrepancy. Point 5 represents the displacement of the landslide frontal zone, reaching a
maximum of 0.025 m. This is in agreement with extensometer A16, which recorded a
displacement of 0.023 m during the same period.
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Figure 6-9: Change detection results for 18 May 2016 at 22:35 LT relative to a reference
scan from 20 April 2016 at 18:23 LT. Five points of interest are marked and used to extract
distance time series data and the location of two significant rockfall events are marked.
Point 1 represents stable rock surface, Point 2 is located on the rock surface at the location
of the rockfall on 16 Jun 2016, Point 3 is located on a stable reflective target, Point 4 is
located on debris slope and Point 5 is located on the frontal zone of the landslide.
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Figure 6-10: Change detection results for three sub areas identified in Figure 6-9 showing
the flux of talus, deformation of the landslide and rockfalls.
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Figure 6-11: Distance and associated level of detection time series for points of interest 1 to
5 marked in Fig 6-8. Point 1, 3 and 4 represent areas of the slope with non-detectable
change. Point 2 represents the pre-failure deformation of a rockfall that occurred on the 16
June 2016 and Point 5 represents the deformation of the frontal zone of the landslide. Point
2 includes a comparison with measurements taken from the closest reference target and
Point 3 includes a comparison with measurements taken with a total station for the same
target area.
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Apart from monitoring the displacement of the main landslide body, the system captured
pre-failure deformation for specific rockfall events (Figures 6-9 and 6-10). We identified and
measured pre-failure deformation prior to an 80 m3 rockfall in the upper section of the monitored
area. Figures 6-9 and 6-10 shows the location of the rockfall and Figure 6-12 illustrates the
deformation time series for three deforming points and one stable reference point. Data gaps in
the time series represent time where point clouds were rejected due to insufficient points, i.e.
during rain events. The rockfall was preceded by 6 days of deformation appearing to be triggered
by the intense rain event on 23 and 24 April 2016 (0.039 m in 31 h). After the rain event, there
was significant acceleration of the block over a 12 h period (with average velocities between 0.2
and 0.4 m/day, from the bottom to the top of the block) followed by a constant rate of
deformation (with average velocities between 0.015 and 0.03 m/day, from the bottom to the top
of the block, a relative decrease of 90 %). On 29 April 2016 a second acceleration (with average
velocities between 0.15 and 0.26 m/day, from the bottom to the top of the block) began, ending in
sudden failure of the block on 30 April 2016 at 20:25 after a new rain event (0.012 m in 6 h). The
exact time of the event was extracted from the microseismic system record of the rockfall event.
The maximum total deformation of the block reached 0.30 m (Point 3) to 0.45 m (Point 1) prior to
block detachment. The movement of the three points illustrated in Figure 6-12 describes a local
block toppling failure, characterized by larger deformation at the top of the unstable block and
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smaller at the bottom.

Figure 6-12: Pre-failure deformation of 80 m3 rockfall. (a) Location of 80 m3 rockfall. (b)
Point cloud with mapped change showing deformation of the rock block prior to failure and
four points used to plot time series data. Points A, B and C are located on the deforming
area and Point D is located on an adjacent stable area of slope. (c) Deformation time series
(cumulative values) of three points on the surface of the deforming rock block and a nearby
stable point. (d) Average 24 h velocity for Points A, B and C.

6.5 Discussion
We presented an automatic processing TLS monitoring system which we have deployed
at an active landslide site. The system allows the study of earth surface processes at
unprecedented levels of spatial and temporal detail and opens the door for studying processes at
the super-temporal level (multiple acquisitions per day) for long time intervals. The system is
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well suited for landslide and rock slope deformation monitoring and early warning systems and
can also be adapted to study many other earth surface processes. The automated scanning and
automatic processing requires little input from users and provides processed results in near-real
time. This is of great benefit to decision makers in early warning scenarios, where time is an
important resource.
For early warning systems TLS can be a cost effective, small and portable alternative to
GB-InSAR systems. It also offers significant spatial and temporal detail of other slope processes
allowing the calculation of volumes and true landslide deformation vectors using 3D tracking
(Abellán et al., 2009; Oppikofer et al., 2009). TLS systems also have the benefit of being easy to
transport and set up. For temporary early warning systems, such as remediation of a rockslide
along a transportation corridor, for example, TLS can be set up quickly using a portable power
source (generators or batteries) and allow for results to be available directly on site without the
need to transfer data to a remote server. This is especially beneficial in remote areas with no
communication infrastructure, which is often the case in remote mountainous areas. The scanner
can also be moved and resume scanning at a later date, unlike GB-InSAR, which suffers from
phase decorrelation.
We achieved a distance uncertainty range of 10 to 11 mm for rock sections of the slope
during favourable weather conditions, an improvement compared to an uncertainty of 25 mm
achieved by Kasperski et al. (2010) at this study site using a Riegl LMS Z420i TLS. We did not
achieve theoretical improvement in our ability to detect change using 4-D filtering as discussed in
Kromer et al. (2015b). The critical factor is changing systematic errors over time caused by a
combination of influences such as atmospheric conditions, internal heating of the scanner and
misalignment errors. Misalignment errors varied over time and were observed to be higher where
total number of returns were reduced due to poor atmospheric conditions. Improvements to the
detection levels achieved here could be reached by using scanners with wavelengths less affected
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by atmospheric conditions and by using a TLS system with a built-in scanner temperature
correction. A survey design where a scanner is closer to the target of interest would also improve
detection levels. Furthermore, alternative registration strategies may offer an improvement to the
registration error term, for example the stable area detection registration algorithm proposed by
Wujanz et al. (2016). For the observed phenomena at this site, however, a millimetre level of
detection was not necessary over the 30 minute scan interval. The observed pre-failure
deformation for the discrete rockfall event, for example, exhibited centimetre levels of
displacement prior to failure and the displacement of the landslide was in the centimetre range
over the study’s time interval.
Atmospheric conditions including rain and changing surface reflectivity levels had a
significant impact on the quality of data collected using the Optech long-range TLS with a 1064
nm wavelength. At this study site, the missing data points caused by rain did not significantly
affect our interpretation of slope processes. Displacement of the landslide occurred over a longer
temporal scale and small data gaps had a low impact on our ability to interpret slope
deformations. Furthermore, displacement of the landslide tended to be delayed after rainfall. This
effect has been observed by previous studies at this site (Helmstetter and Garambois 2010; Vallet
et al. 2015) and is believed to be due to the time it takes water to infiltrate and build pressure in
the subsurface. For the case of the pre-failure deformation of the rockfall, the missed data points
also did not affect the interpretation of the pre-failure stage.
This system was effective in monitoring the deformation of a deep-seated landslide
automatically over a 6-week period of time. The detected deformation pattern in this case, greater
movement at the top of the frontal zone compared to the bottom, is in agreement with the
hypothesis of a toppling failure mechanism towards the valley (Kasperski et al. 2010b). The
system was also successful in detecting prefailure deformation of an 80 m3 rockfall event and of a
significant rockfall event that occurred after the monitoring period on 16 June 2016 from the
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frontal zone. The former rockfall appears to have been triggered by the rain episode from 22
April to 24 April 2016 and showed multiple acceleration phases before collapse. The period over
which deformation occurred was only 6 days and may not have been captured using multitemporal monitoring. A potential limitation of long-term monitoring with TLS is the limited
operational life of the laser, which is not reported by the manufacturers of laser scanners.
We showed that this system can be beneficial for long-term monitoring of a landslide and
for detecting the pre-failure stage of rockfalls. Although this study was applied to a landslide site,
the system developed herein can be adapted for wider applications for earth and ecological
sciences, as discussed in Eitler et al. (2016). This system will allow the understanding, modelling
and prediction of previously imperceptible earth changes.

6.6 Conclusions
In this study, we presented a near-real-time terrestrial laser scanner monitoring system
that was tested on an active landslide in the French Alps. The system was designed to collect data
in an automated fashion and process data automatically in near-real time. The system was tested
for a 6-week period and captured flux of talus, displacement of the landslide, pre-failure
deformation of rockfalls including 6 days of pre-failure deformation prior to an 80 m3 event. We
were also able to assess the effect of environmental influences on data quality obtained with our
scanner and define a spatio-temporal confidence interval to estimate the variability in point cloud
distance measurement uncertainty in space and time.
We found that the TLS system can be an effective tool in monitoring landslides and
rockfall processes despite some of its limitations. These include missing points due to poor
atmospheric conditions and changing slope reflectivity levels. At this study site, we observed
slope deformation occurring over a longer period compared to the duration of the rain events and
that there appeared to be a delay between the rain event and onset of increased slope deformation.
For early warning monitoring of landslides, we showed that the system can be a suitable
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alternative to GB-InSAR deformation monitoring. The benefit of using this TLS system for
landslide monitoring is that it can be easily transported, set up quickly, a portable power source
can be used, data can be processed in remote areas in the field automatically and results would be
made available in near-real time for on-site decision makers. Most importantly, we showed that
TLS can be an effective system for long-term high-temporal-resolution acquisitions. The system
solves the problem of manually managing and processing large numbers of TLS data and opens
the door to future study of earth processes at high levels of temporal detail. Future use of hightemporal-resolution TLS monitoring of earth surface processes will greatly increase our understanding of previously imperceptible levels of earth change.
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Chapter 7
Discussion and Conclusions
7.1 Discussion
The results of this thesis show that quantitative measurements of precursor activity prior
to rock slope failure can be used to support rockfall hazard management. Monitoring at a baseline
level (monthly – seasonally) was sufficient to detect precursor activity in most of the failure cases
presented in this thesis. Monitoring at this frequency allowed multiple high activity priority sites
to be monitored with the same scanning equipment, avoiding periods of rain or cold weather
which prevent scanning. Deformation, and in some cases precursor rockfalls, were indicative of
areas of future failure and led to warnings being given to CN Rail for apparently incipient
rockfalls. The high-resolution TLS data also allowed potential volume and kinematics to be
modelled prior to failure. A database of pre-failure deformation compiled at the Goldpan study
site revealed: a high reliability of precursor detection; and possible links between volume of
failure, failure mechanism, and duration and intensity of precursor activity. This thesis also
contributed to a growth area in earth system science research (Eitel et al. 2016) of assessing and
advancing high temporal resolution, four – dimensional (4-D) data collection. The change
detection algorithm developed by the author, and presented in Chapter 5 reduces measurement
uncertainty due to random errors by averaging over space and through time and the automated
near real time system processing point clouds automatically allows for efficient interpretation of
slope change. The automated system can be a useful tool for early warning monitoring in both
temporary and permanent installations.
The results and contribution to science discussed in this thesis fall into three main
themes: i) improvement of rockfall hazard analysis methods; ii) improved understanding of rock
slope failure pre-failure processes; and iii) implications of remote sensing for rockfall hazard
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management. These themes address the two main objectives introduced in Chapter 1: (1) the
improvement of rock slope hazard assessment methods using quantitative measurement of
precursor activity; and (2) development of automated near real time monitoring of rock slope
failures. These outcomes are discussed in the following subsections.
7.1.1 Improved rockfall analysis methods
Methods developed within this thesis fall at the intersection of three fields of study:
geological engineering (specifically geohazards), geomatics, geomorphology, and computer
programming. Advancements were made in:
•

Methods and logic for identifying precursors prior to failure (Chapters 2 to 4).

•

Processing methods to reduce measurement uncertainty (Chapters 5 to 6).

•

Analysis methods to resolve 3D vector displacement for small magnitude rockfalls
(Chapter 3. Appendix B).

•

Analysis methods to identify the location. volume and kinematics of failure in advance of
failure (Chapters 3 and 4).

•

Time series deformation analysis via point picking on a 3D model (Chapters 4 and 6).

•

Temporal failure range calculation using a pre-failure deformation database (Chapter 4).

•

Automatic point cloud data processing (Chapter 6).

•

Automated near-real time TLS Monitoring (Chapter 6).

Monitoring rock slope failure using geomatics techniques for geohazard problems
requires some compromise in best survey practices. At many of the RGHRP projects, for
example, slope access was limited and it was either unsafe or not feasible to install targets on the
slope. For many cases, it was also impractical to obtain independent measurements for the
assessment of absolute change detection accuracy. This was only done in two cases in this thesis,
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as discussed in Chapter 6 and in Appendix A, where extensive geomatics infrastructure was
already in operation.
For the study of rockfall precursors, the main concern is whether deformation or
acceleration is occurring, and is of the magnitude or change in rate that suggests that failure is
impending. This allows time for appropriate action to take place to reduce risk to life or
infrastructure. The absolute accuracy of the deformation measurement is therefore considered to
be of lesser importance than the ability to confidently detect whether change has occurred or
whether a change in deformation rate has occurred. Throughout the thesis, residual statistics were
used to define a level of detection, the minimum level of detectable change. A confidence level
defined at the 95% confidence interval was used for all cases. For Chapters 2 and 3 this
confidence level was defined for all locations on the slope and included an assessment of
registration and systematic error by analyzing deviations on assumed stable locations on the
slope. This was also done in Chapter 4, however the level of detections was calculated on a
spatially variable basis in accordance with the procedure discussed by Lague et al. (2013).
The introduction of the 4-D (x,y,z,time) filtering algorithm in Chapter 5 allowed the level
of detection to be designed before the survey, to a certain extent, which is a first in TLS
applications. Appendix E provides guidance in designing point spacing, spatial averaging
requirements and temporal neighbours to achieve a desired level of uncertainty. The appropriate
design of spatial averaging and temporal averaging to reduce spatial and temporal smoothing and
to reach a desired level of detection was discussed in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, this was taken a
step further where a spatial-temporal confidence interval was defined. It became evident,
however, after applying the 4-D change detection algorithm on a real case study with a target
close to the maximum range of the scanner and subject to changing environmental conditions,
that changing systematic errors including registration errors contributed strongly to the total
detection level, as discussed in Chapter 6. For example, deteriorating atmospheric conditions
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reduced the number of total returns which in turn increased the registration error. A level of
detection can be designed to reduce the random components of the error, but does little improve
the systematic error. It would be inefficient to use more neighbors for averaging if the random
component of error is reduced to an order of magnitude less than the systematic component.
The analysis techniques developed in this thesis used a state of the art library for
processing point clouds known as the Point Cloud Library (PCL) (Rusu and Cousins 2011). This
library was originally developed for processing point clouds in Robotics and as a result the
algorithms are very efficient. The library has been beneficial in this thesis to efficiently process
point cloud datasets of natural terrain and to develop the near real time point cloud processing
workflow. This allowed significant flexibility in processing point clouds as compared to the
commercial packages used in the earlier chapters.
7.1.2 Pre-failure Processes
A second outcome of this thesis has been an improved understanding of rock slope failure
processes, especially during the pre-failure stage. There were a limited number of studies which
discussed monitoring and interpreting precursor events before rock slope failure occurred, using
TLS monitoring (Rosser et al. 2007, Abellán et al. 2010, Royán et al. 2013), prior to this thesis.
These studies were limited to a single case study slope and the latter two studies found pre-failure
deformation for a limited number of examples, mainly constrained to larger magnitude failure
(>10 m3). Additionally, no examples of pre-failure deformation were found in the 0.1 – 1 m3
range.
Throughout this thesis, close to a hundred of examples of pre-failure deformation were
found and characterized at many different study slopes across western Canada and in France, in
different geological settings and consisting of different failure mechanisms for volumes as low as
0.1 m3. This resulted in warnings of potential failure size, location and kinematics being given to
CN Rail on several occasions (Chapter 3 and Appendix C).
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Similar to findings by Rosser et al. (2007) at a coastal cliff rock slope in the UK and
Stock et al. (2012) at Yosemite Nation Park, US, many of the rock slope failures investigated
failed in a progressive manner. That is, a sequence of smaller magnitude rock slope failures was
observed within the perimeter of a failing rock slope. In the case example of a 2600 m3 failure
discussed in Chapter 2, smaller magnitude rockfalls were concentrated around the perimeter of
the eventual failure, with larger failures occurring at the tension crack from which the rock block
was detaching, and the smaller failures being located along the basal sliding plane. Perimeter
rockfalls were also observed for failures at the Mile 109 study site (Chapter 3) and at the Goldpan
study site (Chapter 4). At Goldpan, the rockfall precursors tended evolve in a step like fashion
and tended to fail after accelerating periods of precursor deformation, hinting at a process of
breaking of intact rock bridges releasing smaller rock blocks and the process of gradual
development of a failure plane through progressive failure (e.g. Eberhardt 2004). Progressive
failure here refers to the gradual development of the failure plane and is in contrast to failures that
develop progressively over time.
Precursor rockfalls, were, however, not a reliable indicator of future failure. Less than
5% of the total number of rockfalls identified may have been preceded by precursor rockfalls.
Deformation was found to be a much more reliable indicator, 70% reliable at the Goldpan study
sites for volumes greater than 0.1 m3. The number of precursor rockfalls and precursor
deformation identifiable is likely a function of rock mass characteristics and failure mechanism.
Evidence of this was found within the pre-failure deformation database in Chapter 4. The
reliability of pre-failure deformation detection was higher for toppling failures as compared to
sliding mechanisms. Furthermore, a possible link between failure mechanism and duration of
deformation and maximum deformation detected before failure was found. More examples are
needed to develop a stronger link.
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An important question remains partially unanswered: what is the reason precursors are
not identifiable for 100% of rock slope failures? The lack of precursors has been attributed by
Abellán et al. (2010) to three possible reasons:
(1) The precursor activity occurs during a shorter period than the monitoring interval;
(2) The precursor activity produces smaller deformations than the detection levels of the
study; and
(3) No precursor activity precedes failure.
The first two reasons are likely the primary cause of the lack of identifiable precursor
activity in this thesis. The latter is hypothesized to be unlikely, as fractures must grow and
coalesce prior to kinematic release of a rock block from a slope resulting in some degree of
precursor activity, although Rowe et al (2017) have found that overhanging blocks are not
generally preceded by detectable deformation.
The near-real time scanning of a rock slope hinted that the first reason proposed by
Abellán et al. (2010) is likely a primary factor in the lack of identifiable precursor activity for
some failures. An 80 m3 rockfall was preceded by only six days of pre-failure deformation.
Monthly to bimonthly to seasonal scan intervals, as was done at the RGHRP sites discussed in
this thesis, would be insufficient to detect pre-failure deformation for this short a period of time.
It is unknown, however, whether this rock block was deforming prior to the start of the study
period. Evidence from the pre-failure deformation database shows that many of the rock failures
deform for long periods of time, and tend to result in a rockfall during periods of high
environmental activity (rain, freeze thaw cycles). The duration of pre-failure deformation seems
to be the result of many variables, including rockmass characteristics, failure mechanisms, and
external forces and triggers.
The techniques of identifying and monitoring precursor deformation resulted in the
analysis of many deformation time series before failure. In most cases these time series did not
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adhere to the ideal behaviour of creep (Varnes 1983). The 2600 m3 failure did exhibit a tertiary
accelerating period prior to failure, however it occurred in two distinct phases. This makes time
of failure prediction difficult because each accelerating period would result in an inaccurate time
of failure warning. Similarly, the 80 m3 rock slope failure identified with the near-real time
monitoring system in Chapter 6, exhibited multiple accelerating periods. The last accelerating
period was the shortest in duration and resulted in the collapse of the block. The time series
identified in the pre-failure deformation database (Chapter 5) fall into two main categories: (1)
Rockfalls with a constant displacement rate with no detectable accelerating periods; and (2)
Rockfalls with multiple accelerating periods resembling stick slip kinematics. The former
category is likely the results of missing the final accelerating creep period due to insufficient
temporal sampling. The latter category provides evidence for the gradual breaking of intact rock
bridges or progressive failure. Both categories made time of failure forecasting impractical. The
application of time of failure models requires the detection and monitoring of accelerating
displacements. The empirical temporal failure range analysis presented in Chapter 5 may be a
more suitable approach for rockfall hazard management than attempting time of failure
prediction.
7.1.3 Implications for Rockfall Hazard Management
Lastly, the improvements in monitoring methods and the improved understanding of
rockfall failure processes have resulted in improved rockfall hazard management. The approach
of monitoring the most problematic sites with TLS have resulted in new strategies based on
quantitative measurement of precursor activity. For example, instead of relying on magnitudefrequency relationships compiled at a site over the span of years to calculate the probability of
rock slope failure as a function of magnitude over a prescribed area, it is now possible to pin
point specific areas of future failure and specify the potential volumes and kinematics (Chapters
3, 4). Locations of precursors activity have been found to be the exact areas that result in failure
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and volumes can be estimated within an order magnitude of confidence. By identifying areas of
precursors activity and comparing to magnitude and duration ranges of previous activity, it is
possible to better prioritize mitigation efforts than would be using magnitude frequency
relationships alone. Furthermore, the possibility of monitoring rock slopes at a high level of
temporal detail (Chapters 5 and 6) allows failure time forecasting models to be applied prior to
failure as part of an early warning system (e.g. Appendix B).
These improvements are illustrated on a typical lidar (and specifically TLS) based
rockfall hazard assessment framework for transportation corridors presented by Lato (2010). For
rockfall susceptibility, as illustrated by Lato (2010), lidar monitoring can be used to evaluate
slope geometry, structural geology and history. Van Veen et al. (2017) also showed the
usefulness of TLS monitoring in building a historical rockfall database at the White Canyon
(study site discussed in Chapter 2). This thesis adds two additional components to the rockfall
susceptibility, the ability to identify specific locations of impending failures (Chapters 2, 3 and 4)
and the ability to assess a temporal failure ranges based on a database of past deforming rock
blocks (Chapter 4 ). Lato (2010) also illustrates the ability of lidar to delineate hazard extent
based on rockfall magnitude, block size and shape distribution. This thesis adds to this portion of
the framework by identifying the size, structure and failure mechanism of an imminent rock
failure. Overall, this results in the ability to identify a hazard at a specific location along the
railway track, in a given range of time, with a specified intensity and probable failure mechanism.
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Figure 7-1: Improvements to typical rockfall hazard assessment framework by including
quantitative measurements of precursors from TLS data (Modified from Lato, 2010).
In addition to the improvements in assessing rockfall hazard, this thesis advanced the area
of early warning monitoring with TLS. Chapters 5 and 6 deals with a fast-developing field of
earth surface processes research, studies dealing with high temporal monitoring (Eitel et al.
2016). The near-real time TLS system can be used for detailed time of failure monitoring of
potential identified instabilities. Combined with the 4D change detection algorithm presented in
Chapter 5, the system can precisely monitor relative slope changes, including pre-failure
deformation, precursors to rockfalls, flux of talus and movement of larger landslide bodies. This
has wide implications to the study of earth surface processes and for landslide and rock slope
early warning monitoring.
Using TLS as an alternative to GB-INSAR as a slope early warning monitoring system
also has several advantages:
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•

TLS can be set up quickly in emergency situations (e.g. Appendix A).

•

Processing can be done on sight in near-real time allowing advanced warning to be given
to people or sensitive infrastructure in the area.

•

Vector deformation, volumes and failure mechanism can be assessed.

•

TLS has a high spatial resolution.

These advantages make the system suitable for use in a rockfall hazard management
framework. Once a potential impending failure has been identified using the techniques discussed
in Chapters 2 to 4, there is now the option to continue monitoring at an increased temporal
frequency, to act by removing the hazard or by designing mitigation measures. Additionally, if a
failure occurs along the line and extended maintenance is required (e.g. Appendix A), TLS can be
set up to monitor while workers are exposed to the rock slope and provide near-real time change
results on site. This would significantly increase safety of workers in such a scenario.
The approach of quantitative identification of precursors for rockfall hazard management
at specific problematic sites has been demonstrated in this thesis. Throughout the thesis, warning
has been given to CN Rail of potential imminent rock slope failure, giving them much needed
time to assess the impact of such failures on their infrastructure (more examples in Appendix C).
This approach has now been adopted by industry and researchers in Canada and in Colorado,
United States. For example, Gauthier et al (2017), proposed a framework for evaluating rockfall
hazard across broad spatial scales using remote sensing data. The framework is a top down
approach starting from the network scale, transitioning to the transportation corridor scale and
ending at the most problematic sites. At the site scale, this framework proposes the detection of
moving blocks followed by an assessment of consequences and action steps. George et al.
(2017), modified this framework to include the potential to forecast identified moving blocks at
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the site scale using high frequency monitoring (Chapters 5 and 6) and the inverse velocity method
(Fukuzono 1985) (Appendix B). The proposed framework is shown in Figure 7-2.

Figure 7-2 Multi Scale rockfall hazard assessment framework using remote sensing
methods including site scale approaches addressed in this thesis (From Gauthier et al.
2017).

The framework also considers whether precursors are detected at a site scale, whether this
is because the monitoring frequency is infrequent or because the geology or structures do not
allow the detection of precursor activity. It was found from the analysis of the pre-failure
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deformation database (Chapter 4), that the detection of pre-failure deformation is not 100%
reliable, but in general, showed increased reliability for larger magnitude failures.

7.2 Limitations
The warnings of potential rock slope failure presented in Chapter 3 were done under the
assumption that once precursor signs are identified, A long term forecast of failure can be made.
Precursor signs indicate that the rock mass is progressing towards instability and may indicate
that the rock mass is close to a critical damage threshold. The detected surface deformation and
precursor rockfalls reflect internal processes of fracture coalescence and growth and contribute to
a cumulative damage accumulation within the rock mass. The limitation with this assumption is
that in some cases a section exhibiting precursor signs may stabilize for long durations of time
before reaching a critical threshold or a section of the rock mass may reside close to the critical
threshold and no precursors are identified, however a single triggering event may lead to collapse.
This concept is further discussed by Rowe et al. (2017).
The transition from a rock mass accumulating damage, to the critical threshold which is
the onset of tertiary creep acceleration, must be recognized in order to attempt temporal failure
forecasting. The monitoring intervals at the RGHRP sites are generally too long to capture this
transition. This is evident in the pre-failure deformation database, where an accelerating period
was not detected for most of the failures. The case study of the 2600 m3 was an exception
(Chapters 2 and Appendix B) as monitoring was temporally increased during a long initial
monitoring campaign of an adjacent talus slope. A secondary challenge also become apparent in
forecasting temporal failure time, related to the deformation behaviour of the rock mass in the
final stage before collapse. Failure forecasting models must be applied to periods where the
deformation is at steady state or accelerating. In the case of the 2600 m3 failure, discussed in
Chapter 2, and the 80 m3 failure discussed in Chapter 6, a progressive failure behaviour was
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identified. The multiple accelerating periods monitored for these types of failures would result in
multiple erroneous time of failure forecasts.
The deformation database could be a useful tool for estimating temporal failure range. It
is however, limited to one study site and sample size remains a limitation. In Chapter 4, once rock
slope failures were separated based on geological characteristics and mechanism, only a small
sample remained in each category.
On the survey design side, a lack of independent measurements inhibited accuracy
assessment of the data and prevented corrections to be applied to the data. Frequent manufacturer
calibration of the instrument, self-calibration and error checks can improve the quality of data
collected at the RGHRP study sites.

7.3 Summary and Conclusions
This thesis used terrestrial laser scanning to investigate the pre-failure stage of rock slope
failures along infrastructure corridors. The pre-failure behaviour of a 2600 m3 failure was
investigated in back analysis following the failure and is discussed in detail in Chapter 2 along
with the logic for identifying precursors. This logic was used to identify areas of imminent failure
and to estimate potential failure volume and kinematics along the corridor. This information was
transmitted to CN Rail before failure had occurred in multiple instances (Chapter 3). Data of prefailure behaviour for areas that failed and for areas that have yet to fail was compiled in Chapter
4. This formed a pre-failure deformation which can be used to calculate event temporal failure
ranges based on past evidence at the site. A 4D change detection and filtering algorithm was
developed and tested in Chapter 5 to better detect small magnitude precursor deformation. Lastly,
an automated terrestrial laser scanner system with automatic point cloud processing was
developed and tested and a rock slide test site to study the pre-failure behaviour of rock slope
failure at a high temporal detail and to provide an early warning monitoring solution.
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The most significant conclusions drawn from this thesis are summarized as follows:
•

The ability to detect the location, volume and kinematics of imminent failures that
threaten people and infrastructure at a baseline level of monitoring (monthly- seasonally).

•

Precursor signs, such as pre-failure deformation, precursor rockfalls and tension crack
opening can be identified with TLS monitoring for a range of failure magnitudes (0.1 –
4200 m3 in this thesis).

•

The reliability of precursor detection is highest for pre-failure deformation compared to
precursor rockfalls, is higher for larger volume failures, and depends on geology and
failure mechanism.

•

A pre-failure deformation database can be used to quantify rockfall hazard volume,
mechanism and likely failure time range at a specific location.

•

The 4D filtering method provides improvement in change detection levels as compared to
spatial averaging techniques.

•

The automated terrestrial laser with automatic processing can be a suitable alternative to
GB-InSAR for deformation and early warning monitoring and allows the detailed study
of many earth surface processes at high spatial and temporal detail.

7.4 Recommendations for future work
The following list indicates recommendations for future work that result from this thesis:
1. Continued monitoring and identification of precursors and warning of failure at all the
RGHRP sites.
2. Development of a pre-failure deformation database for all the study sites of the RGHRP
including sites with varying geologies and failure mechanisms.
3. Including the approaches developed in this thesis in a rockfall hazard management
framework.
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4. Application of the automated terrestrial laser scanning system with automatic processing
for early warning scenarios and for the study of rockmass pre-failure behaviour at high
level of spatial and temporal detail.
5. Continued development of point cloud processing tools specific to the analysis of rock
slope failure hazard.
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Appendix A
GIM International Article
The following appendix section presents an article published in the GIM International
magazine. The article presents work conducted along the CN Rail line along Seton lake, British
Columbia following a rock slope failure that interrupted rail service along the track. The article
highlights the complementary use of remote sensing technologies and the potential to use
Terrestrial Laser Scanning as a light, portable, easy to setup early warning monitoring tool.

GIM International Article: Geohazard Management on the Canadian National Railway
Corridor
This article was coauthored with Dr Jean Hutchinson, Dr Matt Lato, and Tom Edwards.

In Western Canada, substantial lengths of the transportation corridors are located within
steep mountainous terrain and deeply incised river valleys. This is also the case for the Canadian
National (CN) rail lines, which traverse the Rocky Mountain, Cascade and Coastal ranges from
Edmonton, Alberta, to the ports of Vancouver, British Columbia (BC). Along this corridor the
railway infrastructure is exposed to various slope geohazards including landslides, debris slides
and rockfalls, all of which are problematic for the safe and efficient operation of the railway. In a
recent case of rock slope failure along the CN rail line in British Columbia, a multi-sensor
approach was undertaken to identify other potential threats in the area, to monitor stability of the
rock slope during remediation work and to aid in the planning of rock scaling and blasting.
Managing the geohazard risks is challenging due to complex slope topography, limited
access to remote sites, the large number of geohazard sites and the length of the corridor. Since
2012, in addition to track-level and aerial inspections, a series of high-resolution gigapixel images
– from terrestrial laser scanning (TLS), aerial laser scanning (ALS), ground-based
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photogrammetry and oblique aerial photogrammetry (from helicopter and unmanned aerial
vehicle (UAV) platforms) – has been collected at known geohazard locations. This effort is part
of the Railway Ground Hazard Research Program, a collaborative project between industry,
government and universities (www.carrl.ca/RGHRP) to identify and characterise geohazards,
assess susceptibility and assist in the prioritisation of mitigation works.

Rockslide along the Railway Line
On 9 February 2015, a rockslide occurred along the CN rail line passing Seton Lake
between Lillooet and Pemberton, BC. In places the railway follows the shoreline of Seton Lake,
adjacent to steep rock cliffs. The run-out of the rock slope failure blocked the tracks and exposed
an overhanging, unstable rock wedge. Consequently, the railway line was closed as the risk to
railway operations was too high. Initial remediation work consisted of bolting a portion of the
unstable rock wedge and scaling of loose material. During this initial work, displacement and
cracking of the rock wedge was observed, prompting the collection of 3D data to aid the
remediation work and for slope stability assessment. Starting on 23 February, a three-week drill
and blast program was undertaken to remove the unstable rock wedge (Figure A-1).
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Figure A1: CN railway line at Seton Lake, British Columbia. On 9 February 2015 a
rockslide occurred, exposing an overhanging, unstable rock wedge.

Data Collection
A multi-sensor, multi-temporal remote data collection campaign was conducted to
monitor slope displacement and stability of the wedge during remediation work, to estimate the
volume to be removed, to calculate the volumes of rock removed during scaling and blasting and
to assess the rock joints and potential source zones where future failures might occur. Data
collection consisted of an ALS survey of the region, oblique photogrammetry from a helicopter
and boat, TLS and photographic monitoring of the unstable wedge during remediation work, total
station monitoring of a location on the unstable wedge and multi-beam sonar data to map the
underwater rock slope underlying the railway (Figures 2 and 3).
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Figure A2: Multi-sensor data collection – TLS and total station monitoring of failure area,
ALS survey of 4km2 area and helicopter and boat-based photogrammetry of the
surrounding mountain.

ALS and Oblique Photogrammetry
ALS data was collected from a helicopter covering a 4km2 area along the rail line to
obtain 3D data of a large area surrounding the rock slope failure. ALS data allows the mapping of
discontinuity surfaces within the rock mass and identification of hazard source zones. The
georeferenced accuracy of the ALS data in this study was in the 10cm range: too high to be used
for monitoring slope displacements in this case.
ALS data is collected in a downward-looking manner, meaning that vertical rock slopes
are occluded from the point cloud. To fill in the data gaps along the vertical rock slopes, and to
obtain a photorealistic model of the slope surrounding the failure source zone, oblique
photographs were taken from a helicopter and a boat. A total of 1000 photos were taken, using a
Nikon D800 camera equipped with a 35 mm prime lens and camera-mounted GPS, from parallel
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lines looking perpendicular at the slope at various elevations. Photos were taken with greater than
60% overlap between photos and between passes, allowing for model construction using
structure-from-motion software.
The camera-mounted GPS provided initial georeferencing and scale, but was later
improved by fitting the constructed photogrammetry model to the ALS data using a scaleadjusting best-fit algorithm. Photos collected from the boat allowed for the construction of a more
detailed model of the area directly surrounding the failure than the photos collected from the
helicopter. The combined ALS and photogrammetric model allowed for better characterisation of
the rock mass by reducing occlusion bias and provided a detailed photorealistic model of the
slope surface surrounding the failure source zone.
TLS and Total Station, Photo Monitoring
Monitoring with TLS commenced on 23 February 2015 using an Optech Ilris enhancedrange laser scanner at a frequency of 2 to 5 scans per day. Data was collected from two survey
stations, one located 300m away from the rock slope at a bend in the track and the other across
the lake, directly opposite the failure, at a distance of 1000m.
TLS has the benefit of collecting millions of data points on the slope surface in a short
period of time and can be used to detect 3D displacements when sequential datasets are
compared. However, on average, it is limited to centimetre-range accuracy. For this reason, a
total station was used to monitor a single prism located at the base of the wedge with millimetre
accuracy. Photographic modelling using high-resolution images was conducted twice per day for
the purpose of monitoring the development of new surface cracks.
Collection and multi-temporal comparison of the TLS data provided a high-resolution
point cloud of the failure area. When combined with the photogrammetric model, the data
permitted the calculation of the volume of unstable rock to be removed. Sequential datasets were
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also analysed to monitor slope displacements, to identify any threat to remediation workers and to
provide early warning of rock slope deformation.

Bathymetric Survey
An initial multi-beam sonar survey of the rock slope under the railway line to the lake
bottom was conducted on 17 February 2015. The primary purpose was to examine the rock slope
directly beneath the railway line. Following completion of the scaling and blasting work, a second
sonar survey was conducted on 10 March 2015 to permit detection of changes to the rock slope
below the railway line as a result of the remediation efforts.

Figure A3: Outline of data collected. The yellow star marks the failure location.
The combination of surface data and sonar data allowed changes above and below the
water level (above and below the railway line) to be monitored. No significant deformation was
detected with either TLS or the total station monitoring during the site remediation program,
giving confidence that the rock slope was stable. Figure 4 illustrates changes on the rock slope
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above and below the railway line as a result of the rock slide remediation and work to rebuild the
railway line.

Figure A4: Change detection of the slope above and below water level, due to blasting on
the slope and construction work on the railway line, using multi-sensor monitoring.

Multi-sensor Approach for Risk Management
As shown in this case, the use of multiple remote sensing technologies provides real-time
data in a monitoring program. The deployment of multiple technologies provides the full dataset
needed for slope stability monitoring and assessment. Although ALS can provide 3D data for a
wide area, it is downward looking and data gaps exist in vertical (oblique) surfaces. To fill in the
gaps, photogrammetric models can be constructed from oblique photos taken from a helicopter or
UAV. ALS and photogrammetric models can be compared on a multi-temporal basis providing
information on slope change. However, these technologies lack the accuracy provided by
terrestrial survey methods such as TLS and total station surveying. The latter techniques are
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required to obtain very detailed models of slopes and for monitoring small-scale slope
deformation to provide warning of potential failure.
A multi-sensor approach is currently being investigated for other applications along the
CN railway line. In general, ALS has provided data for identifying and delineating hazards over a
larger area and has recently been used to monitor change. TLS has been used to characterise
hazards at the slope scale, identify and monitor areas of deformation and quantify slope change.
Photogrammetric models are constructed for sites where TLS collection is not possible and for
rapid assessment of the extent of rock slope failure. Further research will focus on refining
workflows, determining optimum data collection frequency and integrating space-borne remote
sensing methods.
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Appendix B
Rock Slope Failure Forecasting: 2600 m3 Case Study
The aim of this appendix section is to implement and evaluate an empirical predictive
monitoring approach for rockfalls based on a three-dimensional block tracking (Oppikofer et al.
2009) and existing creep failure models (Fukuzono 1985; Voight 1988, 1989; Crosta and Agliardi
2003). This is a retrospective analysis based on the TLS data collected prior to the 2600 m3
rockfall study case (Chapter 2). This appendix includes additional data collected over a year prior
to the rockfall and data collected daily in the month preceding the failure. This analysis approach
aims to provide a better understanding of rockfall failure mechanisms and pre-failure kinematics,
as well as to provide the tools necessary to provide warning of rock slope failure time when
deformation is detected in advance of a failure.

Forecasting Failure: Theory
The basis for forecasting of rockfalls, for open pit mine slopes, natural and cut slopes, is
that slope failure does not occur spontaneously and without warning; often measurable
displacements as well as other subsurface phenomena occur from hours to years prior to the
failure event (Terzaghi 1950; Saito 1969; Leroueil 2001; Szwedzicki 2001). The frequency of
precursory rockfalls generally increases before the failure event (Sartori et al. 1999; Cruden and
Martin 2007; Rosser et al. 2007) and the magnitude of the events is often proportional to the
volume of the eventual failed mass (Rosser et al. 2007). Of importance to the forecasting of rock
slope failures, is the tendency of slope displacements and precursory indicators to accelerate prior
to failure in a power law fashion (Sartori et al. 1999; Szwedzicki 2001; Rosser et al. 2007; Deline
et al. 2011). Many material failure phenomena, such as volcanic eruptions (Voight 1988; Bell et
al. 2011), and large magnitude landslides (Kilburn and Petley 2003) are preceded by periods of
constant strain followed by accelerating rates of both strain and seismicity.
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The gradual deformation of the slope prior to failure has been linked to creep theory and
has been defined as “slope creep” (Terzaghi 1950; Haefeli 1953; Varnes 1978, Petley 2004),
wherein the deformation of a slope taking place under constant load (gravity and external loads)
is thought to be similar in nature to idealized creep behaviour of continuum materials in
laboratory experiments. Idealized creep consists of a primary phase with instantaneous elastic
response, followed by a secondary phase of steady state creep and a third phase of accelerating
creep (Varnes 1978). In materials, this creep behaviour results from strain limiting processes
leading to strain hardening and the accumulation of damage causing material fracture (Chandler
1991; Cornelius and Scott 1993). Natural rock slopes can rarely be described as a continuum and
are affected by discontinuities and groundwater (Crosta and Agliardi 2002). Creep in this case
results from time dependent internal processes of brittle or ductile failure (Boukharov et al. 1995;
Main 2002; Petley 2004), which ultimately reduces its stability and leads to failure (Terzaghi
1950).
These internal processes can include sliding along pre-existing discontinuities (Sartori et
al. 1999; Agliardi et al. 2001; Ambrosi and Crosta 2006; Xu et al. 2013) sliding with asperity
interlocking (stick slip) (Willenberg et al. 2002) and propagation of discontinuities through crack
growth. The propagation of discontinuities through intact rock bridges is known as step path
failure (Jennings1970; Eberhardt et al. 2004; Camones et al. 2013) and is a result of increased
stresses ahead of a shear plane. Internal processes in slopes are most likely a complex interaction
between fracture propagation through intact rock bridges and sliding along existing
discontinuities (Jennings 1970; Einstein et al. 1983; Kemeny 2003; Brückl and Parotidis 2005;
Frayssines and Hantz 2006) and ultimately results in slope creep.
Other factors that influence time dependent changes in the slopes, which can make
forecasting more difficult, are environmental factors such as rainfall, snowmelt, freeze thaw and
changes in stress condition (Agliardi et al. 2001; Crosta and Agliardi 2002). Crosta and Agliardi
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(2002) observed power law acceleration periods during the rainfall season and defined this as
“seasonal creep”. This creep is superimposed on an overall long-term creep or displacement
pattern of the slope. Similar observations were made during spring thaw and rainfall periods by
Nishii and Matsuoka (2010) in the Japanese Alps.
The leading forecasting approaches in use for slope creep are empirical and semiempirical models based on laboratory data and scaled models (Saito 1965; Fukuzono 1985;
Voight 1988). One such approach involves converting slope displacements to inverse velocities to
obtain an estimate of failure time (Fukuzono 1985; Crosta & Agliardi 2003; Rose and Hungr
2009). The accelerating deformation behaviour of brittle materials and slopes prior to failure has
been shown to yield a straight line on an inverse velocity time chart and the intersection of this
line with the time axis yields an estimate of the failure time (Voight 1988,1989; Fukuzono 1985;
Petley et al., 2002; Petley 2004). Ductile failure or sliding behaviour demonstrates asymptotic
behaviour in inverse velocity time space (Petley 2004). Another approach is to use accelerating
creep theory (Saito 1965; Fukuzono 1985; Voight 1988, 1989) by relating the displacement
acceleration to velocity. Failure time can be predicted based on the time of displacement
singularity or based on an expected failure displacement rate.

Study Site and Case Description
The rock slope failure under study occurred at the White Canyon on June 5th, 2013 along
Canadian National Railway tracks. The White Canyon, located within the Thompson River valley
in South Western British Columbia (Figure B-1), is a geomorphologically and geologically
complex rock slope. The slope is characterized by vertical outcroppings and spires of rock
between gullies funneling talus to river level. The primary rock type of the canyon is weathered
amphibolite gneiss with later stage intrusions phases of gabbro, tonalite and diorite to
granodiorite, see Brown (1981), Greig (1989) for a complete description.
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Figure B-1: Site Location and TLS survey Design at the White Canyon, in South-western
British Columbia. Left, west section of the canyon scanned with TLS from four scan
locations on the opposing riverbank and right (purple), eastern section of the canyon
scanned from 7 locations on the opposing riverbank.

The rock slope failure occurred in the western section of the Canyon, Figure B-1, from a
near vertical outcrop of rock extending 50 m above the track level. Prior to failure, visible
fractures could be seen around the eventual failure perimeter and an accumulation of talus was
present over the tension crack of the failure (Figure B-2). Post failure, a near vertical back scarp
was identified with a darker weathering surface and a sliding plane, which formed a bench at the
base of the failed volume. The time to remove the debris resulting from the rock failure resulted
in a 1-day interruption in rail service. No trains were present in the canyon at the time of failure
and a slide detector fence provided warning that a failure had occurred.
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Figure B-2: Before and After Photographs of the rock slope failure (Modified from Kromer
et al. 2015a)

Data Collection and Processing
We used a combination of data collected using three remote sensing technologies
between April of 2012 and November of 2013: high-resolution panoramic photography, airborne
laser scanning and terrestrial laser scanning.

Airborne Laser Scanning
On November 25th, 2013 airborne LiDAR was collected at the White Canyon and
throughout the Thompson-Fraser valley rail corridor. Data was collected using a Leica ALS 70
mounted on a fixed wing aircraft at a mean altitude of 1500 m above ground with a point density
of 25 pts/m2. Airborne LiDAR processing and georeferencing was conducted by the contractor to
provide a bare earth model in LAS format. Vertical single point accuracy of the airborne data
was 0.16 m (Lato et al. 2014).
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Terrestrial Laser Scanning
Terrestrial laser scanning of the White Canyon study site started in the spring of 2012 and
is currently being collected on an ongoing basis. The acquisition dates for the data used in this
study are given in Table B-1. We used an Optech Illris 3D laser scanner for the first three
acquisitions in 2012, switching to the Enhanced Range model in 2013. A total of 27 acquisitions
were made in the 416 days preceding the failure. Daily data collections were introduced in the
month prior to failure at a higher point spacing (0.06 m at 325 m).

Table B-7-1: Summary of TLS data collected
Number

Date

Point
Spacing (at
325 m)

Days
relative to
event

Number

Date

Point
Spacing

Days
relative to
event

1*

2012-04-09

0.2

-416

15

13-05-19

0.06

-17

2*

12 -06-09

0.2

-363

16

13-05-20

0.06

-16

3*

12-11-14

0.1

-197

17

13-05-24

0.06

-12

4

13-04-15

0.1

-52

18

13-05-25

0.06

-11

5

13-05-08

0.1

-28

19

13-05-26

0.06

-10

6

13-05-11

0.06

-25

20

13-05-28

0.06

-8

7

13-05-12

0.06

-24

21

13-05-29

0.06

-7

8

13-05-13

0.06

-23

22

13-05-30

0.06

-6

9

13-05-14

0.06

-22

23

13-06-01

0.06

-4

10

13-05-15

0.1

-21

24

13-06-02

0.06

-3

11

13-05-15

0.06

-21

25

13-06-03

0.06

-2

12

13-05-16

0.06

-20

26

13-06-04

0.06

-1

13

13-05-17

0.06

-19

27

13-06-05

0.06

0

14

13-05-18

0.06

-18

28

13-06-06

0.1

1

The TLS survey was planned to minimize data gaps caused by geometrical occlusion and
to reduce areas of lower point spacing caused by high incident angles. Scanning of the study site
was conducted from a total of 11 scan stations located on a terrace on the south side of the valley,
providing good visibility and full overlapping coverage of the slope (Figure B-1 and Figure B-3).
The area of interest where the rockfall occurred was covered by three overlapping scan locations
for data sets with a mean point spacing of 0.1 m collected on a weekly basis in the months prior
to the failure. The scans collected on a daily basis prior to failure were collected from a single
scan station directly across from the rockfall location with a mean point spacing of 0.06 m.
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Figure B-3: Typical site survey setup across the Thompson River using the Optech Ilris 3DER laser scanner
Data Co-registration
Processing of the TLS data was performed using InnovMetrics Polyworks software,
version 2014 (InnovMetric Inc. 2014). First, the datasets were cleaned of unwanted points such
as vegetation, track maintenance equipment, wires etc. Scan co-registration was performed in the
IMAlign module of PolyWorks. Each successive scan was aligned to a reference model of equal
mean point spacing. A preliminary evaluation of change was calculated in IMAlign using the
surface to surface function. The areas undergoing change were omitted from the second
application of the best fit algorithm, in order to provide a more accurate alignment based on the
stable areas of the slope.
Polygonal models
Polygonal models of all datasets were created in the IMMerge application of PolyWorks.
This process merged data from the various scan sites to create a polygonal network, using an
average surface for overlapping point regions. Merging of the data sets from different scan
locations created a more accurate model of the complex slope. A geometrical comparison of the
surface models for each dataset yielded a 95% confidence of 0.02 m, 0.03 m and 0.08 m for the
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0.06 m, 0.1 m and 0.2 m point spacing datasets, respectively (Figure B-4). This confidence
interval is our level of detection, the minimum change signal that we can detect per point on the
slope.
0.08
0.2 m
0.07
Limit of Detection (m, 95% of points)

0.1 m
0.06 m

0.06

0.05

0.04

0.03

0.02

0.01

0
500000

1000000

1500000

2000000

2500000

Number of points in domain

Figure B-4: Level of detection (2 standard deviations) for LiDAR images with different
point spacing at the White Canyon for an equal sized region of the slope

Georeferencing
The TLS data were georeferenced to the ALS dataset using an application of the iterative
closest point best-fit algorithm to one of the TLS models. The affine transformation was then
applied to all the TLS datasets for georeferencing. Since the ALS data set was used for
georeferencing, the absolute position error was 0.16 m (Lato et al. 2014).
Panoramic Photography
High resolution photographs of the entire White Canyon study site were collected on
May 24, May 28, and June 1 prior to the rockfall, and on June 6 following the event, from four
vantage points along the south side of the Canyon Photographs were collected with a Nikon D800
equipped with a 135 mm lens that was mounted on a tripod with a GigaPan brand robotic head.
Panoramas were created using GigaPan’s ‘Stitch” software which stitches individual photos to
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create a single high-resolution panoramic image. The gigapixel photographs provide information
on block geometry, and the condition and weathering of the back-scarp surface exposed after the
failure (Stock et al. 2011; Lato et al. 2012) and are useful for the analysis of rock slope failure
mechanisms. Detailed discussion of the use of gigapixel photography in engineering geology can
be found in Lato et al. (2012).
Weather Data
Weather data was obtained from the weather office of Canada (Environment Canada
2013). Data was obtained from a local weather station at Lytton, BC (4 km from the study site).
Precipitation data is available daily for this area.
Structural Analysis
We assessed the structure of the slope by using a fused georeferenced ALS and TLS
model (Lato et al. 2014). We used a manual approach to take structural measurements, mainly
due to the complex nature of the slope. This approach consisted of picking representative points
on identified discontinuity surfaces and fitting a plane through them. The advantage of using the
combined models was that the ALS model provided data for the portion of the slope obscured
behind vertical rock features, and the TLS provided higher resolution and detail, especially for the
near vertical surfaces.
An assessment of the mean discontinuities for the entire canyon revealed five main joint
sets and a foliation set, as shown in Figure B-5a. The average slope face orientation in this area is
also shown for reference. Analysis of the post failure sliding planes and back scarp planes
revealed the orientations shown in Figure B-5b. The failure planes are within the range of
orientations of three of the general sets identified for the rockmass.
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Figure B-5: Structural analysis of the White Canyon and of the failure area before and after
failure. A: profile from LiDAR data from June 1, 2013, four days prior to failure. B: profile
from LiDAR data from June 6th, 2013, one day post failure. Top Right: Mean structural
measurements of the White Canyon. Bottom Right: Structural measurements of the post
failure surfaces.

Monitoring Data Analysis
Analysis of Change
Three main failure processes were observed prior to the rock slope failure by geometrical
comparison (shortest distance) between the polygonal models of the slope over time: deformation
of the failing slope mass, opening of a tension crack and rockfalls surrounding the perimeter of
the rock mass, Figure B-6. Spatially, the observed deformation was greater at the top of the failed
block, reaching a maximum of 0.1 m as measured between 2012-11-14 and 2013-06-01. We
observed rockfalls around the perimeter of the eventual failure as shown in Figure B-6. The
largest magnitude rockfalls occurred along the tension crack which eventually formed the back
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scarp of the failure, and smaller magnitude rockfalls occurred on and around the basal sliding
plane.
Two significant rockfall failures occurred along the developing tension crack of the rock
slide, a 126 m3 rockfall between 2012-04-05 and 2012-06-04 and a 18 m3 rockfall between 201305-08 and 2013-05-11 (Fig. B-6, I.D. 1 and 10). A more detailed description of these precursor
events and their significance for the management of hazards are presented by Kromer et al.
(2015a).

Figure B-6: Polygonal model from LiDAR data with mapped deformation between 2012-1120 and 2013-06-01 (left) and pattern of rockfalls (right) occurring prior to failure, modified
from Kromer et al. (2015a).
3D Block Tracking
The data collection program does not permit identical point locations to be collected over
successive scans, and therefore the vector displacement of points or regions cannot be calculated
from discrete corresponding points. We can calculate the vector deformation and rotation of
regions of points, the surface of the block prior to failure in this case, by using best-fit algorithms
as described by Teza et al. (2007), Monserrat and Crosetto (2008), Oppikofer et al. (2009). The
analysis involves fitting a region of points, in this case the area of the deforming block prior to
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failure, to the next successive scan and extracting the rotation and translation components of the
best fit affine transformation as shown in Figure B-7. In Figure B-7, the gold and blue colours
represent the dataset collected 4 days before failure and the reference dataset, respectively. The
translation of the center point of the region of blocks and the rotation around the center point is
calculated from the roto-translation matrix, as developed by as Oppikofer et al. (2009). From this
analysis, we obtain a translation direction and magnitude, topple angle and direction and tilting
angle. The toppling angle is defined as the angle between the toppling vector and vertical and
tilting is the angle which defines a rotation around the toppling vector. Because this method uses
many points, we can detect deformation or displacements smaller than that of the single point
level of detection.

Figure B-7: a) Polygonal models generated from data collected before on 15 11 2012 (blue)
and 01 06 2013 (gold). Analysis of the change, considering translation (middle) and rotation
(right) of the reference region of points contained within the eventual area of failure.
Translation and rotation is measured about the centre point (CP, pink).

A measure of the method uncertainty was assessed by performing this analysis on stable
regions of the slope of similar dimensions to that of the deforming block for each of the scan
dates using the 0.1 m mean point spacing datasets. Since we use the same initial center point (the
reference scan), the error in the translation magnitude is a function of the error in the x, y, and z
direction of translation. For the ten stable regions evaluated, we obtained an average error of
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0.005, 0.005, 0.007 m, a maximum error of 0.0092, 0.0138, 0.0106 m and a standard deviation of
0.0060, 0.0072, 0.0072 m, for the x, y, and z directions, respectively. The mean and maximum
error for the toppling angle is 0.016º and 0.041º, respectively, and the mean and maximum error
for the tilt angle is 0.01º and 0.035º, respectively. Calculated errors for the directions are
tabulated for each corresponding measured magnitude in Table B-2. This analysis was conducted
with the 0.1 m datasets only.

Table B-7-2: Results of the rotation and translation analysis for weekly data (0.1m point
spacing) prior to failure
Date
(Reference: 5
November 2012)

Center point translation
Length
Trend
Plunge
(average
(average
(average
error) [cm]
error) [º]
error) [º]

Toppling
Azimuth
Angle
(error) [º]
(error) [º]

15 April 2013

Period
(days
before
failure)
197-52

1.3 (1)

178 (66)

-44 (48)

218 (27)

08 May 2013

52-28

1.8 (1)

184 (31)

-20 (90)

200 (14)

13 May 2013

28-21

3.6 (1)

190 (19)

-34 (20)

209 (10)

19 May 2013

21-17

3.7 (1)

193 (18)

-35 (19)

208 (9)

24 May 2013

17-12

4.2 (1)

182 (17)

-39 (15)

202 (8)

28 May 2013

12-8

4.9 (1)

193 (14)

-37 (14)

203 (7)

01 June 2013

8-4

5.9 (1)

189 (12)

-39 (11)

204 (7)

0.035
(0.016)
0.064
(0.016)
0.089
(0.016)
0.106
(0.016)
0.111
(0.016)
0.133
(0.016)
0.126
(0.016)

Tilt
Angle
(error) [º]

0.013 (0.01)
0.018 (0.01)
0.036 (0.01)
0.037 (0.01)
0.042 (0.01)
0.049 (0.01)
0.059 (0.01)

The 3D analysis revealed that the rock mass was deforming or displacing along a trend of
181º-196º at a mean plunge of 35º (Table B-2), correlating well with the joint set 1 (dip
direction/dip: 187º/37º) with an accelerating trend in displacement (Figure B-8) beginning after 8
May, 2013 (28 days before failure). The centre point deformation magnitude reached 0.059 m on
June 1, relative to the 12 November, 2012 baseline, 4 days prior to failure. The analysis showed
that there was a toppling component of the block ranging from 0.035º to 0.126º at an average
azimuth of 210º. A minor tilting component was detected in the range from 0.013º-0.059º.
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Figure B-8: Center point displacement magnitude prior to failure obtained from the 3D
rotation and translation analysis.
Daily Vector Deformation Analysis
Upon back analysis of the data, it was found that the accuracy of the rotation and
translation analysis was sufficient to detect the small deformation/displacement occurring daily
prior to the rockslide. An averaging technique was implemented to obtain the vector displacement
magnitude of the rock mass daily. This comprised selecting a region of 1000 points and
comparing the mean difference between the reference surface model and the surface model from
the next successive scan date, along the average vector displacement direction obtained from the
rotation and translation analysis (dip direction/dip: 188º/35º. A region of points close to the
tension crack which eventually formed the back scarp of the failure was chosen for the analysis.
The uncertainty of this method is a function of the chosen displacement direction and the quality
of the global registration, which is in the order of a 3-5 mm at localized stable areas of 1000
points on the slope.
The analysis results reveal that the block was displacing on a near continuous basis
starting from 197 days prior to failure (Figure 9). The mean displacement for the compared region
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reached a maximum of 0.095 m on the morning of the day of the failure. Two distinct
accelerating phases can be observed in the data with an intermittent period of lower rates of
displacement. The first accelerating period started from 52 days prior to failure and terminated 25
days prior to failure, at the time of the release of an 18 m3 rockfall from the vicinity of the tension
crack (Figure B-6, ID 10). A period of relatively constant displacement at a lower rate followed,
until the onset of the final accelerating period in the last 16 days prior to failure. Overall, a power
law trend in deformation rate was observed in the period approaching failure.
We compared cumulative rainfall in the 197-day period prior to failure (Figure B-9).
There is no distinct correlation between rainfall and the acceleration of failure. A rainfall event
occurred 13-15 days prior to failure, but doesn’t appear to directly influence the behaviour of the
rock prior to failure.
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Figure B-9: Mean cumulative vector displacement for a 1000 point region close to the
developing tension crack of the rockmass. The displacement data is compared to cumulative
rainfall for the same period.
Indirect Measurement of Block Deformation
One of the main advantages of obtaining high accuracy 3D point clouds from LiDAR is
the ability to observe failure processes not normally detectable by point measuring devices. In
this case, progressive loss and displacement of talus material was observed near the back-scarp
tension crack. A 2-m wide block of talus material, the result of debris accumulation from the 126
m3 rockfall which occurred in spring of 2012 over the tension crack, was observed to
progressively slide into the tension crack prior to failure of the rock mass (Figure B-10)
We measured the displacement of the block using a point picking approach similar to that
developed by Oppikofer et al. (2008). This consisted of picking identical points on the talus block
in a sequence of successive point clouds. Point picking is a function of being able to pick the
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same point in both point clouds and the accuracy of the point cloud. An uncertainty of 10 cm was
found by Oppikofer et al. (2009). In contrast, we achieved an uncertainty of 3 cm, by picking
points in a section view parallel to the block’s mean displacement vector from a higher density
point cloud.
We observed significant displacement in the block, at a level greater than the method
uncertainty. From June of 2012, 361 days prior to the rockslide failure, the talus block moved
1.28 m with an accelerating pattern of deformation as shown in Figure B-10 (inset).

Figure B-10: Gigapan panoramic image showing location of talus material over the tension
crack of the failure. Inset Lower right: Vector displacement of the block of talus in the 361
days prior to failure of the rockslide.
The displacement pattern of the talus block is nearly identical to that of the rock mass.
We compared the displacement curves obtained from the vector approach (Figure B-9) with that
obtained from the talus block by normalizing the displacement relative to the maximum
displacement value for each case (Figure B-11). Analysis of the variance showed that there is no
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statistically significant difference between the datasets. This suggests that the displacement of
talus material could have been a result of the displacement of the rock mass and the opening of its
tension crack. We can now infer that the failed block was deforming earlier than originally
detected, starting from 361 days before failure rather than 197. Deformation of the failed rock
mass was likely occurred, but was lower than the level of detection for displacement, as a result
of using the lower point density data 361 days prior to failure.
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Figure B-11: Normalized displacement of the talus block (blue) and of the failure mass
(purple) for 200 days prior to failure.
Rockfall Failure Forecasting
We applied Voight’s semi-empirical material creep model to forecast the time of
landslide failure (Fukuzono 1985; Voight 1989) as in Crosta and Agliardi (2003) using the daily
vector displacement data. This model was chosen over Saito’s method (Saito 1965, 1969) because
of poor fit to the tertiary phase of material failure observed in this case.
Voight (1989) describes an empirical proposition derived from experimental observations
of material failure describing the terminal phase of material failure under invariant external
conditions as:
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𝑑𝑑Ω−𝛼𝛼 𝑑𝑑2 Ω
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡2

− 𝐴𝐴 = 0 (Eq. 1)

where A is a positive constant controlling the shape of the curve, α is a constant describing the
sensitivity of the accelerating rate as the material approaches failure and Ω can be a measurable
quantity such as displacement, strain, seismicity, or acoustic emissions (Crosta and Agliardi
2003). This model was later proposed to be a general physical law governing material failure
under constant stress and temperature (Voight 1989) and was related to semi empirical laws of
power law creep and material fracture (Cornelius and Scott 1993). Expressions in terms of
velocity and displacement can be obtained by integrating equation 1 for 𝛼𝛼 >1, yielding:
𝑑𝑑Ω

where

𝑑𝑑Ω

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑓𝑓

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

= [𝐴𝐴(𝛼𝛼 − 1)�𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓 − 𝑡𝑡� +

1

𝑑𝑑Ω1−𝛼𝛼 (1−𝛼𝛼)
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑓𝑓

]

(Eq. 2)

is the time displacement rate at the time of failure (tf); this rate can be assumed to be

infinite if the failure rate is not known. A special case, where 𝛼𝛼 =2, the inverse velocity method,

yields a straight line in inverse velocity space and was found to be a reasonable estimate of failure
time approaching failure (Fukuzonu 1985; Rose and Hungr 2007).
The inverse method does not consider the possible non-linearity in inverse velocity space
and data in this space is more affected by noise (Brosetto et al. 1991) (Figure B-12). We can
obtain a better model fit by further integrating (2) for 𝛼𝛼 >1 and 𝛼𝛼 ≠ 2 yielding
Ω=

1

𝐴𝐴(𝛼𝛼−2)

��𝐴𝐴(𝛼𝛼 − 1)𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓 +

2−𝛼𝛼

𝑑𝑑Ω1−𝛼𝛼 1−𝛼𝛼
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑓𝑓

�

− �𝐴𝐴(𝛼𝛼 − 1)�𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓 − 𝑡𝑡� +

2−𝛼𝛼

𝑑𝑑Ω1−𝛼𝛼 1−𝛼𝛼
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑓𝑓

�

� (Eq. 3)

where A>0 and tf>t, and fitting experimental data to Eq. (3) through non-linear regression (Crosta
and Agliardi 2003).
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Figure B-12: Inverse velocity calculated from the vector displacement data for the 50 days
preceeding failure. The inverse velocity data is affected by noise to a high degree.
We use a least squares method to fit the model to the experimental displacement data,
which is appropriate in this case because the uncertainty is Gaussian. This required an initial
guess of the parameters A, 𝛼𝛼 and tf, making it a 4-dimensional non-linear regression problem. To
limit the convergence on a local minimum, we based our initial guesses on common results for 𝛼𝛼

1.7- 2.2 (Crosta and Agliardi 2002) and an informed guess of time to failure and varied our initial
guesses until a global minimum was found (smallest least squares). We used the Levenberg
Marquardt algorithm (Levenberg 1944; Marquardt 1963) to fit the model to the data, a hybrid
method of steepest descent and gauss Newton. We also examined the data graphically to insure a
good fit of the model and the results (Figure B-13).
We conducted the nonlinear fitting starting with three data points (to 28 days prior to
failure) and progressively updated our fit adding the next successive data point in the series, as
shown in Table B-3. In general, the values of A and 𝛼𝛼 increased as failure approached and the
forecasted date of failure approached the actual day of failure (197 days from the reference
dataset in this case).
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Table B-3: Non Linear regression results using Voight’s model.
Days before
Failure

0.5
1
4
6
7
8
10
11
12
16
18
19
20
21
22
24
25
28

A

Α

Forecasted

R2

128.5
11.7
37.8
38.3
33.8
29.7
25.2
18.2
13.2
13.7
15.1
13.1
7.2
3.0
4.2
57.0
789.3
2102.7

2.14
1.83
1.99
1.98
1.96
1.94
1.92
1.86
1.82
1.81
1.81
1.78
1.70
1.58
1.61
1.93
2.26
2.38

198.3
209.2
203.5
201.7
201.3
200.4
200.0
198.5
197.0
192.8
188.3
187.6
189.5
193.6
188.5
175.2
172.1
170.6

0.956
0.957
0.945
0.944
0.942
0.941
0.937
0.946
0.952
0.942
0.967
0.967
0.969
0.973
0.976
0.987
1
1

0.1

0.08
0.07
0.06
0.05

Nonlinear

0.04
0.03
0.02

Vector Dispalcement (m)

0.09

0.01
0
200

150
100
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Days Before Failure

0

Figure B-13: Voight’s model fit to vector displacement data using nonlinear regression.
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Discussion
The deformation curve prior to failure in the case has multiple accelerating trends
superimposed on the longer-term curve. This has generally been interpreted in two ways, as a
result of seasonal effects (Crosta and Agliard 2003) or the result of internal failure processes
(Eberhardt et al. 2004). Internally, this could be the result of sliding and or fracturing through
intact rock bridges (Frayssines and Hantz 2006). In our case, it likely the result of the latter
mechanism, as there is no clear correlation between observed environmental conditions and the
failure time. The failure is interpreted as a result of progressive damage accumulation alone and
not triggered by external factors (Main 2002).
The observed deformation trend prior to failure closely matches that of Voight’s model,
permitting the estimation of failure time and definition of alert velocities. This can be used to
provide early warning of an impending failure, especially if similar failures at our study site
behave in a similar fashion. This is expected to be the case, given the same rock type and mode of
failure. Values of alpha from the fit Voight model match well with those obtained from laboratory
results, in the range of 1.5-2.2 (Fukuzono 1985). This suggests that there is a relation between the
alpha value and underlying physical laws. Voight’s function represents a physical law (creep
behaviour of rocks under constant load).
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Appendix C
Failure Warning and Precursor Examples
Besides failure warning given at CN Ashcroft Mile 109 and identified deforming blocks at
Goldpan, several other deforming areas were identified and CN was notified of the potential
threat to safe railway operation.
Table C-1: Summary of areas of deformation identified prior to failure and where warning
was transmitted to the rail company
Date Warned

Location

Potential

Deformation

Deformed

Failed date

Volume (m3)

as of

(m)

(Volume)

400

2013-10

0.08

NA

15

2014-01

0.12

NA

10

2015-04

0.06

NA

20

2015-04

0.06

NA

Ashcroft

Not

2014-05

0.03

2016-02 (38)

Mile 94.5

identified

2016-02

Ashcroft

(Figure C1)

Mile 94-94.6

2016-02

Ashcroft
Mile 94-94.6

2016-05-31

Ashcroft
Mile 93.1-94

2016-05-31

Ashcroft
Mile 93.1-94

2014-12-11

before failure
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Figure C-1: Potential rockfall identified at CN Ashcroft mile 94.5. Top: Location above
railway tracks and deformation map. Bottom: Deformation time series for a point on the
deforming surface.
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Table C-2: Areas of deformation identified after detachment of rock block
Location

Failed

Failed date

volume (m3)

Displacement

Total

from

Displacement
(m)

Mile 94.5

15

2014-08

2014-04

0.04

Mile 94.5

1.3

2014-11

2014-08

0.03

370

2013-06

2013-05

0.015

Mile 94.6

30

2016-02

2014-12

0.035

Mile 93.1-94

18

2016-02

2014-05

0.035

(Figure C2)
CP South
Slide
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Figure C-2: Area of deformation resulting in 1.3 m3 failure at CN Ashcroft mile 94.5.
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Appendix D
Source Code Automated TLS Monitoring
This Appendix section presents the source code used in Chapter 7 for the Automated TLS
monitoring of the Séchilienne Landslide. The code requires the compilation of the Point Cloud
Library v.1.7 or higher. The code was specifically designed for use at the Séchilienne site. The
automatic registration algorithm and the point cloud filtering algorithm require adjustment on a
site-specific basis. Site specific parameters are commented in the code. The 4D filtering
algorithm presented in Chapter 6 is built into this code.
/*
SpaceTimeAutoRegistration: Automated processing for Terrestrial Laser Scanning data
Copyright (C) 2017 Ryan Kromer (ryan.kromer@queensu.ca)
This code is distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public License
Point Cloud Library (PCL) - www.pointclouds.org
Copyright (c) 2009-2012, Willow Garage, Inc.
Copyright (c) 2012-, Open Perception, Inc
Software License Agreement (BSD License)
SpaceTimeAutoRegistration is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>
*/

#include <iostream>
#include <fstream>
#include <string>
#include <vector>
#define _USE_MATH_DEFINES
#include <math.h>
#include <cmath>
#include <omp.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <pcl/common/angles.h>
#include <pcl/octree/octree_pointcloud_voxelcentroid.h>
#include <pcl/common/common.h>
#include <pcl/common/pca.h>
#include <pcl/io/pcd_io.h>
#include <pcl/point_types.h>
#include <pcl/features/normal_3d.h>
#include <pcl/console/time.h>
#include <pcl/console/print.h>
#include <pcl/console/parse.h>
#include <pcl/PointIndices.h>
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#include "pcl/common/impl/centroid.hpp"
#include <pcl/impl/point_types.hpp>
#include <pcl/common/transforms.h>
#include <pcl/filters/passthrough.h>
#include <pcl/registration/icp.h>
#include <pcl/registration/correspondence_estimation.h>
#include <pcl/registration/correspondence_estimation_backprojection.h>
#include <pcl/registration/correspondence_estimation_normal_shooting.h>
#include <pcl/registration/ia_ransac.h>
#include <pcl/Keypoints/iss_3d.h>
#include <pcl/registration/correspondence_rejection_distance.h>
#include <pcl/registration/correspondence_rejection_median_distance.h>
#include <pcl/registration/correspondence_rejection_surface_normal.h>
#include <pcl/registration/correspondence_rejection.h>
#include <pcl/registration/correspondence_rejection_one_to_one.h>
#include <pcl/registration/correspondence_rejection_sample_consensus.h>
#include <pcl/registration/correspondence_rejection_trimmed.h>
#include <pcl/registration/transformation_estimation_lm.h>
#include <pcl/registration/transformation_estimation_point_to_plane.h>
#include <pcl/registration/transformation_estimation_point_to_plane_lls.h>
#include <pcl/registration/transformation_estimation_svd_scale.h>
#include <pcl/common/time.h>
#include <pcl/features/normal_3d_omp.h>
#include <pcl/registration/default_convergence_criteria.h>
#include <pcl/registration/icp.h>
#include <pcl/registration/sample_consensus_prerejective.h>
#include <pcl/segmentation/sac_segmentation.h>
#include <pcl/visualization/pcl_visualizer.h>
#include <pcl/filters/statistical_outlier_removal.h>
#include <pcl/octree/octree.h>
#include <pcl/octree/octree_pointcloud.h>
#include <pcl/filters/voxel_grid.h>
#include <pcl/features/fpfh_omp.h>
#include <pcl/filters/voxel_grid.h>
#include <QDir>
#include <Eigen/Core>
#include <Eigen/dense>
#include <pcl/visualization/registration_visualizer.h>
#include <pcl/surface/mls.h>
#include <pcl/surface/poisson.h>
#include <pcl/io/vtk_io.h>
using namespace std;
using namespace pcl;
using namespace pcl::io;
using namespace pcl::console;
typedef pcl::visualization::PointCloudColorHandlerCustom<pcl::PointXYZ> ColorHandlerT;

float avg (std::vector<float> v)
{
float return_value ;
int n = v.size();
//return_value = v[ (n/2) + 1 ];// median
return_value=std::accumulate(v.begin(),v.end(),0.0000)/v.size();
return (return_value);
}
pcl::PointXYZ normalize( pcl::PointXYZ a , pcl::PointXYZ b , double mag)
{
pcl::PointXYZ vector;
vector.x = (b.x - a.x)/mag;
vector.y = (b.y - a.y)/mag;
vector.z = (b.z - a.z)/mag;
return vector;
}
// define dot product
float dot_normpt(pcl::Normal vector1 , pcl::PointXYZ vector2)
{
float sum = 0;
sum = (vector1.normal_x * vector2.x) + (vector1.normal_y * vector2.y) + (vector1.normal_z * vector2.z);
return sum;
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}
void removeColumn(Eigen::MatrixXf& matrix, unsigned int colToRemove) // for removing column (memory management)
{
unsigned int numRows = matrix.rows();
unsigned int numCols = matrix.cols()-1;
if( colToRemove < numCols )
matrix.block(0,colToRemove,numRows,numCols-colToRemove) =
matrix.block(0,colToRemove+1,numRows,numCols-colToRemove);
matrix.conservativeResize(numRows,numCols+1);
}
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr boxClip ( pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr cloud)
{
// pass through filter, requires clopSettings .txt file
float xl,xu,yl,yu,zl,zu;
string path = "clipSettings.txt"; //Specific to study case
ifstream fin;
fin.open(path);
if(fin.is_open())
// If it opened successfully
{
fin >> xl >> xu >> yl >> yu >> zl >> zu; // Read the values and
// store them in these variables
fin.close();
// Close the file
}
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr cloud_x (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>);
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr cloud_y (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>);
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr cloud_filtered (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>);
// Create the filtering object
pcl::PassThrough<pcl::PointXYZ> pass;
pass.setInputCloud (cloud);
pass.setFilterFieldName ("x");
pass.setFilterLimits (xl, xu);
pass.filter (*cloud_x);
//pcl::PassThrough<pcl::PointXYZ> pass;
pass.setInputCloud (cloud_x);
pass.setFilterFieldName ("y");
pass.setFilterLimits (yl, yu);
pass.filter (*cloud_y);
//pcl::PassThrough<pcl::PointXYZ> pass;
pass.setInputCloud (cloud_y);
pass.setFilterFieldName ("z");
pass.setFilterLimits (zl, zu);
pass.filter (*cloud_filtered);
return cloud_filtered ;
}
void
printHelp (int, char **argv)
{
print_error ("Syntax is: %s input.xyz output.pcd\n", argv[0]);
}
bool
loadCloud (const string &filename, PointCloud<PointXYZ> &cloud)
{
ifstream fs;
fs.open (filename.c_str (), ios::binary);
if (!fs.is_open () || fs.fail ())
{
PCL_ERROR ("Could not open file '%s'! Error : %s\n", filename.c_str (), strerror (errno));
fs.close ();
return (false);
}
string line;
vector<string> st;
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while (!fs.eof ())
{
getline (fs, line);
// Ignore empty lines
if (line == "")
continue;
// Tokenize the line
boost::trim (line);
boost::split (st, line, boost::is_any_of ("\t\r, "), boost::token_compress_on);
cloud.push_back (PointXYZ (float (atof (st[0].c_str ())), float (atof (st[1].c_str ())), float (atof (st[2].c_str ()))));
}
fs.close ();
cloud.width = uint32_t (cloud.size ()); cloud.height = 1; cloud.is_dense = true;
return (true);
}
bool
loadCloud (const string &filename, PointCloud<PointXYZI> &cloud)
{
ifstream fs;
fs.open (filename.c_str (), ios::binary);
if (!fs.is_open () || fs.fail ())
{
PCL_ERROR ("Could not open file '%s'! Error : %s\n", filename.c_str (), strerror (errno));
fs.close ();
return (false);
}
string line;
vector<string> st;
while (!fs.eof ())
{
getline (fs, line);
// Ignore empty lines
if (line == "")
continue;
// Tokenize the line
boost::trim (line);
boost::split (st, line, boost::is_any_of ("\t\r, "), boost::token_compress_on);
pcl::PointXYZI point;
point.x= float (atof (st[0].c_str ()));
point.y= float (atof (st[1].c_str ()));
point.z= float (atof (st[2].c_str ()));
point.intensity= float (atof (st[3].c_str ()));
cloud.points.push_back(point);
}
fs.close ();
cloud.width = uint32_t (cloud.size ()); cloud.height = 1; cloud.is_dense = true;
return (true);
}
double
computeCloudResolution(const pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::ConstPtr& cloud)
{
double resolution = 0.0;
int numberOfPoints = 0;
int nres;
std::vector<int> indices(2);
std::vector<float> squaredDistances(2);
pcl::search::KdTree<pcl::PointXYZ> tree;
tree.setInputCloud(cloud);
for (size_t i = 0; i < cloud->size(); ++i)
{
if (! pcl_isfinite((*cloud)[i].x))
continue;
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// Considering the second neighbor since the first is the point itself.
nres = tree.nearestKSearch(i, 2, indices, squaredDistances);
if (nres == 2)
{
resolution += sqrt(squaredDistances[1]);
++numberOfPoints;
}
}
if (numberOfPoints != 0)
resolution /= numberOfPoints;
return resolution;
}

void voxelFilter (pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr &cloud,const float &leafsize)
{
pcl::VoxelGrid<pcl::PointXYZ> sor3;
sor3.setInputCloud(cloud);
sor3.setLeafSize (leafsize, leafsize, leafsize);
sor3.filter (*cloud);
cout << cloud->size() << endl;
}
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::Normal>::Ptr normalCalcFunction (const pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr &cloud_ref, double RAD)
{
// Create the normal estimation class, and pass the input dataset to it
pcl::NormalEstimationOMP<pcl::PointXYZ, pcl::Normal> ne;
ne.setViewPoint(0,0,0);
ne.setInputCloud (cloud_ref);
cout << cloud_ref->size()<< endl;
// Create an empty kdtree representation, and pass it to the normal estimation object.
// Its content will be filled inside the object, based on the given input dataset
pcl::search::KdTree<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr tree (new pcl::search::KdTree<pcl::PointXYZ> ());
ne.setSearchMethod (tree);
// Output datasets
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::Normal>::Ptr cloud_normals (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::Normal>);
// Use all neighbors in a sphere of radius RAD
ne.setRadiusSearch (RAD);
ne.setNumberOfThreads(8);
// Compute the features
ne.compute (*cloud_normals);
return cloud_normals;
}

pcl::PointCloud<pcl::Normal>::Ptr normalCalcFunctiondown (const pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr &cloud_ref, double RAD)
{
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr cloud_refdown (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>);
pcl::copyPointCloud(*cloud_ref, *cloud_refdown);
voxelFilter (cloud_refdown,0.6); // to generalize make this 8-10x mean resolution
// viewpoint, make view point variable and pass into function otherwise it is 0,0,0
pcl::search::KdTree<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr tree (new pcl::search::KdTree<pcl::PointXYZ> ());
NormalEstimationOMP<PointXYZ, Normal> ne;
ne.setNumberOfThreads (8);
ne.setInputCloud (cloud_refdown);
// Compute Normals on downsampled version of cloud
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::Normal>::Ptr cloud_normals_visdown (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::Normal>);
ne.setSearchMethod (tree);
ne.setKSearch(RAD);
ne.compute (*cloud_normals_visdown);
//container for normals
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::Normal>::Ptr cloud_normals_vis (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::Normal>);
cloud_normals_vis->width = cloud_ref->size();
cloud_normals_vis->height = 1;
cloud_normals_vis->points.resize (cloud_normals_vis->width * cloud_normals_vis->height);
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pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointNormal>::Ptr cloud_with_Normalsdown (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointNormal>);
pcl::copyPointCloud(*cloud_refdown, *cloud_with_Normalsdown);
pcl::copyPointCloud(*cloud_normals_visdown, *cloud_with_Normalsdown);
pcl::search::KdTree<pcl::PointNormal>::Ptr ktree (new pcl::search::KdTree<pcl::PointNormal> ());
ktree->setInputCloud(cloud_with_Normalsdown);
pcl::PointNormal searchpoint;
std::vector<int> pointIdxNKNSearch(1);
std::vector<float> pointNKNSquaredDistance(1);
for (long ii=0; ii < cloud_ref->size();ii++)
{
searchpoint.x=cloud_ref->points[ii].x;
searchpoint.y=cloud_ref->points[ii].y;
searchpoint.z=cloud_ref->points[ii].z;
ktree->nearestKSearch(searchpoint,1,pointIdxNKNSearch,pointNKNSquaredDistance);
cloud_normals_vis->points[ii].normal_x= cloud_normals_visdown->points[pointIdxNKNSearch[0]].normal_x;
cloud_normals_vis->points[ii].normal_y= cloud_normals_visdown->points[pointIdxNKNSearch[0]].normal_y;
cloud_normals_vis->points[ii].normal_z= cloud_normals_visdown->points[pointIdxNKNSearch[0]].normal_z;
}
return cloud_normals_vis;
}
void FilterInitial (pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr &cloud)
{
pcl::StatisticalOutlierRemoval<pcl::PointXYZ> sor;
sor.setInputCloud (cloud);
sor.setMeanK (100);
sor.setStddevMulThresh (1.0);
sor.filter (*cloud);
// Create the filtering object
pcl::PassThrough<pcl::PointXYZ> pass;
pass.setInputCloud (cloud);
pass.setFilterFieldName ("x");
pass.setFilterLimits (-1000,1000);
pass.filter (*cloud);
//pcl::PassThrough<pcl::PointXYZ> pass;
pass.setInputCloud (cloud);
pass.setFilterFieldName ("y");
pass.setFilterLimits (800, 1400);
pass.filter (*cloud);
//pcl::PassThrough<pcl::PointXYZ> pass;
pass.setInputCloud (cloud);
pass.setFilterFieldName ("z");
pass.setFilterLimits (-1000, 1000);
pass.filter (*cloud);
}
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr keypointsCalc (const PointCloud<PointXYZ>::Ptr &cloud){
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr keypoints (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>());
search::KdTree<PointXYZ>::Ptr search_method_ptr = search::KdTree<PointXYZ>::Ptr (new search::KdTree<PointXYZ>);
pcl::ISSKeypoint3D<pcl::PointXYZ, pcl::PointXYZ> iss_detector;
iss_detector.setSalientRadius (0.5);
iss_detector.setNonMaxRadius (1);
iss_detector.setInputCloud (cloud);
iss_detector.setSearchMethod(search_method_ptr);
double resolution = computeCloudResolution(cloud);
// Set the radius of the spherical neighborhood used to compute the scatter matrix.
iss_detector.setSalientRadius(5*resolution);
//cout << resolution << endl;
// Set the radius for the application of the non maxima supression algorithm.
iss_detector.setNonMaxRadius(3* resolution);
// Set the minimum number of neighbors that has to be found while applying the non maxima suppression algorithm.
iss_detector.setMinNeighbors(5);
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// Set the upper bound on the ratio between the second and the first eigenvalue.
iss_detector.setThreshold21(0.975);
// Set the upper bound on the ratio between the third and the second eigenvalue.
iss_detector.setThreshold32(0.975);
// Set the number of prpcessing threads to use. 0 sets it to automatic.
iss_detector.setNumberOfThreads(8);
iss_detector.compute(*keypoints);
return keypoints;
}
void
{

roughAlign (const pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>::Ptr &cloud_ref,pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>::Ptr &cloud_data)

pcl::console::TicToc tt;
tt.tic();
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr cloud_data_filtered (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>);
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr cloud_ref_filtered (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>);
double resolution=computeCloudResolution(cloud_data);
float leafsize=20*resolution;// tuned to study case
double RAD =120*resolution; //tuned to study case
pcl::copyPointCloud(*cloud_data,*cloud_data_filtered);
pcl::copyPointCloud(*cloud_ref,*cloud_ref_filtered);
//Option to used voxel filter or kepypoints
//voxelFilter(cloud_ref_filtered,leafsize);
//voxelFilter(cloud_data_filtered,leafsize);
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::Normal>::Ptr cloud_normals= normalCalcFunction (cloud_ref_filtered, 0.5*RAD); //tuned to study case
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::Normal>::Ptr cloud_data_normals=normalCalcFunction (cloud_data_filtered,0.5* RAD);
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr keypointsAlign (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>()) ;
keypointsAlign= keypointsCalc(cloud_ref_filtered);
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr keypointsAligndata (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>()) ;
keypointsAligndata= keypointsCalc(cloud_data_filtered);
cout << "Keypoints Calculated" << endl;
std::cout << "No of ISS ref keypoints: " << keypointsAlign->size() << std::endl;
std::cout << "No of ISS data keypoint: " << keypointsAligndata->size() << std::endl;
//std::cout << "No of points: " << cloud_data_filtered->size() << std::endl;
tt.toc();
tt.toc_print();
tt.tic();
//Calculated fast point feature histograms
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::FPFHSignature33>::Ptr descriptors (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::FPFHSignature33> ());
pcl::FPFHEstimationOMP<pcl::PointXYZ, pcl::Normal, pcl::FPFHSignature33> fpfh;
fpfh.setNumberOfThreads(8);
//fpfh.setInputCloud (cloud_ref_filtered); //Use for voxel filter
fpfh.setInputCloud (keypointsAlign);
//Use for keypoints
fpfh.setInputNormals (cloud_normals);
pcl::search::KdTree<PointXYZ>::Ptr tree (new pcl::search::KdTree<PointXYZ>);
fpfh.setSearchMethod (tree);
fpfh.setRadiusSearch (2.5*RAD); //specific to study case
fpfh.setSearchSurface(cloud_ref_filtered);
fpfh.compute(*descriptors);
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr cloud_aligned (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>);
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::FPFHSignature33>::Ptr descriptorsdata (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::FPFHSignature33> ());
//fpfh.setInputCloud (cloud_data_filtered);//Use for voxel filter
fpfh.setInputCloud (keypointsAligndata);//Use for keypoints
fpfh.setInputNormals (cloud_data_normals);
fpfh.setSearchSurface(cloud_data_filtered);
fpfh.compute(*descriptorsdata);
cout << "Features Calculated" << endl;
tt.toc();
tt.toc_print();
tt.tic();
// Deterimine Correspondences
boost::shared_ptr<pcl::Correspondences> correspsondences (new pcl::Correspondences);
pcl::registration::CorrespondenceEstimation<pcl::FPFHSignature33,pcl::FPFHSignature33> est;
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est.setInputSource (descriptorsdata);
est.setInputTarget (descriptors);
est.determineCorrespondences (*correspsondences);
cout << "Correspsondences found" << endl;
cout << correspsondences->size() << endl;
tt.toc();
tt.toc_print();
tt.tic();
pcl::registration::CorrespondenceRejectorSampleConsensus<pcl::PointXYZ> rejector;
//rejector.setInputCloud (cloud_data_filtered); //Use with voxel filter
rejector.setInputCloud (keypointsAligndata); //Use with keypoints
//rejector.setInputTarget (cloud_ref_filtered);// Use with voxel filter
rejector.setInputTarget (keypointsAlign); //Use with keypoints
rejector.setInputCorrespondences (correspsondences);
rejector.setMaxIterations (200000);
rejector.setInlierThreshold (0.5);
//rejector.setRefineModel(true);
rejector.getRemainingCorrespondences(*correspsondences,*correspsondences);
if (correspsondences->size()==0)
{
rejector.setInlierThreshold (2); // specific to study case
rejector.getCorrespondences (*correspsondences);
}
tt.toc();
tt.toc_print();
Eigen::Matrix4f transformation;
transformation=rejector.getBestTransformation();
pcl::transformPointCloud (*cloud_data, *cloud_data, transformation);
/*printf ("\n");
pcl::console::print_info (" | %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f | \n", transformation (0,0), transformation (0,1), transformation (0,2));
pcl::console::print_info ("R = | %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f | \n", transformation (1,0), transformation (1,1), transformation (1,2));
pcl::console::print_info (" | %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f | \n", transformation (2,0), transformation (2,1), transformation (2,2));
pcl::console::print_info ("\n");
pcl::console::print_info ("t = < %0.3f, %0.3f, %0.3f >\n", transformation (0,3), transformation (1,3), transformation (2,3));
pcl::console::print_info ("\n");*/
}
void
alignCloudsTran ( pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr &cloudd,const pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr &cloudr){
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr cloud1 (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>);
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr cloud2 (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>);
*cloud1=*cloudd;
*cloud2=*cloudr;
double resolution=computeCloudResolution(cloudr);
voxelFilter (cloud1,10*resolution);
voxelFilter (cloud2,10*resolution);
resolution=computeCloudResolution(cloud1);
pcl::console::TicToc tt;
tt.tic();
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::Normal>::Ptr cloud_normals= normalCalcFunctiondown (cloud2, 40);
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::Normal>::Ptr cloud_data_normals=normalCalcFunctiondown (cloud1, 40);
tt.toc();
tt.toc_print();
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointNormal>::Ptr cloud1_with_Normals (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointNormal>);
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pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointNormal>::Ptr cloud2_with_Normals (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointNormal>);
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointNormal>::Ptr output_with_Normals (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointNormal>);
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr output (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>);
pcl::concatenateFields(*cloud1, *cloud_data_normals, *cloud1_with_Normals);
pcl::concatenateFields(*cloud2, *cloud_normals, *cloud2_with_Normals);
*output_with_Normals=*cloud1_with_Normals;
*output=*cloud1;
boost::shared_ptr<pcl::Correspondences> correspsondences (new pcl::Correspondences);
Eigen::Matrix4f transformFinal (Eigen::Matrix4f::Identity ());
boost::shared_ptr<pcl::Correspondences> corresps(new pcl::Correspondences);
boost::shared_ptr<pcl::Correspondences> corresps_filtered(new pcl::Correspondences);
Eigen::Matrix4f transform_res_from_LM(Eigen::Matrix4f::Identity ());
int iteration; //Eigen::Matrix4f transform;
pcl::registration::DefaultConvergenceCriteria<float> conv_crit (iteration, transform_res_from_LM,*corresps_filtered);
//conv_crit.setMaximumIterationsSimilarTransforms (5);
conv_crit.setMaximumIterations(20);
//conv_crit.setRotationThreshold (cos (0.5 * M_PI / 180.0));
//conv_crit.setAbsoluteMSE(0.000001);
iteration=0;
do
{
iteration=iteration+1;
pcl::registration::CorrespondenceEstimationNormalShooting<pcl::PointNormal, pcl::PointNormal,
pcl::PointNormal> est;
est.setInputSource(output_with_Normals);
est.setInputTarget(cloud2_with_Normals);
est.setSourceNormals(output_with_Normals);
//est.setTargetNormals(cloud2_with_Normals);
est.setKSearch(10);
est.determineCorrespondences(*corresps);
pcl::registration::CorrespondenceRejectorSampleConsensus<pcl::PointXYZ> rejector3;
rejector3.setInputCloud (output);
rejector3.setInputTarget (cloud2);
//rejector3.setRefineModel(true);
rejector3.setInputCorrespondences (corresps);
rejector3.setMaxIterations (4000);
rejector3.setInlierThreshold (0.3);
rejector3.getCorrespondences (*corresps_filtered);
pcl::registration::CorrespondenceRejectorSurfaceNormal::Ptr rej_normals (new
pcl::registration::CorrespondenceRejectorSurfaceNormal);
rej_normals->setInputCorrespondences(corresps_filtered);
double degree=40.0;
double threshold=acos (deg2rad (degree));
rej_normals->setThreshold (threshold);
rej_normals->initializeDataContainer<pcl::PointNormal, pcl::PointNormal> ();
rej_normals->setInputSource<pcl::PointNormal> (output_with_Normals);
rej_normals->setInputNormals<pcl::PointNormal, pcl::PointNormal> (output_with_Normals);
rej_normals->setInputTarget<pcl::PointNormal> (cloud2_with_Normals);
rej_normals->setTargetNormals<pcl::PointNormal, pcl::PointNormal> (cloud2_with_Normals);
rej_normals->getCorrespondences (*corresps_filtered);
pcl::registration::CorrespondenceRejectorMedianDistance::Ptr rejector2 (new
pcl::registration::CorrespondenceRejectorMedianDistance);
rejector2->setInputCorrespondences (corresps_filtered);
rejector2->setMedianFactor(1.3);
rejector2->getCorrespondences (*corresps_filtered);
pcl::registration::TransformationEstimationPointToPlaneLLS<pcl::PointNormal, pcl::PointNormal,float>
trans_est_lm;
trans_est_lm.estimateRigidTransformation (*output_with_Normals,
*cloud2_with_Normals,*corresps_filtered, transform_res_from_LM);
transformFinal=transformFinal*transform_res_from_LM;
pcl::transformPointCloud (*cloud1, *output, transformFinal);
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pcl::transformPointCloudWithNormals(*cloud1_with_Normals, *output_with_Normals, transformFinal);
}
while (!conv_crit.hasConverged ());
pcl::transformPointCloud(*cloudd,*cloudd,transformFinal);
*cloud1=*cloudd;
*cloud2=*cloudr;
voxelFilter (cloud1,2.5*resolution);
voxelFilter (cloud2,2.5*resolution);
}
void
alignCloudsFine (pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr &cloud1,const pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr &cloud2){
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::Normal>::Ptr normals2= normalCalcFunction (cloud2, 3);
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::Normal>::Ptr normals1=normalCalcFunction (cloud1, 3);
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointNormal>::Ptr cloud1_with_Normals (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointNormal>);
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointNormal>::Ptr cloud2_with_Normals (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointNormal>);
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointNormal>::Ptr output (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointNormal>);
pcl::concatenateFields(*cloud1, *normals1, *cloud1_with_Normals);
pcl::concatenateFields(*cloud2, *normals2, *cloud2_with_Normals);
boost::shared_ptr<pcl::Correspondences> correspsondences (new pcl::Correspondences);
Eigen::Matrix4f transformFinal (Eigen::Matrix4f::Identity ());
pcl::registration::CorrespondenceEstimation<pcl::PointXYZ, pcl::PointXYZ> est;
est.setInputSource (cloud1);
est.setInputTarget (cloud2);
est.determineCorrespondences (*correspsondences);
pcl::registration::TransformationEstimationLM<pcl::PointXYZ, pcl::PointXYZ> trans_est;
Eigen::Matrix4f transform_res_rough;
trans_est.estimateRigidTransformation (*cloud1,*cloud2, *correspsondences, transform_res_rough);
transformFinal=transformFinal*transform_res_rough;
pcl::transformPointCloud (*cloud1, *cloud1, transform_res_rough);
pcl::transformPointCloudWithNormals(*cloud1_with_Normals, *cloud1_with_Normals, transform_res_rough);
boost::shared_ptr<pcl::Correspondences> corresps(new pcl::Correspondences);
boost::shared_ptr<pcl::Correspondences> corresps_filtered(new pcl::Correspondences);
Eigen::Matrix4f transform_res_from_LM;
int iteration; //Eigen::Matrix4f transform;
pcl::registration::DefaultConvergenceCriteria<float> conv_crit (iteration, transform_res_from_LM,*corresps_filtered);
//conv_crit.setMaximumIterationsSimilarTransforms (10);
//conv_crit.setMaximumIterations(50);
//conv_crit.setRotationThreshold (cos (0.5 * M_PI / 180.0));
//conv_crit.setAbsoluteMSE(0.000001);
iteration=0;
do
{
iteration=iteration+1;
pcl::registration::CorrespondenceEstimationNormalShooting<pcl::PointNormal, pcl::PointNormal,
pcl::PointNormal> est;
est.setInputSource(cloud1_with_Normals);
est.setInputTarget(cloud2_with_Normals);
est.setSourceNormals(cloud1_with_Normals);
est.determineCorrespondences(*corresps);
pcl::registration::CorrespondenceRejectorSurfaceNormal::Ptr rej_normals (new
pcl::registration::CorrespondenceRejectorSurfaceNormal);
rej_normals->setInputCorrespondences(corresps);
double degree=32.0;
double threshold=acos (deg2rad (degree));
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rej_normals->setThreshold (threshold);
rej_normals->initializeDataContainer<pcl::PointNormal, pcl::PointNormal> ();
rej_normals->setInputSource<pcl::PointNormal> (cloud1_with_Normals);
rej_normals->setInputNormals<pcl::PointNormal, pcl::PointNormal> (cloud1_with_Normals);
rej_normals->setInputTarget<pcl::PointNormal> (cloud2_with_Normals);
rej_normals->setTargetNormals<pcl::PointNormal, pcl::PointNormal> (cloud2_with_Normals);
rej_normals->getCorrespondences (*corresps_filtered);
pcl::registration::CorrespondenceRejectorMedianDistance::Ptr rejector2 (new
pcl::registration::CorrespondenceRejectorMedianDistance);
rejector2->setInputCorrespondences (corresps_filtered);
rejector2->setMedianFactor(1);
rejector2->getCorrespondences (*corresps_filtered);
pcl::registration::TransformationEstimationPointToPlaneLLS<pcl::PointNormal, pcl::PointNormal,float>
trans_est_lm;
trans_est_lm.estimateRigidTransformation (*cloud1_with_Normals,
*cloud2_with_Normals,*corresps_filtered, transform_res_from_LM);
transformFinal=transformFinal*transform_res_from_LM;
pcl::transformPointCloud (*cloud1, *cloud1, transform_res_from_LM);
pcl::transformPointCloudWithNormals(*cloud1_with_Normals, *cloud1_with_Normals,
transform_res_from_LM);

}
while (!conv_crit.hasConverged ());
}
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>::Ptr rawDistCalc (const pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr &cloud_data,const
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr &cloud_ref,pcl::PointCloud<pcl::Normal>::Ptr &cloud_normals, int K, double maxdist,double factor)
{
//create data cloud tree
pcl::search::KdTree<pcl::PointXYZ> kdtree_data;
kdtree_data.setInputCloud (cloud_data);
double resolutiondata = computeCloudResolution(cloud_data);
pcl::PointXYZ searchpoint;
std::vector<int> pointIdxNKNSearch(K);
std::vector<float> pointNKNSquaredDistance(K);
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr ShortDistVect (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>);
ShortDistVect->width = K;
ShortDistVect->height = 1;
ShortDistVect->points.resize (ShortDistVect->width * ShortDistVect->height);
std::vector<double> RawdistMag(cloud_ref->points.size ());
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>::Ptr Rawdist (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>);
Rawdist->width = cloud_ref->points.size ();
Rawdist->height = 1;
Rawdist->points.resize (Rawdist->width * Rawdist->height);
//#pragma omp parallel for
for (long i = 0; i < cloud_ref->points.size (); ++i)
{
// search point
searchpoint = cloud_ref->points[i];
kdtree_data.nearestKSearch (searchpoint, K, pointIdxNKNSearch, pointNKNSquaredDistance);
std::vector<float> dot_prod(K);
std::vector<float> cylinderRad;
for (long j = 0; j < pointIdxNKNSearch.size (); ++j)
{
ShortDistVect->points[j].x= cloud_data->points[pointIdxNKNSearch[j]].x - cloud_ref->points[i].x;
ShortDistVect->points[j].y= cloud_data->points[pointIdxNKNSearch[j]].y-cloud_ref->points[i].y;
ShortDistVect->points[j].z= cloud_data->points[pointIdxNKNSearch[j]].z-cloud_ref->points[i].z;
dot_prod[j] = dot_normpt(cloud_normals->points[i],ShortDistVect->points[j]);
// temp is the rejection
float temp= sqrt(pow((ShortDistVect->points[j].x-cloud_normals>points[i].normal_x*dot_prod[j]),2)+pow((ShortDistVect->points[j].y-cloud_normals>points[i].normal_y*dot_prod[j]),2)+pow((ShortDistVect->points[j].z-cloud_normals->points[i].normal_z*dot_prod[j]),2));
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if (temp< factor*resolutiondata)
{
cylinderRad.push_back(dot_prod[j]);
}
}
float average;
if (cylinderRad.empty()){
average= std::numeric_limits<double>::quiet_NaN();
}
else
{
average=avg(cylinderRad);
if (average<-maxdist)
{
average=std::numeric_limits<double>::quiet_NaN();
}
if (average>maxdist)
{
average=std::numeric_limits<double>::quiet_NaN();
}
}
Rawdist->points[i].x=cloud_ref->points[i].x;
Rawdist->points[i].y=cloud_ref->points[i].y;
Rawdist->points[i].z=cloud_ref->points[i].z;
Rawdist->points[i].intensity=average;
}
cout << "Rawdone" << endl;
return Rawdist;
}
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>::Ptr filtDistCalc (int NN, pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>::Ptr
&Rawdist,pcl::KdTreeFLANN<pcl::PointXYZ> &kdtree_ref,pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr &cloud_ref)
{
std::vector<int> pointIdxNKNSearchNN(NN);
std::vector<float> pointNKNSquaredDistanceNN(NN);
pcl::PointXYZ searchpoint;
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>::Ptr Filtdist (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>);
Filtdist->width = Rawdist->points.size ();
Filtdist->height = 1;
Filtdist->points.resize (Filtdist->width * Filtdist->height);
//#pragma omp parallel for
for (long ii = 0; ii < Rawdist->points.size (); ++ii)
{
searchpoint=cloud_ref->points[ii];
kdtree_ref.nearestKSearch (searchpoint, NN, pointIdxNKNSearchNN, pointNKNSquaredDistanceNN);
std::vector<float> Filt;
//cout << "line 484" << endl;
for (long jj = 0; jj < pointIdxNKNSearchNN.size (); ++jj)
{
if ((Rawdist->points[pointIdxNKNSearchNN[jj]].intensity)!=(Rawdist>points[pointIdxNKNSearchNN[jj]].intensity)) //if it is nan
{
//do nothing
}
else
{
Filt.push_back( Rawdist->points[pointIdxNKNSearchNN[jj]].intensity);
}
}
float averageNN;
if (Filt.empty()){
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averageNN= std::numeric_limits<double>::quiet_NaN();
}
else
{
averageNN=avg(Filt);
}
Filtdist->points[ii].x=Rawdist->points[ii].x;
Filtdist->points[ii].y=Rawdist->points[ii].y;
Filtdist->points[ii].z=Rawdist->points[ii].z;
Filtdist->points[ii].intensity=averageNN;
}
cout << "Filtdone" << endl;
return Filtdist;
}
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>::Ptr filtDistRad (double factorSearch,double resolutionref,pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>::Ptr
&Rawdist,pcl::KdTreeFLANN<pcl::PointXYZ> &kdtree_ref,pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr &cloud_ref)
{
std::vector<int> pointIdxRad;
std::vector<float> pointSquaredDistRad;
pcl::PointXYZ searchpoint;
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>::Ptr Filtdist (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>);
Filtdist->width = Rawdist->points.size ();
Filtdist->height = 1;
Filtdist->points.resize (Filtdist->width*Filtdist->height);
double radSearch=factorSearch*resolutionref;
//#pragma omp parallel for
float areaCircle=M_PI*factorSearch*factorSearch; // according to Gauss circle problem the minimum amount of vertices of a grid
inside a circle given a radius is pi-r^2 with E(r)=0. I am making sure I have enough points for NN averaging.
for (long ii = 0; ii < Rawdist->points.size (); ++ii)
{
float averageNN;
searchpoint=cloud_ref->points[ii];
// kdtree_ref.nearestKSearch (searchpoint, NN, pointIdxNKNSearchNN, pointNKNSquaredDistanceNN);
kdtree_ref.radiusSearch(searchpoint,radSearch,pointIdxRad, pointSquaredDistRad);
std::vector<float> Filt;
//cout << pointIdxRad.size() << endl;
if (pointIdxRad.size()< 0.167*areaCircle) //1/6 of expected points in ideal conditions grid overlying circle
{
averageNN= std::numeric_limits<double>::quiet_NaN();
}
else
{
for (long jj = 0; jj <pointIdxRad.size (); ++jj)
{
if ((Rawdist->points[pointIdxRad[jj]].intensity)!=(Rawdist>points[pointIdxRad[jj]].intensity)) //if it is nan
{
//do nothing
}
else
{
Filt.push_back( Rawdist->points[pointIdxRad[jj]].intensity);
}
}
averageNN=avg(Filt);
}

Filtdist->points[ii].x=Rawdist->points[ii].x;
Filtdist->points[ii].y=Rawdist->points[ii].y;
Filtdist->points[ii].z=Rawdist->points[ii].z;
Filtdist->points[ii].intensity=averageNN;
}
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cout << "Filtdone" << endl;
return Filtdist;
}
void scannerTargetDistance(const pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>::Ptr &cloud_ref,pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>::Ptr &cloud_data,
int kk) // Target correction specific to study case
{
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>::Ptr cloud_ref_target1 (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>);
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>::Ptr cloud_ref_target2 (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>);
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>::Ptr cloud_data_target1 (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>);
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>::Ptr cloud_data_target2 (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>);
pcl::PassThrough<pcl::PointXYZI> pass;
// Correction for target 2 (post processed)
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr CorTarg(new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>);
loadCloud("Correction_Target.txt", *CorTarg) ;
// Extract Target 1
float yl,yu;
yl=985;
yu=995;

pass.setInputCloud (cloud_ref);
pass.setFilterFieldName ("y");
pass.setFilterLimits (yl, yu);
pass.filter (*cloud_ref_target1);
pass.setInputCloud (cloud_ref_target1);
pass.setFilterFieldName ("intensity");
pass.setFilterLimits (40, 10000);
pass.filter (*cloud_ref_target1);
pass.setInputCloud (cloud_data);
pass.setFilterFieldName ("y");
pass.setFilterLimits (yl, yu);
pass.filter (*cloud_data_target1);
pass.setInputCloud (cloud_data_target1);
pass.setFilterFieldName ("intensity");
pass.setFilterLimits (40, 10000);
pass.filter (*cloud_data_target1);
// Extract Target 2 - cible 9
yl=1040;
yu=1060;
pass.setInputCloud (cloud_ref);
pass.setFilterFieldName ("y");
pass.setFilterLimits (yl, yu);
pass.filter (*cloud_ref_target2);
pass.setInputCloud (cloud_ref_target2);
pass.setFilterFieldName ("intensity");
pass.setFilterLimits (40, 10000);
pass.filter (*cloud_ref_target2);
pass.setInputCloud (cloud_data);
pass.setFilterFieldName ("y");
pass.setFilterLimits (yl, yu);
pass.filter (*cloud_data_target2);
pass.setInputCloud (cloud_data_target2);
pass.setFilterFieldName ("intensity");
pass.setFilterLimits (40, 10000);
pass.filter (*cloud_data_target2);
Eigen::Vector4f centroid_ref_target1;
Eigen::Vector4f centroid_ref_target2;
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Eigen::Vector4f centroid_data_target1;
Eigen::Vector4f centroid_data_target2;
pcl::compute3DCentroid(*cloud_data_target1,centroid_data_target1);
pcl::compute3DCentroid(*cloud_data_target2,centroid_data_target2);
pcl::compute3DCentroid(*cloud_ref_target1,centroid_ref_target1);
pcl::compute3DCentroid(*cloud_ref_target2,centroid_ref_target2);
// corrected moving target
centroid_ref_target2(1)=centroid_data_target1(1)+CorTarg->points[kk].x*0.866;
centroid_ref_target2(2)=centroid_data_target1(2)+CorTarg->points[kk].x*0.5;
// distance between targets
float targetmeanN= sqrt(pow(centroid_ref_target1(0)-centroid_ref_target2(0),2)+pow(centroid_ref_target1(1)centroid_ref_target2(1),2)+pow(centroid_ref_target1(2)-centroid_ref_target2(2),2))/sqrt(pow(centroid_data_target1(0)centroid_data_target2(0),2)+pow(centroid_data_target1(1)-centroid_data_target2(1),2)+pow(centroid_data_target1(2)centroid_data_target2(2),2));
for (long i = 0; i < cloud_data->points.size (); ++i)
{
cloud_data->points[i].x=cloud_data->points[i].x*targetmeanN;
cloud_data->points[i].y=cloud_data->points[i].y*targetmeanN;
cloud_data->points[i].z=cloud_data->points[i].z*targetmeanN;
}
}
float Saturation_Vapor_Pressure(float t)
{
//Assign Values to Constants
float k1=1.16705214528*pow(10.0f,3.0f);
float k2=-7.24213167032*pow(10.0f,5.0f);
float k3=-1.70738469401*10.0;
float k4=1.20208247025*pow(10.0f,4.0f);
float k5=-3.23255503223*pow(10.0f,6.0f);
float k6=1.49151086135*10.0;
float k7=-4.82326573616*pow(10.0f,3.0f);
float k8=4.05113405421*pow(10.0f,5.0f);
float k9=-2.38555575678*pow(10.0f,-1.0f);
float k10=6.50175348448*pow(10.0f,2.0f);
//Intermediate Calculations
float tk=t+273.15;
float omega=tk+(k9/(tk-k10));
float a=pow(omega,2.0f)+(k1*omega)+k2;
float b=k3*pow(omega,2.0f)+(k4*omega)+k5;
float c=k6*pow(omega,2.0f)+(k7*omega)+k8;
float x=-b+sqrt(pow(b,2.0f)-4.0*a*c);
// Final Result (the saturation vapour pressure)
float psv=pow(10.0f,6.0f)*pow((2.0f*c)/x,4.0f);
return psv;
}
float Saturation_Vapor_Pressure_ice(float t)
{
//constants
float a1=-13.928169;
float a2=34.7078238;
float tk=t+273.15; // temp Kelvin
float thi=tk/273.16;
float y=a1*(1-pow(thi,-1.5f))+a2*(1-pow(thi,-1.25f));
float psv =611.657*pow(exp(1.0f),y);
return psv ;
}
float ciddor (float w,float c,float t,float p,float h)
{
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// w is vacuum wavelength of laser (micron) valid from 0.3 to 1.7
// c is the co2 (ppm mole) valid from 0 to 2000, often 450 ppm (outside)
// t is air temperature (C), from -40 to 100 C
// p is air pressure (Pa) from 10 000 to 140 000 typicallay 101 325 Pa
//h is relative humidity (%) valid from 0 to 100 %
//Assign Values to Constants
float w0=295.235;
float w1=2.6422;
float w2=-0.03238;
float w3=0.004028;
float k0=238.0185;
float k1=5792105;
float k2=57.362;
float k3=167917;
float a0=1.58123*(pow(10.0,-6.0));
float a1=-2.9331*(pow(10.0,-8.0));
float a2=1.1043*(pow(10.0,-10.0));
float b0=5.707*(pow(10.0,-6.0));
float b1=-2.051*(pow(10.0,-8.0));
float c0=1.9898*(pow(10.0,-4.0));
float c1=-2.376*(pow(10.0,-6.0));
float d=1.83*(pow(10.0,-11.0));
float e=-0.765*(pow(10.0,-8.0));

float pr1=101325;
float tr1=288.15;
float za=0.9995922115;
float r=8.314472;
float mv=0.018015;
//intermediate calculations
float s=1/(pow(w,2));
float ras= pow(10.0,-8.0)*((k1/(k0-s))+(k3/(k2-s)));
float rvs=1.022*pow(10.0,-8.0)*(w0+(w1*s)+(w2*pow(s,2.0f))+(w3*pow(s,3.0f)));
float ma=0.0289635*(1.2011*pow(10.0,-8.0)*(c-400));
float raxs=ras*(1+(5.34*pow(10.0,-7.0)*(c-450)));
float tk=t+273.15;
//calculation fo relative humidity
float alpha=1.00062;
float beta=3.14*pow(10.0,-8.0);
float gama=5.6*pow(10.0,-7.0);
float f=alpha+(beta*p)+(gama*(pow(t,2.0f)));
//Determine whether over water or ice and call relevant fuction to calculate the saturation vapor preassure
float psv;
if (t>0)
{
psv=Saturation_Vapor_Pressure(t);
}
else
{
psv=Saturation_Vapor_Pressure_ice(t);
}
//Final Result (the humidity as mole fraction)
float x=((h/100.0)*f*psv)/p;
float zm1=(p/tk);
float zm2=a0+(a1*t)+a2*pow(t,2.0f);
float zm3=(b0+b1*t)*x;
float zm4=(c0+(c1*t))*pow(x, 2.0f);
float zm5=pow(p/ tk,2.0f)*(d+e*pow(x,2.0f));
float zm=1-(zm1*(zm2+zm3+zm4))+zm5;
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//Calculate Zw
float pref2=1333;
float tref2=293.15;
float zw1=(pref2/tref2);
float zw2=a0+a1*(tref2-273.15)+a2*pow(tref2-273.15,2.0);
float zw3=(b0+(b1*(tref2-273.15)))*1;
float zw4=(c0+(c1*(tref2-273.15)))*pow(1.0,2.0);
float zw5=pow(pref2/tref2,2.0f)*(d+e*pow(1.0f,2.0f));
float zw=1-(zw1*(zw2+zw3+zw4))+zw5;
float rhoaxs=(pr1*ma)/(za*r*tr1);
float rhov=(x*p*ma)/(zm*r*tk)*(1-1*(1-mv/ma));
float rhoa=((1-x)*p*ma)/(zm*r*tk);
float rhovs=(pref2*ma/(zw*r*tref2))*(1-1*(1-mv/ma));
//Final Result (the refractive index)
float n=1+((rhoa/rhoaxs)*raxs)+((rhov/rhovs)*rvs);
return n;
}
void tempCorrectModel(pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>::Ptr &cloud, pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr &temp, int kk)
{
float w =1.064; //valid for optech ilris laser LR scanner
float c= 450; // outside CO2 content 450 ppm
float t=temp->points[kk].x;
float p=temp->points[kk].y;
float h=temp->points[kk].z;
cout<<" T P H:" << endl;
cout << t << endl;
float n= ciddor(w,c,t,p,h);
cout << "ATM corection:" << endl;
cout << n << endl;
for (long i = 0; i < cloud->points.size (); ++i)
{
cloud->points[i].x=cloud->points[i].x*n;
cloud->points[i].y=cloud->points[i].y*n;
cloud->points[i].z=cloud->points[i].z*n;
}
}
int
main (int argc, char** argv)
{

pcl::console::TicToc tt;
tt.tic();

pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>::Ptr cloud_ref (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>);
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr cloud_data_align (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>);
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr cloud_ref_align (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>);
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr cloud_ref_noI (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>);

// Load weather data as a point cloud
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr tempPressHumid (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>);
loadCloud("weather.txt", *tempPressHumid) ;

//input of normal scale radius
double RAD;
double NN;
double Cal;
double tStep;
double maxdist;
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double factor;
int K=10;
int minPoints;
//QFind reference cloud in file system, point clouds must have .xyz file extensions
QDir dir(".");
QStringList filters;
filters << "*.xyz";
QFileInfoList list = dir.entryInfoList(filters, QDir::Files); // list of all pcd files
QFileInfo fileInfo(list[0].fileName());
QString filenameref(fileInfo.fileName());
int numFiles=list.count();
// 7 command line arguements
RAD =atof(argv[1]);// Normal Calculation Radius
NN =atof(argv[2]);// Neighbourhood Radius for spatial averaging
Cal=atof(argv[3]); // Number of Calibration Clouds
tStep=atof(argv[4]); // Number of Time Clouds
maxdist=atof(argv[5]); // Maximum distance between point clouds, if greater= NaN
factor=atof(argv[6]); // factor times mean point spacing to search for point in the data cloud during raw distance calculation
minPoints=atof(argv[7]);// minimum number of points required or else point cloud is rejected
Eigen::MatrixXf CloudProp(numFiles,2);
PCDWriter w;
loadCloud(filenameref.toStdString(), *cloud_ref); // Populate reference cloud
tempCorrectModel(cloud_ref, tempPressHumid, 0); // Ciddor Correction
FilterInitial (cloud_ref); // Filter Outliers
cloud_ref= boxClip (cloud_ref);// Remove points outside specified area, required text file with numberical bounds
cout << "loaded reference cloud" << endl;
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::Normal>::Ptr cloud_normals= normalCalcFunction (cloud_ref, RAD); // Calculates reference normals
double resolutionref = computeCloudResolution(cloud_ref); // calculates mean resolution of reference point cloud
double factorSearch= NN;
Eigen::Vector4f centroid_ref;
pcl::compute3DCentroid(*cloud_ref,centroid_ref); // computes 3D centroid of reference point cloud
cout << centroid_ref << endl;
cout << "Normals Calculated" << endl;
tt.toc();
tt.toc_print();
// Setup Kd tree with reference cloud for NN
pcl::copyPointCloud(*cloud_ref,*cloud_ref_align);
pcl::copyPointCloud(*cloud_ref,*cloud_ref_noI);
pcl::KdTreeFLANN<pcl::PointXYZ> kdtree_ref (new pcl::KdTreeFLANN<pcl::PointXYZ>);
kdtree_ref.setInputCloud (cloud_ref_align); // computes reference cloud Kdtree
cout << "kd tree built" << endl;
// Storage Matrices
Eigen::MatrixXf calMat(cloud_ref->points.size (),Cal);
Eigen::MatrixXf filteredMat(cloud_ref->points.size (),tStep); // fills all filtered data
Eigen::MatrixXf CalVector(cloud_ref->points.size (),1);
Eigen::MatrixXf FiltstdVector(cloud_ref->points.size (),1);
Eigen::MatrixXf CalstdVector(cloud_ref->points.size (),1);
Eigen::MatrixXf timeFiltered(cloud_ref->points.size (),1); // Matrix to hold filtered Data
Eigen::MatrixXf conftimeFiltered(cloud_ref->points.size (),1);
int calcount;
int jj=0;

while (jj<numFiles-1) // -1 because of reference scan and another -1 because starts at 0
{
jj++;
tt.tic();
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// Calibration Phase
if (jj <= Cal )
{
cout << "calibrating"<< endl;
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>::Ptr cloud_data (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>); // data cloud
//Query current file folder
QDir dir(".");
QStringList filters;
filters << "*.xyz";
QFileInfoList list = dir.entryInfoList(filters, QDir::Files); // list of all pcd files
QFileInfo fileInfo(list[jj].fileName());
QString filename(fileInfo.fileName());
cout << filename.toStdString() << endl;
loadCloud(filename.toStdString(), *cloud_data) ;
FilterInitial (cloud_data); // Outlier removal
cloud_data= boxClip (cloud_data);// Passthrough filter
CloudProp(jj,0)=cloud_data->points.size ();
CloudProp(jj,1)=computeCloudResolution(cloud_data);
// testing to see if upper half is missing (Quality Control Step)
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>::Ptr cloud_test (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>);
pcl::copyPointCloud(*cloud_data, *cloud_test);
pcl::PassThrough<pcl::PointXYZI> passt;
float yup=2000; // Specific to study case
float ylow=centroid_ref(1);
passt.setInputCloud (cloud_test);
passt.setFilterFieldName ("y");
passt.setFilterLimits (ylow, yup);
passt.filter (*cloud_test);
cout << "ylow" << endl;
cout << ylow << endl;
cout << cloud_test->points.size() << endl;

if (cloud_data->points.size () <minPoints || cloud_test->points.size()==0)
{
cout << "skip scan not enough points" << endl;
if (jj==numFiles-1) // wait until more clouds are added
{
int nf = numFiles;
while(nf <= numFiles) {
//cout << "waiting"<< endl;
Sleep(10000);
QDir dir(".");
QStringList filters;
filters << "*.xyz";
QFileInfoList list2 = dir.entryInfoList(filters, QDir::Files); // list of all
pcd files
nf=list2.count();
cout << nf << endl;
}
numFiles =nf;
Sleep(10000);
}
continue;
}

tempCorrectModel(cloud_data, tempPressHumid, jj);// Ciddor Correction
pcl::copyPointCloud(*cloud_data, *cloud_data_align);
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::Normal>::Ptr cloud_normalsdata= normalCalcFunctiondown (cloud_data_align, 20);
roughAlign (cloud_ref_align,cloud_data_align);
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scannerTargetDistance(cloud_ref,cloud_data,jj); //
alignCloudsTran (cloud_data_align,cloud_ref_align);
cout << "Transition Aligned"<< endl;
alignCloudsFine (cloud_data_align,cloud_ref_align);
w.writeBinaryCompressed ("Aligned_Corrected"+filename.section(".",0,0).toStdString()+".pcd",
*cloud_data_align); // write the aligned point cloud to file
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>::Ptr Rawdist= rawDistCalc
(cloud_data_align,cloud_ref_noI,cloud_normals, K, maxdist,factor);
cout << "Rawdist done"<< endl;
cout << cloud_ref->size()<< endl;
cout << Rawdist->size()<< endl;
std::ofstream outputraw("Rawdiffs"+filename.section(".",0,0).toStdString()+".txt"); // write text file of raw
differences

for(int ii=0; ii<cloud_ref->points.size ();ii++)
{
outputraw <<Rawdist->points[ii].intensity<< endl;
}
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>::Ptr Filtdist=filtDistRad
(factorSearch,resolutionref,Rawdist,kdtree_ref,cloud_ref_noI); //Spatial Filtering
cout << "Filtdist done"<< endl;
w.writeBinaryCompressed ("Rawdsit"+filename.section(".",0,0).toStdString()+".pcd", *Rawdist); //Write
raw distance point cloud to file
w.writeBinaryCompressed ("filteredspace"+filename.section(".",0,0).toStdString()+".pcd",
*Filtdist);//Write spatial filter point cloud to file
// Add filtered distances to calibration matrix
for(int ii=0; ii<cloud_ref->points.size ();ii++)
{
calMat.col(jj-1)[ii] = Filtdist->points[ii].intensity ;
}

if (jj == Cal )// once calMat matrix is built need to build calibration vector consisting of the average of each
row
{
cout << "last cal" << endl;
for(int ii=0; ii<cloud_ref->points.size ();ii++) //
{
float sum = 0;
int den=0;
for (int j=0; j<Cal;j++) // go through each column sort out NaNs
{
if (calMat.row(ii)[j]!=calMat.row(ii)[j])
{
// do nothing if NaN
}
else
{
// if it is a number append to NonNan vector
den=den+1;
sum+=calMat.row(ii)[j];
}
}
if (den==Cal)
{
calcount=den;
std::vector<float> stdacc(den);
for(int j=0;j<den;j++)
{
stdacc[j]=calMat.row(ii)[j];
}
double mean;
double stdcal;
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pcl::getMeanStd(stdacc,mean,stdcal);
CalstdVector(ii)=stdcal;
CalVector(ii)=mean;
}
else {
CalVector(ii)=std::numeric_limits<double>::quiet_NaN();
CalstdVector(ii)=std::numeric_limits<double>::quiet_NaN();
calcount=0;
}
}
}
tt.toc();
tt.toc_print();
if (jj==numFiles-1) {
int nf = numFiles;
while(nf <= numFiles) {
Sleep(10000);
QDir dir(".");
QStringList filters;
filters << "*.xyz"; // need to sort by time or number
QFileInfoList list2 = dir.entryInfoList(filters, QDir::Files); // list of all pcd files
nf=list2.count();
cout << nf << endl;
}
numFiles =nf;
Sleep(10000);
}
continue;
}

// Start Accumulation Phase
if (jj < Cal+tStep )
{
cout << "Accumulating"<< endl;
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>::Ptr cloud_data (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>);
QDir dir(".");
QStringList filters;
filters << "*.xyz";
QFileInfoList list = dir.entryInfoList(filters, QDir::Files);
QFileInfo fileInfo(list[jj].fileName());
QString filename(fileInfo.fileName());
cout << filename.toStdString() << endl;
loadCloud(filename.toStdString(), *cloud_data) ;
FilterInitial (cloud_data);
cloud_data= boxClip (cloud_data);
CloudProp(jj,0)=cloud_data->points.size ();
CloudProp(jj,1)=computeCloudResolution(cloud_data);
// testing to see if upper half is missing (Quality Control Step)
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>::Ptr cloud_test (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>);
pcl::copyPointCloud(*cloud_data, *cloud_test);
pcl::PassThrough<pcl::PointXYZI> passt;
float yup=2000; // Specifil to study case
float ylow=centroid_ref(1);
passt.setInputCloud (cloud_test);
passt.setFilterFieldName ("y");
passt.setFilterLimits (ylow, yup);
passt.filter (*cloud_test);
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cout << "ylow" << endl;
cout << ylow << endl;
if (cloud_data->points.size () <minPoints || cloud_test->points.size()==0)
{
cout << "skip scan not enough points" << endl;
if (jj==numFiles-1)
{
int nf = numFiles;
while(nf <= numFiles) {
//cout << "waiting"<< endl;
Sleep(10000);
QDir dir(".");
QStringList filters;
filters << "*.xyz";
QFileInfoList list2 = dir.entryInfoList(filters, QDir::Files); // list of all
pcd files
nf=list2.count();
cout << nf << endl;
}
numFiles =nf;
Sleep(10000);
}
continue;
}

tempCorrectModel(cloud_data, tempPressHumid, jj); //Ciddor Correction
pcl::copyPointCloud(*cloud_data, *cloud_data_align);
roughAlign (cloud_ref_align,cloud_data_align);
scannerTargetDistance(cloud_ref,cloud_data,jj);
alignCloudsTran (cloud_data_align,cloud_ref_align);
cout << "Transition Aligned"<< endl;
alignCloudsFine (cloud_data_align,cloud_ref_align);
cout << "Finely Aligned"<< endl;
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>::Ptr Rawdist= rawDistCalc
(cloud_data_align,cloud_ref_noI,cloud_normals, K, maxdist,factor);
cout << "Rawdist done"<< endl;
cout << cloud_ref->size()<< endl;
cout << Rawdist->size()<< endl;
std::ofstream outputraw("Rawdiffs"+filename.section(".",0,0).toStdString()+".txt");
for(int ii=0; ii<cloud_ref->points.size ();ii++)
{
outputraw <<Rawdist->points[ii].intensity<< endl;
}
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>::Ptr Filtdist=filtDistRad
(factorSearch,resolutionref,Rawdist,kdtree_ref,cloud_ref_noI);
cout << "Filtdist done"<< endl;
w.writeBinaryCompressed ("Rawdsit"+filename.section(".",0,0).toStdString()+".pcd", *Rawdist);
w.writeBinaryCompressed ("filteredspace"+filename.section(".",0,0).toStdString()+".pcd", *Filtdist);
w.writeBinaryCompressed ("Aligned_Corrected"+filename.section(".",0,0).toStdString()+".pcd",
*cloud_data_align);
// populate first timestep amount in matrix
for(int ii=0; ii<cloud_ref->points.size ();ii++)
{
filteredMat.col(jj-1-Cal)[ii]= Filtdist->points[ii].intensity;
}
tt.toc();
tt.toc_print();
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if (jj==numFiles-1) {
int nf = numFiles;
while(nf <= numFiles) {
//cout << "waiting"<< endl;
Sleep(10000);
QDir dir(".");
QStringList filters;
filters << "*.xyz";
QFileInfoList list2 = dir.entryInfoList(filters, QDir::Files);
nf=list2.count();
cout << nf << endl;
}
numFiles =nf;
Sleep(10000);
}
continue;
}
// Start Time Filtering
if (jj >= Cal+tStep ) {
// Time based Filtering
cout << "Filtering"<< endl;
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>::Ptr Filtconf (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>);
Filtconf->width = cloud_ref->points.size ();
Filtconf->height = 1;
Filtconf->points.resize (Filtconf->width * Filtconf->height);
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>::Ptr cloud_data (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>);
QDir dir(".");
QStringList filters;
filters << "*.xyz";
QFileInfoList list = dir.entryInfoList(filters, QDir::Files);
QFileInfo fileInfo(list[jj].fileName());
QString filename(fileInfo.fileName());
cout << filename.toStdString() << endl;
loadCloud(filename.toStdString(), *cloud_data) ;
FilterInitial (cloud_data);
cloud_data= boxClip (cloud_data);
CloudProp(jj,0)=cloud_data->points.size ();
CloudProp(jj,1)=computeCloudResolution(cloud_data);
// testing to see if upper half is missing (Quality Control Step)
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>::Ptr cloud_test (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>);
pcl::copyPointCloud(*cloud_data, *cloud_test);
pcl::PassThrough<pcl::PointXYZI> passt;
float yup=2000;
float ylow=centroid_ref(1);
passt.setInputCloud (cloud_test);
passt.setFilterFieldName ("y");
passt.setFilterLimits (ylow, yup);
passt.filter (*cloud_test);
cout << "ylow" << endl;
cout << ylow << endl;
if (cloud_data->points.size () <minPoints || cloud_test->points.size()==0)
{
cout << "skip scan not enough points" << endl;
if (jj==numFiles-1)
{
int nf = numFiles;
while(nf <= numFiles) {
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//cout << "waiting"<< endl;
Sleep(10000);
QDir dir(".");
QStringList filters;
filters << "*.xyz"; // need to sort by time or number
QFileInfoList list2 = dir.entryInfoList(filters, QDir::Files); // list of all
pcd files
nf=list2.count();
cout << nf << endl;
}
numFiles =nf;
Sleep(10000);
}
continue;
}
tempCorrectModel(cloud_data, tempPressHumid, jj);
pcl::copyPointCloud(*cloud_data, *cloud_data_align);
roughAlign (cloud_ref_align,cloud_data_align);
scannerTargetDistance(cloud_ref,cloud_data,jj); // target based correction specific to study case
alignCloudsTran (cloud_data_align,cloud_ref_align);
cout << "Transition Aligned"<< endl;
alignCloudsFine (cloud_data_align,cloud_ref_align);
cout << "Finely Aligned"<< endl;
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>::Ptr Rawdist= rawDistCalc
(cloud_data_align,cloud_ref_noI,cloud_normals, K, maxdist,factor);
cout << "Rawdist done"<< endl;
cout << cloud_ref->size()<< endl;
cout << Rawdist->size()<< endl;
// Write text file of differences
std::ofstream outputraw("Rawdiffs"+filename.section(".",0,0).toStdString()+".txt");
for(int ii=0; ii<cloud_ref->points.size ();ii++)
{
outputraw <<Rawdist->points[ii].intensity<< endl;
}
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZI>::Ptr Filtdist=filtDistRad
(factorSearch,resolutionref,Rawdist,kdtree_ref,cloud_ref_noI);
cout << "Filtdist done"<< endl;
w.writeBinaryCompressed ("Aligned_Corrected"+filename.section(".",0,0).toStdString()+".pcd",
*cloud_data_align);
w.writeBinaryCompressed ("Rawdsit"+filename.section(".",0,0).toStdString()+".pcd", *Rawdist);
w.writeBinaryCompressed ("filteredspace"+filename.section(".",0,0).toStdString()+".pcd", *Filtdist);
if (tStep>0 )
{
for(int ii=0; ii<cloud_ref->points.size ();ii++)
{
filteredMat.col(tStep-1)[ii]= Filtdist->points[ii].intensity;
float sum = 0;
int den=0;
for (int j=0; j<tStep;j++) // go through each column sort out NaNs
{
if (filteredMat.row(ii)[j]!=filteredMat.row(ii)[j])
{
// do nothing if NaN
}
else
{
// if it is a number append to NonNan vector
den=den+1;
sum+=filteredMat.row(ii)[j];
}
}
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if (den==tStep)
{
std::vector<float> stdacc(den);
calcount=den;
for(int j=0;j<den;j++)
{
stdacc[j]=filteredMat.row(ii)[j];
}
double mean;
double standard;
pcl::getMeanStd(stdacc,mean,standard);
FiltstdVector(ii)=standard;
if (CalVector(ii)!=CalVector(ii))
{
timeFiltered(ii)=std::numeric_limits<double>::quiet_NaN();
conftimeFiltered(ii)=std::numeric_limits<double>::quiet_NaN();
}
else
{
timeFiltered(ii)=mean-CalVector(ii);
conftimeFiltered(ii)=1.96*(std::sqrtf((std::pow(CalstdVector(ii),2))/calcount+(std::pow(FiltstdVector(ii),2))/den));
}
}
else
{
timeFiltered(ii)= std::numeric_limits<double>::quiet_NaN();
conftimeFiltered(ii)=std::numeric_limits<double>::quiet_NaN();
// if den is zero then the entire row is NaN so assign NaN
}
}
//estimate registration error/empirical error term
double reg;
std::vector<float> areasDist;
std::vector<float> areas(4) ;// four areas to check residuals

areas[0]=901295; // Specific to study case
areas[1]=2850488;
areas[2]=2762438;
areas[3]=1465845;

std::vector<int> pointId(30);
std::vector<float> pointNKN(30);
kdtree_ref.nearestKSearch (areas[0], 30, pointId, pointNKN);

for (long jj = 0; jj <pointId.size (); ++jj)
{
if (timeFiltered(pointId[jj])!=timeFiltered(pointId[jj]))
{
}
else
{
areasDist.push_back( timeFiltered(pointId[jj]));
}
}
kdtree_ref.nearestKSearch (areas[1], 30, pointId, pointNKN);
for (long jj = 0; jj <pointId.size (); ++jj)
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{
if (timeFiltered(pointId[jj])!=timeFiltered(pointId[jj]))
{
}
else
{
areasDist.push_back( timeFiltered(pointId[jj]));
}
}
kdtree_ref.nearestKSearch (areas[2], 30, pointId, pointNKN);
for (long jj = 0; jj <pointId.size (); ++jj)
{
if (timeFiltered(pointId[jj])!=timeFiltered(pointId[jj]))
{
}
else
{
areasDist.push_back( timeFiltered(pointId[jj]));
}
}
kdtree_ref.nearestKSearch (areas[3], 30, pointId, pointNKN);
for (long jj = 0; jj <pointId.size (); ++jj)
{
if (timeFiltered(pointId[jj])!=timeFiltered(pointId[jj]))
{
}
else
{
areasDist.push_back( timeFiltered(pointId[jj]));
}
}
double meanreg;
double stdreg;
pcl::getMeanStd(areasDist,meanreg,stdreg);
for(int ii=0; ii<cloud_ref->points.size ();ii++)
{
Filtdist->points[ii].intensity=timeFiltered(ii);
Filtconf->points[ii].intensity=conftimeFiltered(ii)+2*stdreg; // add registration
error
Filtconf->points[ii].x=Filtdist->points[ii].x;
Filtconf->points[ii].y=Filtdist->points[ii].y;
Filtconf->points[ii].z=Filtdist->points[ii].z;
}
// Shift block 1 column to the left
removeColumn(filteredMat,0);
}

pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZINormal>::Ptr cloud_with_Normals (new
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZINormal>);
pcl::copyPointCloud(*cloud_normals,*cloud_with_Normals);
pcl::copyPointCloud(*Filtdist, *cloud_with_Normals);
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pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZINormal>::Ptr cloud_with_Normalsconf (new
pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZINormal>);
pcl::copyPointCloud(*cloud_normals, *cloud_with_Normalsconf);
pcl::copyPointCloud(*Filtconf, *cloud_with_Normalsconf);
// Write text file of differences
std::ofstream output("Differences"+filename.section(".",0,0).toStdString()+".txt");
for(int ii=0; ii<cloud_ref->points.size ();ii++)
{
output <<Filtdist->points[ii].intensity<< endl;
}
std::ofstream output2("Confidence"+filename.section(".",0,0).toStdString()+".txt");
for(int ii=0; ii<cloud_ref->points.size ();ii++)
{
output2 <<Filtconf->points[ii].intensity<< endl;
}

w.writeBinaryCompressed ("filtered"+filename.section(".",0,0).toStdString()+".pcd",
*cloud_with_Normals);
w.writeBinaryCompressed ("Confidence"+filename.section(".",0,0).toStdString()+".pcd",
*cloud_with_Normalsconf);
tt.toc();
tt.toc_print();

if (jj==numFiles-1) {
int nf = numFiles;
while(nf <= numFiles) {
//cout << "waiting"<< endl;
Sleep(10000);
QDir dir(".");
QStringList filters;
filters << "*.xyz"; // need to sort by time or number
QFileInfoList list2 = dir.entryInfoList(filters, QDir::Files); // list of all pcd files
nf=list2.count();
cout << nf << endl;
}
numFiles =nf;
Sleep(10000);
}
}
}
// Write point number text file
std::ofstream output("PointNumber.txt");
for(int ii=0; ii<numFiles;ii++)
{
output <<CloudProp(ii,0)<< endl;
}
// Write resolution text file
std::ofstream output2("Resolution.txt");
for(int ii=0; ii<numFiles;ii++)
{
output2 <<CloudProp(ii,1)<< endl;
}
cout << "done" << endl;
return (0);
}
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Appendix E
This appendix section gives guidance on choosing survey point spacing, number of
spatial neighbours used for averaging (NN) and number of temporal neighbours (Tsteps) required
to achieve a desired uncertainty level.
To avoid spatial smoothing when choosing neighbours it is recommended that the NN
used covers an area an order of magnitude smaller than the smallest deforming area that is
expected. Figure E1 presents the maximum recommended neighbours to be used for a 1 m2 area
of expected change as a function of point spacing. If, for example, a deforming area of 1 m2 is

Max neighbours for 1 m2 smallest
change

expected then no more than 20 neighbours should be used at a point spacing of 0.05 m.
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Figure E1: Maximum recommended neighbours to be used for a 1 m2 area of expected
change as a function of point spacing

The reduction in uncertainty using the 4D change detection algorithm is a function of
point spacing, Tstep and NN. Figure E2 presents the reduction of uncertainty as a function of point
spacing using the maximum recommended NN per point spacing and displayed for various Tstep.
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Figure E2: Uncertainty reduction factor as a function of point spacing using various Tstep
and a recommended NN for a 1 m2 area.

To be used on a site-specific basis, the uncertainty as a function of point spacing can be
represented as an uncertainty reduction factor. Figure E3 presents the uncertainty as a function of

Uncertainty (m,95% confidence)

point spacing for the White Canyon study site.
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Figure E3: Uncertainty as a function of point spacing for the White Canyon slope.

Combining the uncertainty as a function of point spacing for the White Canyon with the
uncertainty reduction for various Tstep produces Figure E4. This graph displays the expected
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uncertainty as function of point spacing for various Tstep using the recommended NN for a 1 m2
minimum deforming area for White Canyon. A 1 mm detection level for a 1 m2 area can
theoretically be achieved (ignoring systematic errors) using a point spacing of 0.08 m, 15 NN and
a Tstep of 25. This can be achieved at a Tstep of 10 if a 0.02 m point spacing is used. Graph E4 can
be produced for any study site once the level of uncertainty is estimated as a function of point
spacing.
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Figure E4: Uncertainty as a function of point spacing using various Tstep and a
recommended NN for a 1 m2 area.
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